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ABSTRACT 
Incorporating Vegetative Diversity Measures in Forest-
Level Planning: A Case Study on the Utah State 
University School Forest 
by 
David N. Holland, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1994 
Major Professor: Dr. Robert J. Lilieholm 
Department: Forest Resources 
Three indices of forest stand structural and compositional diversity 
were incorporated into a linear programming, timber-harvest scheduling 
model to examine the tradeoffs between managing stands for timber 
production and biodiversity objectives. While harvest-level objectives were 
fairly compatible with the maintenance of biodiversity, present net worth 





Rising consumer demands for natural resources combined with public 
concern for environmental issues has placed resource managers in the 
center of controversy. Today, natural resource managers are expected to 
meet a growing array of land uses while maintaining and improving 
biological diversity and other environmental values. 
Concern over the loss of biological diversity is relatively new. The 
USDA Forest Service was first directed under the National Forest 
Management Act (NFMA) of 1976 to consider biological diversity in the 
planning process, and must monitor and evaluate the effects of 
implementing forest plans on biological diversity. However, biological 
diversity, due to recent court interpretations, has greatly expanded as an 
issue. If the forest manager's goal is to maintain or improve biological 
diversity, biological diversity must be defined and criteria must be 
developed to quantify movement toward or away from this goal. 
The reasons for maintaining biological diversity are many. Hunter 
(1990:9) states the fundamental reason for managing for biological diversity 
is simple: "All life forms have some value, economic or ecological, realized or 
potential, and by managing for diversity we manage for all life forms." 
Another reason for managing for biological diversity is the theory that a 
forest with greater species diversity is less likely than a monoculture to 
suffer severe losses from insect or disease attacks. 
In reference to NFMA, policy makers have specified biological 
diversity as a desirable goal; the next logical step is to develop a definition 
and quantifiable measure of diversity. The search for such a definition has 
brought biological diversity to the forefront in professional journals, the 
media, and now Congress. 
Although no single accepted measure of biological diversity exists, 
various indexes have been proposed. Once diversity measurements are 
accepted, forest managers can evaluate the possibilities of increasing 
diversity on managed forest lands while meeting alternative resource goals . 
The objective of this thesis is to provide forest managers with one 
alternative tool for quantifying species and structural diversity on forest 




Defining Biological Diversity 
Biological diversity refers to the variety and variability of living 
organisms and the habitats in which they occur (Office of Technology 
Assessment 1987) . In a more quantifiable connotation, Patil and Taillie 
(1982) define diversity as average rarity. In other words, in a diverse 
community the majority of the species are relatively rare . Further, single 
species communities are defined as having no diversity. 
Diversity may be managed at several levels, including genetic , 
species, habitat, population, community, and ecosystem. While it is 
important to recognize the level at which efforts are being concentrated, all 
levels are interrelated . For example, as plant species diversity increases, it 
follows that habitat and ecosystem diversity increases . 
In addition to the various levels of biological diversity, spatial and 
temporal factors must also be considered. Biological diversity can change 
drastically from local to global scales . Species diversity can change hourly 
in the case of microorganisms, or it may take decades or even centuries in 




Magurran (1988) divides species diversity measures into three main 
categories. First are species richness indices. These are indices based on 
the number of species per specified number of individuals or in a defined 
area. The number of species per defined area is most commonly used and is 
referred to as species density. Richness indices are easily calculated and 
simple to interpret, although they fail to communicate information about 
the relative abundance of species. For example, a loblolly pine stand with 
one slash pine would have the same richness index as an evenly mixed 
stand of the two species. 
The second species diversity category includes species abundance or 
evenness models which describe the distribution of abundance among 
different species. As the study of species diversity progressed, it was 
noticed that a characteristic pattern of species abundance was occurring. In 
no community examined would all species be equally common; rather, a few 
species would be very abundant, some would have medium abundance, and 
most would be represented by only a few individuals (Fisher et al . 1943). 
The use of these indices requires fitting the data to one of four models: 
geometric series, log series, log normal distribution or the broken stick 
model (MacArthur 1957). To fit the data to one of these models, the percent 
abundance is plotted on a log scale on the vertical axis and the sequence, 
from most frequent species to least, on the horizontal axis. These models 
are strongly supported by May (1975, 1981) and Southwood (1978) as the 
basis for examining species diversity because the model is based on the 
underlying data. 
Finally, the third species diversity category consists of a combination 
of the first two. These are indices based on the proportional abundance or 
richness and evenness. No assumptions are made about the shape of the 
underlying abundance distribution. Thus, Southwood (1978) refers to these 
indices as nonparametric. Popular indices such as Shannon's (1948) and 
Simpson's (1949) belong to this third group of diversity measures. 
Pielou (1977) describes three criteria of a useful diversity index. 
First, for a given number of species, the function takes its greatest value 
when the community is completely even, for example, when the proportion 
of individuals of each species is 1/s where s represents the number of 
species. Second, for two completely even communities, the one with the 
greatest number of species should have the larger index value. Third, for a 
community that can be classified in more than one way, the sum of the 
index values at each level of classification should equal the value using all 
levels of classification. For example, if trees were classified by species and 
by height, and the two are independent of each other, then the diversity of 
the species plus the diversity value of the height should be equal to the 
diversity of species and height combined. 
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Patil and Taillie (1982) add a fourth criterion which states that 
diversity indices should increase with transfers of abundance from one 
species to another less-abundant species within the same community. Of 
the two most common proportional abundance indices, Simpson's index does 
not meet the third criterion, while Shannon's index meets all four (Hunter 
1990). Shannon's index is most affected by rare species (species richness), 
while Simpson's index is sensitive to changes in the abundance of the 
commonest species (species evenness) (Magurran 1988). Because of the 
appealing properties of this index and its popularity in biological diversity 
measurement, the Shannon index is used in this research. 
Shannon's Index of Diversity 
Shannon and Wiener independently derived the function now known 
as the Shannon index of diversity. The index, derived from information 
theory, assumes that individuals are randomly sampled from an indefinitely 
large population and that all are represented in the sample (Pielou 1975). 
The index is calculated as: 
where 
H = the degree of uncertainty of an individual chosen at random 
from a community and, 
Pi = the proportion of individuals found in the ith species. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this research were to: 
1) apply Shannon's diversity index to PROGNOSIS 
estimates of forest growth and yield to measure stand 
structural and species diversity; 
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2) illustrate how biological diversity measures could be 
incorporated into forest-level planning using a case study 
on the Utah State University School Forest; and 
3) evaluate the economic tradeoffs between managing for 
biological diversity and timber production. 
METHODS 
Study Site 
The Utah State University Experimental School Forest was selected 
as the study site because of its convenient size (approximately 1,000 
hectares or 2500 acres), availability of data, close proximity to campus, 
familiarity, and existing stand diversity. The School Forest is located on 
the Cache National Forest 20 miles east of Logan, Utah, on the Logan 
Ranger District. The forest consists of four 260-hectare (640-acre) sections; 
three are federally owned and managed by the USDA Forest Service, and 
one is owned by Utah State University for use by the Department of Forest 
Resources. The forest is primarily used for forestry summer camp field 
instruction and university research , and has been an active facility for over 
50 years . 
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The School Forest's four sections are divided into five management 
compartments: Little Bear, West Hodges, Spawn Creek, North Jebo, and 
South Jebo. These compartments are each approximately 200 hectares (500 
acres) and roughly follow watershed boundaries (Figure 1). Each summer 
the students at forestry summer camp are divided into interdisciplinary 
teams and assigned one of the five compartments to inventory. 





Inventory data gathered by the U.S.U. College of Natural Resources 
Summer Camp class of 1991 provided cover-type maps and stand inventory 
data used in this research. Originally, it was believed that annual data 
existed for several recent years of summer camp. Upon further 
investigation it was discovered that 1991's data were all that remained of 
over 50 years of forestry summer camp. At this point it was realized that 
compiling and entering 1991's data in a computerized database for further 
research would be beneficial. Only four of the five compartments were 
inventoried in 1991 due to low camp enrollment . Since Spawn Creek was 
excluded, this study only considers approximately 813 hectares (2010 acres) 
of the School Forest (i.e., the Little Bear, West Hodges, North Jebo, and 
South J ebo compartments). 
Compartment data were collected using variable plot data sheets 
(Figure 2). The data were collected using a 20-factor basal area prism. The 
data sheets provide space for recording plot number, tree number, trees per 
acre, species, diameter at breast height (DBH in tenths of an inch), and 
height . Tree species on the forest include Engelmann spruce (Picea 
engelmannii Parry ex Engelm.), subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa (Hook.) 
Nutt.), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca (Beissn.) Franco), 
lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl. ex Loud.), and aspen (Populus 
tremuloides Michx.). As part of the exercise the students at camp 
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delineated stand types for their respective compartments based on species 
composition and age. The first step in developing prescriptions, growth and 
yield runs, and the LP model was to normalize stand types between 
compartments. This included combining stands in some compartments 
which were divided into many types, as well as separating stands in 
compartments with only a few types. Aerial photographs and ground 
reconnaissance were used to define sixteen contiguous stands in the four 
compartments: eight spruce/fir stands, three lodgepole stands, and five 
aspen stands. Of these sixteen stands, three stand types were recognized: 
spruce/fir, lodgepole, and aspen . The three stand types were developed to 
create a specific set of silvicultural alternatives for each type. 
Growth and Yield Projections 
Once the data were categorized by compartment, stand, and stand 
type, they were entered into computer input files, by stand, for input into 
the growth and yield model PROGNOSIS (Stage 1973). Yield tables for 
both existing and future regenerated stands were created with the PC Utah 
variant of PROGNOSIS (V 6.0). PROGNOSIS is a FORTRAN computer 
program which projects stand growth based on increment predictions for 
individual trees. The Inland Empire variant of the PROGNOSIS Model 
(representing northern Idaho, western Montana, and eastern Washington) 
was developed by Stage (1973). Continued development of this and other 
variants has been conducted by the USDA Forest Service. Although 
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patterned after the Inland Empire variant, the growth and yield equations 
of each variant are determined by species and available data (Wykoff et al. 
1982). 
PROGNOSIS has advantages and disadvantages. PROGNOSIS was 
chosen because of its widespread use by the Forest Service. Once the input 
files were created, several stands could be run through single prescriptions 
using a batch program. Unfortunately, PROGNOSIS has a steep learning 
curve and requires learning many keywords that are used in the command 
file. 
PROGNOSIS overestimated yields for forest stands in northern Utah. 
Fortunately, the model can be easily calibrated for unique areas and growth 
rates. As a result, several variables were adjusted to reduce growth rates 
so that growth and yield projections matched empirical data and 
observations. 
Natural regeneration on mixed conifer sites with residual trees was 
also modeled inadequately when compared to actual stands. Similarly, 
PROGNOSIS was unable to accurately simulate vegetative reproduction of 
aspen . As a remedy, aspen stand growth was modeled by planting 
approximately 8,095 saplings per hectare (20,000 per acre) and imposing 
several heavy thinnings to represent competition. This, however, may have 
underestimated biological diversity in the growth and yield projections as 
discussed below. 
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Density Management and Prescriptions 
Density management is the manipulation and control of growing 
stock to achieve specific management objectives (Long 1985). Silviculturists 
determine appropriate levels of growing stock at the stand level and control 
growing stock through planting density, precommercial and commercial 
thinnings. These growing stock levels incorporate biological, technological, 
and economic factors associated with management objectives. The growing 
stock level has a significant effect on the structure and productivity of a 
stand, and hence the basal area and vertical diversity. 
Silvicultural prescriptions take distinct stand management goals and 
translate them into target levels of growing stock. In this study, growing 
stock levels (density) were measured by Reineke's (1933) stand density 
index (SDI) based on the predictable relationship between quadratic mean 
diameter and trees per unit area in dense stands. 
Silvicultural prescriptions were written for each stand type (i.e. , 
spruce/fir, lodgepole, and aspen) including regeneration prescriptions . For 
each prescription, all stands in a given stand type were projected and yield 
tables produced. 
Engelmann spruce and subalpine fir mixtures make up two-thirds of 
the existing stands on the forest . Prescriptions for existing spruce/fir stands 
included irregular shelterwood, shelterwood, and clearcutting. Irregular 
shelterwood refers to leaving residual trees on the site for the next rotation, 
creating a two-storied stand. These irregular shelterwood prescriptions 
represent "new forestry" prescriptions as described by Franklin and 
Forman (1987). 
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Shelterwood prescriptions left approximately 10 trees per hectare 
(TPH) or 25 trees per acre (TPA) for 10 years as a "shelter" for seedling 
establishment, at which time the trees were removed to create a single-aged 
stand. The shelterwood and irregular shelterwood prescriptions call for 
underplanting 325 TPH (800 TPA) of Engelmann spruce. Existing lodgepole 
pine and aspen stands were regenerated exclusively by clearcutting. 
Clearcut spruce/fir and lodgepole pine stands were regenerated with 
lodgepole pine under a range of management intensities from no thinnings 
to one precommercial and one commercial thinning. These resulted in 
stocking densities ranging from 280 to 60 TPH (700 to 150 TPA) at the end 
of an 80-year rotation . Clearcut aspen stands, originating from 8,095 
vegetatively reproduced saplings per hectare (20,000 per acre), resulted in 
140 TPH (350 TPA) at the end of a 100-year rotation assuming no 
intermittent management. 
Diversity Program and Indices 
PROGNOSIS output files consisted of a treelist for each 5-year 
interval over the projection period. A diversity program written in 
FORTRAN by U.S.U. Forestry Professor David W. Roberts (in preparation) 
was used to read PROGNOSIS output files and calculate species diversity, 
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basal area diversity, and vertical diversity for each time period. The 
program used Shannon's diversity index. The diversity program then 
created an output file displaying each index value over the length of the 
projection period (Figure 3). Shannon's index is open-ended, with maximum 
possible values increasing with the number of categories (e.g., species) 
considered. In this research the diversity indices were relativized (0-100) by 
the theoretical maximum possible value to allow comparison of indices 
computed on different numbers of categories. 
Species Diversity 
Species diversity expresses the degree to which the composition of a 
given stand is distributed among the possible species. The calculation of 
species diversity is based on the Shannon index, computed using the 
fraction of total stand basal area composed of each species. Basal area was 
chosen, rather than trees per hectare, as better representing the abundance 
of species of different size or age classes. The maximum possible species 
diversity would occur if each of the five possible species had equal basal 
area, and the calculated species diversity was divided by the maximum 
possible diversity and multiplied by 100 to express relative species diversity 
from O to 100. 
STANO NUHBER C21Tl YEAR 2006 CYCLE HUHBER 2 
TPA BY SPECIES ANO SIZE CLAII 
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
POTR 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PICO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PSHE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PIEN 0 0 0 6 10 0 B 7 7 3 2 4 3 3 1 
ABLA 0 0 0 I B 9 I 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
14 19 10 14 10 8 4 2 I 3 3 1 
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Basal Area Diversity 
Basal area diversity expresses the diversity of tree sizes within a 
given stand. The calculation of basal area diversity was made using the 
Shannon index, calculated on the fraction of total stand basal area within 
each diameter class (regardless of species) . Maximum possible basal area 
diversity would occur with equal basal area within each of the 15 diameter 
classes (0 to 75 DBH by 5-cm increments) and the calculated basal area 
diversity was divided by the maximum possible diversity and multiplied by 
100 to express relative basal area diversity from O to 100. 
Vertical Diversity 
Vertical diversity expresses crown distribution richness and evenness . 
The live crown ratio and total height of each tree, as predicted by 
PROGNOSIS, were used to compute a vertical crown distribution for each 
tree using one-meter vertical increments. The number of trees with live 
crown within each height class was summed for all classes, and the 
Shannon index was calculated on the fraction of total live crown within each 
height class . The maximum possible diversity would occur with equal live 
crown in each of the 36 height classes, and the calculated vertical diversity 
was divided by the theoretical maximum and multiplied by 100 to express 
relative vertical diversity from O to 100. 
The diversity model output is presented in Figure 4. The program 
output presents a matrix of numbers exhibiting the possible species for the 
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particular habitat type on the left and the size class distribution across the 
top. In the case of basal area (the center matrix) the numbers inside the 
matrix represent the amount of basal area in square feet for that particular 
species in that particular size class. The numbers in the right column 
represent the values used to calculate species diversity, while the numbers 
across the bottom are values used to calculate basal area diversity . If the 
values on the right (species diversity) or the values on the bottom (basal 
area diversity) were evenly distributed among all categories, then the 
respective diversity would be 100. Likewise, if the total was in one 
category, the diversity would be 0. 
Linear Programming Modeling Approach 
A timber -harvest scheduling model was formulated for the School 
Forest to determine the forest's maximum sustainable harvest level and to 
examine the tradeoffs between biological diversity and harvest levels as well 
as present net value. Various environmental and management constraints 
were applied to observe how they affected the harvest level over the model's 
150-year planning horizon. The linear programming (LP) model assigned 
acreage in the forest to prescriptions in a manner that, for example, 
maximized the volume harvested within the appropriate constraints. 
As described previously, the forest was divided into four management 
units or compartments. Each unit was represented in the model as a 
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separate management unit. As a result, stand types did not extend beyond 
compartment boundaries and each unit could be managed as a separate 
management unit. 
A 150-year planning horizon was used to allow sufficient time for the 
forest's structure to regulate and to determine the forest's long-run 
sustained yield harvest level. The first 50 years were divided into five 10-
year planning periods for more detailed results. The remaining 100 years 
were divided into five 20-year planning periods to simplify the latter part of 
the 150-year planning horizon. All activities were assumed to occur in the 
midpoint of each period (Figure 4). The model included both Model I and 
Model II decision variables (Johnson and Scheurman 1977). Under a Model 
I formulation, existing stands are regenerated only once, with decision 
variables describing several rotations. A Model II formulation allows 
existing stands to enter one or more regenerated stand prescriptions 
following each final harvest (Johnson and Scheurman 1977). For example, 
in this model existing spruce/fir stands may be regenerated in three ways : 
clearcut, shelterwood, or irregular shelterwood (Model II). If a spruce/fir 
stand is assigned to a clearcut prescription , it will have several options for 
regeneration (Model II). However, if the spruce/fir stand is assigned to a 
shelterwood or irregular shelterwood, it remains in that prescription for the 
entire planning horizon and through several rotations (Model I). This 
reduces the number of possible silvicultural prescription combinations (i.e., 
PERIOD OJ [3J IT] [I] ~ [I] 0 [I] ~ [@] 
0 1 0 20 30 40 50 70 90 110 130 150 
ACTIVITY 5 15 25 35 45 60 80 1 00 1 20 140 
1991 2001 2011 2021 2031 2041 2061 2081 2101 2121 2141 
YEAR 
1996 2006 2016 2026 2036 2051 2071 2091 2111 2131 
Figure 4. Planning Horizon Timeline. 
t...:> 
f,-0 
from a shelterwood prescription to a clearcut to a irregular shelterwood 
prescription) and thus eliminates hundreds of decision variables in the 
model. 
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The model, described in Appendix A, contains 1,000 decision variables 
(prescription choices and accounting variables) and over 600 constraints. It 
was solved by Industrial Lindo, a commercial mathematical programming 
package (Schrage 1986). Model solution times averaged 3 hours on a 386 
SX personal computer with an 80387-20 math coprocessor; a typical run 
required over 8,000 iterations to reach optimality. 
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RESULTS 
Base Model Runs 
All base runs were subject to nondeclining even flow, long run 
sustained yield, and ending forest-structure constraints (see Appendix A for 
a description of the models constraints). The first base run maximized 
harvest level (MAXHAR) on the School Forest. With volume production as 
the main objective, this run optimized the volume of merchantable timber 
harvested over the 150-year planning horizon. The second base run 
maximized the present net value (MAXPNV) of the School Forest assuming 
economic objectives. A discount rate of 4.5% was used and values are 
presented in 1991 dollars. 
Solving for the two objectives described above is common practice 
when modeling forest-harvest scheduling . However, optimizing diversity 
indices is unique to this harvest scheduling effort. The three diversity 
values were optimized in three separate runs of the model. The first 
diversity base run optimized average species diversity (MAXSPD) for the 
entire forest over the planning horizon . This was calculated by first 
weighting average diversity values by acres in the stand for each time 
period, and then averaging these over all time periods. This average species 
diversity represents the average per acre species diversity over the entire 
planning horizon. The same procedure was followed for basal area 
(MAXBAD) and vertical diversity (MAXVRD) optimization. The final base 
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run maximized the average of the three diversity measures (MAXA VE). 
This value is the average of the three diversity measures for a given time 
period and/or the overall average for the planning horizon. These runs are 
summarized below: 
1. Maximize Harvest Level 
2. Maximize Present Net Value 
3. Maximize Species Diversity 
4. Maximize Basal Area Diversity 
5. Maximize Vertical Diversity 














Harvest levels under each of the six base model runs are illustrated 
in Figure 5. The harvest levels ranged from 4.7 million to 3.7 million cubic 
meters (83.0 million to 65.5 million board feet) between runs MAXHAR and 
MAXVRD, respectively. These figures are equivalent to 6.3 and 5.0 cubic 
meters/hectare/year (275 and 217 board feet/acre/year) for runs MAXHAR 
and MAXVRD, respectively. Figure 6 illustrates harvest levels by species 
for each of the six runs. Species harvest compositions remained relatively 
unchanged for all runs except MAXPNV, where relatively more spruce is 
harvested as compared to subalpine fir due to spruce's higher economic 
value. 
Harvest flows for the various base runs are depicted in Figure 7. 
This figure represents the board foot volume of timber supplied during each 
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Figure 7. Harvest Flow by Base Run. 
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constraint, which limits future harvests to no greater than 120% of the 
previous period and no less than 80% of the previous period harvest level. 
In the case of MAXPNV, the model harvested the maximum amount of 
timber as early as possible while minimizing future harvests in order to 
limit value losses due to discounting. The other runs are fairly similar in 
these trends. 
Present Net Values 
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Forestwide present net values over the 150-year planning horizon 
range from $1.3 million to $2.7 million (1991 dollars) for runs MAXVRD and 
MAXPNV, respectively (Figure 8). The $1.4 million dollar range reflects the 
differences in objectives of each run , which affects the timing of harvests 
and the species regenerated. 
Undiscounted cash flow is illustrated in Figure 9. Cash flow appears 
to be comparable among all runs until the end of the planning horizon, at 
which time MAXHAR is greatest. This is a logical result of the objectives of 
each run. The MAXHAR run is optimizing the volume produced, which 
allows the trees to increase in size before harvesting. The MAXPNV run 
harvests stands earlier in the planning horizon to reduce the loss of 
economic benefits by discounting. As a result, harvests under this run are 
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Maximum species diversity indexes over the planning horizon ranged 
from 36.1 to 22.3 (scale of Oto 100) for the six base runs (Figure 10). While 
the range did not vary much under the six runs, the difference between 
MAXPNV and MAXSPD was the greatest due to the difference in objectives. 
Under the MAXPNV run the model prefers harvesting existing spruce/fir 
stands for the immediate economic rewards and replaces them with 
monocultured spruce or lodgepole regenerated stands. The existing 
spruce/fir stands have high diversity indexes due to their mixed species 
nature and species diversity drops as these stands are converted from mixed 
stands to monocultures. In contrast, the MAXSPD run chooses more 
diverse silvicultural prescriptions such as shelterwoods and irregular 
shelterwoods, which have lower economic returns but result in higher 
species diversity . 
Basal Area Diversities 
Basal area diversities for each of the six base runs are illustrated in 
Figure 11. Five of the six diversity values lie within the 60 to 70 range, 
with only the MAXPNV run below that level at 55.2. The maximum basal 
area diversity is substantially higher than that of species diversity at 70.5 
due to the ending forest-structure constraint, which forces the model to have 
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Figure 11. Basal Area Diversity by Base Run . 
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Vertical Diversities 
Vertical diversity reacts much like basal area diversity, yet at slightly 
higher levels (Figure 12). Vertical diversity exceeded 70 for all of the runs, 
and once again, the MAXPNV run is the lowest with an index of 72.0. The 
maximum value was 84.0 under the MAXVRD run. 
Average Diversities 
Since average diversity is the average of the three diversity indexes 
(i.e., species, basal area, vertical), Figure 13 illustrates the average of 
Figures 10, 11, and 12. The maximum average value of the three diversities 
over the 150-year planning horizon was 63.1 for the MAXAVE base run, 
while the low was 49.8 for the MAXPNV base run. 
Diversities Over Time 
Figures 14 through 19 illustrate how the three diversity indexes 
varied over the planning horizon for each base run. In each case, the 
diversity values follow the same general trend, albeit at different levels. 
Vertical diversity has the highest value, followed by basal area diversity 
and species diversity. In all cases the trend declines from year 5 to year 
140. This may be due to the lack of diversity in regeneration prescriptions, 
the failure of PROGNOSIS to naturally regenerate from overstory leave 
trees in shelterwood prescriptions, and/or the result of intensive 
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Figure 19. Maximize Average Diversity Run: Diversities Over Time. 
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Diversities vs. Harvest 
Figures 20 through 22 illustrate the tradeoff between the three 
diversity measures and harvest level. The loss of harvest volumes under all 
three diversity values is similar with approximately 17 to 20 percent of 
harvest given up to maximize each diversity index. However, in order to 
maximize harvest levels, basal area and vertical diversity drop by 10 to 12 
percent, while species diversity drops by 24 percent. 
Diversities vs. Present Net Value 
The tradeoff frontiers for the three diversities and present net value 
are illustrated in Figures 23 through 25. The tradeoff curves for the 
maximize present net value runs are much steeper than those found under 
the maximize harvest runs (Figures 20 through 22). In order to maximize 
present net worth, basal area and vertical diversity drop by 23 and 15 
percent, respectively, and species diversity drops by a considerable 38 
percent. The amounts of present net value sacrificed for species, basal area, 
and vertical diversity are 48, 42, and 52 percent, respectively. These 
tradeoff frontiers suggest that, under these modeling conditions, managing 
for forest diversity requires a substantial sacrifice of present net value as 
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Figure 25. Tradeoff Frontier : Vertical Diversity vs . Present Net Value . 
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DISCUSSION 
A primary underlying premise of this study is the belief that if forest 
stand diversity is maintained at "a historically natural level," it follows 
that wildlife diversity and forest health will also be maintained at a stable 
level. 
The model illustrates how biological diversity could be quantified and 
incorporated over a long-term planning horizon into a timber-harvest 
scheduling plan. The results are not the answers to managing for biological 
diversity, only an alternative approach to monitoring movement toward or 
away from the goal of maintaining and promoting biological diversity. The 
LP model considers not only long-range sustained yield but also long-range 
sustained diversity and the tradeoffs in harvest levels and dollars which 
would have to be made for maintaining diversity. The range of present net 
values, harvest levels, and diversity values generated by each base run 
reflects the objectives of that particular run. However, the harvest 
scheduling model does convey new insight into the effects intensive forest 
management could have on the biological diversity of a relatively 
unmanaged spruce/fir forest in the Intermountain West. 
The LP model illustrates the tradeoffs between the diversity 
measures and both harvest level and present net value or monetary gains. 
Under both management objectives, diversity is sacrificed for harvest level 
and/or dollars. However, the tradeoff frontier between diversity and harvest 
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level is much more conducive to gaining diversity with little sacrifice of 
harvest level. The tradeoff between diversity and dollars, however, appears 
to be one-to-one; for every 1 percent of present net value which is sacrificed, 
approximately 1 percent of diversity is gained. This does not suggest that 1 
percent of diversity and 1 % of present net value are of equal value. Value 
is dependent on management objectives. 
Vertical and basal area diversity remained higher overall as opposed 
to species diversity due to the constraints on forest age-class structure. 
Thus, maintaining diversity in age classes results in higher vertical and 
basal area diversity over the long term . Higher age-class diversities on a 
forest level may provide a wider range of crown widths and heights for bird 
species habitat and hiding cover for big game species. By maintaining 
vertical and basal area diversities on a forest, as stands are regenerated 
wildlife species may find suitable habitat structure at any time period. 
The diversity indices used in this study represent only a small subset 
of the many possible ways to measure species, basal area, and vertical 
diversity. In this respect, the study is a demonstration of how quantitative 
measures of biological diversity could be used to evaluate relative 
differences and trends between forest stands and silvicultural prescriptions 
and the effects management objectives have on them. 
Using these indices, all three diversity values (species, basal area, 
and vertical) declined over the 150-year planning horizon. Although the 
decline was somewhat gradual under the maximize diversity runs, the 
diversity values continued to decrease. The declines in diversity may be a 
result of an existing forest with high diversity values being forced into an 
intensively managed scenario and of the lack of more diverse regeneration 
options to further the existing diversity. 
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As with any model it is important to understand the strengths and 
weaknesses. Models are only as accurate as the data and assumptions they 
are based upon. 
The LP model does have limitations -- most importantly is the limited 
spatial control of the timber-harvest scheduling. Existing and regenerated 
stands are not specifically tied to geographical locations. Prescriptions 
chosen by the model only reflect time period, number of acres, and stand 
type. The spatial distribution of age classes, species composition, and bare 
ground at any given time period is still a manager's decision. Because of 
the relatively small scale of this model, the spatial control is somewhat 
better than traditional modeling efforts. 
Another weakness of the model is the growth and yield projections of 
PROGNOSIS in the intermountain forest types. The growth and yield 
projections were optimistic with regard to yields, especially with regard to 
spruce, and inadequate in natural regeneration from overstory mature trees 
such as subalpine fir. The natural regeneration deficiency was reflected in 
lower than expected species diversities over time. The model is also limited 
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to evaluating only timber-related outputs of the forest. Constraints could be 
added to reflect recreational use of the area, firewood cutting, old growth 
areas, protection of stands for wildlife such as the goshawk, specific 
silvicultural prescriptions for wildlife, grazing, and visual aesthetics. All of 
these interests are part of multiple-resource management and should be 
considered in any forest planning effort . 
The use of traditional forest-harvest scheduling models such as this 
one could be a useful tool if used not only at a forest level, as they normally 
are, but at a district level to obtain a better understanding of opportunities 
and constraints at a local level where forest management occurs. 
The spatial control limitations of timber-harvest scheduling models 
could be resolved through the use of geographic information systems (GIS). 
By connecting the data of the LP model to GIS, silvicultural prescriptions 
chosen by the LP model could be mapped by time period, providing a view of 
the forest's spatial structure and composition through time . 
Forest managers should continue to develop more diverse silvicultural 
prescriptions and move away from traditional thinking. In order to 
maintain species diversities over a long-term planning horizon, 
development of better species-diverse prescriptions and the natural 
regeneration of commercially less desirable species such as subalpine fir 
would have to be favored. This study illustrates how traditional 
prescriptions could decrease the natural diversity of an unmanaged forest. 
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Management objectives should be evaluated. This study reinforces 
the idea that management objectives dictate forest species and structural 
diversity outcomes, and suggests that maximizing harvest levels is a more 
favorable alternative than maximizing present net value, with regard to 
diversity. Finally, resource managers should pursue methods of better 
evaluating trends in biological diversity of our forest environment and not 
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Several objective functions were used in separate runs of the timber 
harvest scheduling model. 
Run 1 maximized the net merchantable board foot volume harvested over 
the entire 150-year planning horizon . 
where: 
Maximize H 
H = the sum of H 1 ..... 10 
~ = harvest level in the ith period 
Run 2 maximized the present net value of the entire planning horizon based 
on discounted future values of each species at the midpoint of each period. 
Maximize PNV 
Assumptions : 
1. Discount rate of 4.5% was used. 
2. Forecasted future stumpage prices for U.S.D.A. Forest Service 
Region 4 (Grunner, in preparation). 




TOTSPD = the sum of ASPD1...10, 
ASPDi = SPD/2010 (total acres), 
SPDi = LBSPDi + WHSPDi + NJSPDi + SJSPDi, 
LBSPDi = species diversity of the Little Bear compartment in the ith 
period, 
WHSPDi = species diversity of the West Hodges compartment in the 
ith period, 
NJSPDi = species diversity of the North J ebo compartment in the 
ith period, and 
SJSPDi = species diversity of the South Jebo compartment in the 
ith period. 
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TOTBAD = the sum of ABAD1 ... 10 
ABADi = BAD/2010 (total acres) 
BAD. = LBBAD. + WHBAD. + NJBAD . + SJBAD. 
I I I I I 
LBBADi = basal area diversity of the Little Bear compartment in the 
ith period, 
WHBADi = basal area diversity of the West Hodges compartment in 
the ith period, 
NJBADi = basal area diversity of the North Jebo compartment in the 
ith period, and 
SJBADi = basal area diversity of the South Jebo compartment in the 
ith period . 




TOTVRD = the sum of A VRD1.. .io 
A VRDi = VRD/2010 (total acres) 
VRD. = LBVRD. + WHVRD. + NJVRD. + SJVRD. I I I I I 
LBVRDi = vertical diversity of the Little Bear compartment in the 
ith period, 
WHVRDi = vertical diversity of the West Hodges compartment in 
the ith period, 
NJVRDi = vertical diversity of the North Jebo compartment in the 
ith period, and 
SJVRDi = vertical diversity of the South Jebo compartment in the 
ith period. 
Run 6 maximize average diversity for the entire forest over the planning 
horizon. 
Maximize A VEDIV 
where : 
A VEDIV = TOTSPD + TOTBAD + TOTVRD I 3 
Decision Variables 
Existing Stand Variables 
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Existing stand variables represent prescriptions that can be applied 




c = compartment (LB, WH, NJ, or SJ) 
s = stand (i.e., 1 to 5 depending on the compartment) 
p = prescription (C = clearcut, S = shelterwood, I= irregular 
shelterwood), and 
n = time period (1 to 10). 
Regenerated Stand Variables 
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Regenerated stand variables involve prescriptions that can be applied 
to existing stands after final harvest . Shelterwood and irregular shelterwood 
prescriptions are not included because they are Model I formulations as 
described in the text under prescriptions. The general form of regenerated 
stand variables is as follows : 
where : 
c = compartment (LB, WH, NJ, or SJ) 
r = regeneration prescription (RLN = lodgepole no management, 
RLL = lodgepole low management, RLH = lodgepole high 
management, RAS= aspen), and 
n = time period (1 to 10). 
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Accounting Variables 
Accounting variables measure miscellaneous forest outputs produced 
by the set of prescriptions. The accounting variables used in the model are 
defined below. 
Harvest Volume 
Harvest by compartment, species, and period. 
where: 
where: 
c = compartment (LB, WH, NJ, or SJ), 
l = species (LP= lodgepole, AF= alpine fir, SP= spruce, DF = 
Douglas-fir, AS= aspen), and 
n = time period (1 to 10). 
Harvest by period and species (all compartments combined): 
Hin 
l = species (LP= lodgepole, AF= alpine fir, SP= spruce, DF = 
Douglas-fir, AS = aspen), and 
n = time period (1 to 10). 
Total harvest by period (all species combined): 
HD 
where: 
n = time period (1 to 10). 
Total harvest (all periods combined): 
H = sum ofH 1 ••••• H 10 
Present Net Value 
Present net value by period: 
PNVD 
where: 
n = the sum of the present net values for the volume of each species 
harvested in the ith period . 
Total present net value (all periods combined): 
PNV = sum of PNV 1 ••• PNV 10 
Species Diversity 





c = compartment (LB, WH, NJ, or SJ), and 
n = time period (1 to 10). 
Species diversity by period (all compartments combined): 
SPDD 
n = time periods (1 to 10). 
Average species diversity by period: 
SPD 0 I 2010 (acres) 
where: 
n = time periods (1 to 10). 
Total species diversity: 
Sum of SPD 1 •••• SPD 10 
Basal Area Diversity 




c = compartment (LB, WH, NJ, or SJ), and 
n = time period (1 to 10). 
Basal area diversity by period (all compartments combined): 
BADO 
where: 
n = time periods (1 to 10). 
Average basal area diversity by period: 
BAD0 I 2010 (acres) 
where: 
n = time periods (1 to 10). 
Total basal area diversity: 
Sum ofBAD 1 •••• BAD10 
Vertical Diversity 




c = compartment (LB, WH, NJ, or SJ), and 
n = time period (1 to 10). 
Vertical diversity by period (all compartments combined): 
VRDD 
where: 
n = time periods (1 to 10). 
Average vertical diversity by period: 
VRD
0 
I 2010 (acres) 
where: 
n = time periods (1 to 10). 
Total vertical diversity: 





c = compartment (LB, WH, NJ, or SJ) 
a= age class 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, 61-70, 71-
80, 81-90, 91+ 
Constraints 
Non-Declining Harvest Flow Constraints 
The model included a series of non-declining harvest flow constraints 
to insure that the volume of timber offered for sale in successive periods did 
not decline across the planning horizon. The National Forest Management 
Act generally prohibits the Forest Service from scheduling harvest levels 
that decline over time. This restriction limits current harvest levels to the 
long run sustained yield of regenerated stands . These non-declining harvest 
flow constraints have the general form: 
where: 
H0 = the harvest level in period n, and 
n = time periods (1 to 10). 
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Even-Flow Constraints 
Increases in the volume of timber harvested between successive 
periods were limited to 20%. The general form of these even-flow 
constraints is: 
where: 
H 0 = the harvest level in period n, and 
n = time periods (1 to 10). 
Acreage Constraints 
The number of acres assigned to each existing stand prescription was 
limited to the number of acres in each compartment/stand type combination. 
The general form of these constraints is: 
where: 
L L C:X.:sp) = ACS for all c and s 
pn 
Ace = the number of acres in compartment c, stand s, and where :X.:spo 
is as defined above. 
Regeneration Transfer Constraints 
These constraints insure that each acre in a compartment/stand type 
combination was assigned to a regeneration prescription after harvest. The 
general form of these constraints is: 
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L L L (~spn) - L L L (Rcsrn) = 0 for all C, S, and n 
c p n r p n 
where: 
c = compartment (LB, WH, NJ, or SJ), 
s = stand (i.e., 1 to 5 depending on the compartment), 
p = prescription (C = clearcut, S = shelterwood, I= irregular 
shel terwood), 
r = regeneration prescription (RLN = lodgepole no management, 
RLL = lodgepole low management, RLH = lodgepole high 
management, RAS= aspen), and 
n = time period (1 to 10). 
Ending Forest Structure Constraints 
The model included constraints that ensured that the forest's age 
class distribution was regulated by the end of the planning horizon. These 
constraints ensured the forest's continued productivity beyond the planning 
horizon by prohibiting the model from clearcutting all remaining stands in 
the final period. A set of eight constraints forced the model to leave at least 
95% of 1/8th of the acreage of the forest in each of eight age classes outlined 
as follows; 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-70, 71-90, and over 91 years. 
These constraints had the general form: 
I I I (Rcsrn) > .95 * 1/8 [ I ~s)] for all a and c 
r p n c 
where: 
Rcsrn = a regenerated stand prescription resulting in a stand of age 
class a in the last period, and 




Linear Optimization Model 
OPTIMIZE 
SUBJECT TO 
LBLPHl) 13433LB1Cl + 879LB2Cl + 556LB3Cl 
+ 2090LB4Cl + 204LB2Sl + 487LB4Sl + 202LB2Il 
+ 487LB4Il -lLBLPl = 0 
LBLPH2) 15437LB1C2 + 1005LB2C2 + 622LB3C2 
+ 2337LB4C2 + 1122LB2Sl + 181LB282 + 1108LB4Sl 
+ 668LB482 + 181LB2I2 + 668LB4I2 -1LBLP2 
=0 
LBLPH3) 17477LB1C3 + 1120LB2C3 + 714LB3C3 
+ 2653LB4C3 + 1215LB282 + 230LB283 + 2114LB482 
+ 1182LB483 + 230LB2I3 + 1182LB4I3 -1LBLP3 
=0 
LBLPH4) 18426LB1C4 + 1226LB2C4 + 791LB3C4 
+ 2889LB4C4 + 1313LB283 + 421LB284 + 1863LB483 
+ 1342LB484 + 421LB2I4 + 2318LB4I4 -1LBLP4 
=0 
LBLPH5) 19260LB1C5 + 1318LB2C5 + 825LB3C5 
+ 3080LB4C5 + 1161LB284 + 494LB285 + 1935LB484 
+ 1651LB485 + 494LB2I5 + 1651LB4I5 -1LBLP5 
=0 
LBLPH6) 20359LB1C6 + 1423LB2C6 + 973LB3C6 
+ 3246LB4C6 + 1350LB285 + 1484LB286 + 1942LB485 
+ 3204LB486 + 411LB2I6 + 1817LB4I6 + 7045LBRLL1 
-1LBLP6 = 0 
LBLPH7) 21325LB1C7 + 1501LB2C7 + 1055LB3C7 
+ 3355LB4C7 + 1726LB287 + 3443LB487 + 481LB2I7 
+ 1991LB4I7 + 26604LBRLN1 + 8029LBRLL1 + 7045LBRLL2 
+ 7045LBRLL3 + 21292LBRLH1 + 4989LBRLH2 -1LBLP7 
=0 
LBLPH8) 21267LB1C8 + 1495LB2C8 + 1085LB3C8 
+ 3318LB4C8 + 1503LB288 + 3529LB488 + 2958LB2Il 
+ 2818LB2I2 + 51 7LB2I8 + 4452LB4Il + 3995LB4I2 
+ 2075LB4I8 + 26604LBRLN2 + 26604LBRLN3 + 8029LBRLL2 
+ 8029LBRLL3 + 7045LBRLL4 + 7045LBRLL5 + 16303LBRLH2 
+ 21292LBRLH3 + 4989LBRLH4 -1LBLP8 = 0 
LBLPH9) 21233LB1C9 + 1446LB2C9 + 1205LB3C9 
+ 3270LB4C9 + 1614LB289 + 3374LB489 + 3252LB2I3 
+ 2234LB2I4 + 546LB2I9 + 3396LB4I3 + 3202LB4I4 
+ 1960LB4I9 + 26604LBRLN4 + 26604LBRLN5 + 8029LBRLL4 
+ 8029LBRLL5 + 7045LBRLL6 + 16303LBRLH4 + 21292LBRLH5 
+ 4989LBRLH6 -1LBLP9 = 0 
LBLPHlO) 21446LB1C10 + 1402LB2C10 + 1290LB3C10 
+ 3177LB4C10 + 1725LB2810 + 3611LB4810 + 576LB2I10 
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+ 2105LB4Il0 + 26604LBRLN6 + 7045LBRLL1 + 8029LBRLL6 
+ 7045LBRLL7 + 16303LBRLH6 + 4989LBRLH7 -lLBLPlO 
=0 
LBSPHl) 1329LB1Cl + 974LB2Cl + 819LB4Cl 
+ 272LB2Sl + 379LB4Sl + 270LB2Il + 379LB4Il 
-lLBSPl = 0 
LBSPH2) 1651LB1C2 + 1201LB2C2 + 1050LB4C2 
+ 1015LB2Sl + 181LB2S2 + 328LB4Sl + 520LB4S2 
+ 181LB2I2 + 520LB4I2 -1LBSP2 = 0 
LBSPH3) 1862LB1C3 + 1400LB2C3 + 1273LB4C3 
+ 1471LB2S2 + 460LB2S3 + 676LB4S2 + 690LB4S3 
+ 460LB2I3 + 690LB4I3 -1LBSP3 = 0 
LBSPH4) 1997LB1C4 + 1630LB2C4 + 1647LB4C4 
+ 1386LB2S3 + 842LB2S4 + 7 45LB4S3 + 854LB4S4 
+ 842LB2I4 + 854LB4I4 -1LBSP4 = 0 
LBSPH5) 2140LB1C5 + 1838LB2C5 + 1905LB4C5 
+ 1327LB2S4 + 989LB2S5 + 815LB4S4 + 1050LB4S5 
+ 989LB2I5 + 1050LB4I5 -1LBSP5 = 0 
LBSPH6) 2355LB1C6 + 2047LB2C6 + 2176LB4C6 
+ 1543LB2S5 + 2374LB2S6 + 914LB4S5 + 2330LB4S6 
+ 1028LB2I6 + 1453LB4I6 -1LBSP6 = 0 
LBSPH7) 2570LB1C7 + 2237LB2C7 + 2445LB4C7 
+ 2762LB2S7 + 2754LB4S7 + 1201LB2I7 + 1770LB4I7 
-1LBSP7 = 0 
LBSPH8) 2677LB1C8 + 2292LB2C8 + 3107LB4C8 
+ 21625LB2Sl + 16525LB282 + 3006LB288 + 20644LB4Sl 
+ 15765LB4S2 + 3137LB488 + 8240LB2Il + 7326LB2I2 
+ 1292LB2I8 + 7346LB4Il + 2854LB4I2 + 2075LB4I8 
-1LBSP8 = 0 
LBSPH9) 2861LB1C9 + 2347LB2C9 + 3293LB4C9 
+ 9964LB2Sl + 8703LB2S2 + 20251LB283 + 6059LB2S4 
+ 3228LB2S9 + 10311LB4Sl + 8572LB4S2 + 19853LB4S3 
+ 13035LB4S4 + 3374LB489 + 7588LB2I3 + 4281LB2I4 
+ 1366LB2I9 + 5094LB4I3 + 3014LB4I4 + 2240LB4I9 
-1LBSP9 = 0 
LBSPHlO) 3484LB1C10 + 2448LB2C10 + 3502LB4C10 
+ 3451LB2S10 + 4062LB4S10 + 1440LB2Il0 + 2405LB4Il0 
-lLBSPlO = 0 
LBAFHl) 3833LB1Cl + 4550LB2Cl + 1624LB3Cl 
+ 6769LB4Cl + 2989LB2Sl + 3627LB4Sl + 2965LB2Il 
+ 3627LB411 -lLBAFl = 0 
LBAFH2) 4807LB1C2 + 6461LB2C2 + 1911LB3C2 
+ 8843LB4C2 + 2458LB2Sl + 4441LB2S2 + 4104LB4Sl 
+ 4973LB4S2 + 4441LB2I2 + 4973LB4I2 -1LBAF2 
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=0 
LBAFH3) 5828LB1C3 + 8457LB2C3 + 2266LB3C3 
+ 11195LB4C3 + 3006LB282 + 5750LB283 + 4904LB482 
+ 6502LB483 + 5750LB2I3 + 6502LB4I3 -1LBAF3 
=0 
LBAFH4) 6501LB1C4 + 10565LB2C4 + 2542LB3C4 
+ 13543LB4C4 + 3866LB283 + 6875LB284 + 5870LB483 
+ 8295LB484 + 6875LB2I4 + 8295LB4I4 -1LBAF4 
=0 
LBAFH5) 7281LB1C5 + 13801LB2C5 + 3137LB3C5 
+ 16155LB4C5 + 5059LB284 + 8239LB285 + 6417LB484 
+ 10353LB485 + 8239LB2I5 + 10353LB4I5 -1LBAF5 
=0 
LBAFH6) 8953LB1C6 + 16962LB2C6 + 3692LB3C6 
+ 20340LB4C6 + 5883LB285 + 17214LB286 + 7539LB485 
+ 20095LB486 + 11312LB2I6 + 12536LB4I6 -1LBAF6 
=0 
LBAFH7) 11181LB1C7 + 21055LB2C7 + 4118LB3C7 
+ 25700LB4C7 + 20714LB287 + 24790LB487 + 13695LB2I7 
+ 15710LB4I7 -1LBAF7 = 0 
LBAFH8) 13207LB1C8 + 23889LB2C8 + 4596LB3C8 
+ 28917LB4C8 + 22921LB288 + 29018LB488 + 8028LB2Il 
+ 7326LB2I2 + 14723LB2I8 + 9350LB4Il + 9513LB4I2 
+ 18932LB4I8 -1LBAF8 = 0 
LBAFH9) 14876LB1C9 + 26263LB2C9 + 4949LB3C9 
+ 32495LB4C9 + 25827LB289 + 32052LB489 + 9540LB2I3 
+ 10610LB214 + 16113LB2I9 + 11249LB4I3 + 11113LB414 
+ 20721LB419 -1LBAF9 = 0 
LBAFHlO) 16556LB1C10 + 27997LB2C10 + 5138LB3C10 
+ 35694.00LB4C10 + 28468LB2810 + 35205.00LB4810 + 16986LB2I10 
+ 22551LB4I10 -lLBAFlO = 0 
LBDFHl) 306LB1Cl + 186LB2Cl + 413LB3Cl 
+ 569LB4Cl -lLBDFl = 0 
LBDFH2) 363LB1C2 + 201LB2C2 + 464LB3C2 
+ 681LB4C2 + 428LB2Sl + 287LB4Sl -1LBDF2 
=0 
LBDFH3) 428LB1C3 + 218LB2C3 + 497LB3C3 
+ 795LB4C3 + 448LB282 + 676LB482 -1LBDF3 
=0 
LBDFH4) 477LB1C4 + 240LB2C4 + 552LB3C4 
+ 893LB4C4 + 511LB283 + 652LB483 + 610LB4I4 
-1LBDF4 = 0 
LBDFH5) 536LB1C5 + 250LB2C5 + 608LB3C5 
+ 983LB4C5 + 498LB284 + 713LB484 -1LBDF5 
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=0 
LBDFH6) 579LB1C6 + 263LB2C6 + 719LB3C6 
+ 1083LB4C6 + 579LB285 + 914LB485 -1LBDF6 
=0 
LBDFH7) 596LB1C7 + 273LB2C7 + 715LB3C7 
+ 1174LB4C7 -1LBDF7 = 0 
LBDFH8) 595LB1C8 + 269LB2C8 + 749LB3C8 
+ 1183LB4C8 + 1332LB4I2 -1LBDF8 = 0 
LBDFH9) 590LB1C9 + 275LB2C9 + 719LB3C9 
+ 1173LB4C9 -1LBDF9 = 0 
LBDFHlO) 606LB1C10 + 259LB2C10 + 716LB3C10 
+ 1143LB4C10 -lLBDFlO = 0 
LBASHl) 212LB1Cl + 3225LB2Cl + 7051LB3Cl 
+ 733LB4Cl + 3329LB2Sl + 704LB4Sl + 3302LB2Il 
+ 704LB4Il -lLBASl = 0 
LBASH2) 315LB1C2 + 4112LB2C2 + 8690LB3C2 
+ 1018LB4C2 + 4260LB282 + 965LB482 + 4260LB2I2 
+ 965LB4I2 -1LBAS2 = 0 
LBASH3) 358LB1C3 + 5005LB2C3 + 10468LB3C3 
+ 1226LB4C3 + 5060LB283 + 1182LB483 + 5060LB2I3 
+ 1182LB4I3 -1LBAS3 = 0 
LBASH4) 381LB1C4 + 5915LB2C4 + 11799LB3C4 
+ 1514LB4C4 + 5893LB284 + 1342LB484 + 5893LB2I4 
-1LBAS4 = 0 
LBASH5) 413LB1C5 + 6671LB2C5 + 13697LB3C5 
+ 1708LB4C5 + 6756LB285 + 1651LB485 + 6756LB2I5 
+ 1651LB4I5 -1LBAS5 = 0 
LBASH6) 460LB1C6 + 7704LB2C6 + 15578LB3C6 
+ 2090LB4C6 + 8014LB286 + 2039LB486 + 7610LB2I6 
+ 1817LB4I6 -1LBAS6 = 0 
LBASH7) 516LB1C7 + 8715LB2C7 + 17546LB3C7 
+ 2340LB4C7 + 8976LB287 + 2410LB487 + 8649LB2I7 
+ 1991LB4I7 -1LBAS7 = 0 
LBASH8) 541LB1C8 + 8898LB2C8 + 19207LB3C8 
+ 2368LB4C8 + 9394LB288 + 2353LB488 + 9299LB2I8 
+ 2334LB4I8 + 14316LBRAS1 -1LBAS8 = 0 
LBASH9) 557LB1C9 + 8976LB2C9 + 21346LB3C9 
+ 2293LB4C9 + 9281LB289 + 2109LB489 + 9285LB2I9 
+ 2240LB4I9 + 14316LBRAS2 + 14316LBRAS3 -1LBAS9 
=0 
LBASHlO) 564LB1C10 + 9005LB2C10 + 23085LB3C10 
+ 2231LB4C10 + 9489LB2810 + 1805LB4S10 + 9789LB2Il0 
+ 2405LB4Il0 + 14316LBRAS4 + 14316LBRAS5 -lLBASlO 
=0 
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LBRTLPl) lLBlCl -lLBRLNl -lLBRLLl 
-lLBRLHl = 0 
LBRTLP2) 1LB1C2 -1LBRLN2 -1LBRLL2 
-1LBRLH2 = 0 
LBRTLP3) 1LB1C3 -1LBRLN3 -1LBRLL3 
-1LBRLH3 = 0 
LBRTLP4) 1LB1C4 -1LBRLN4 -1LBRLL4 
-1LBRLH4 = 0 
LBRTLP5) 1LB1C5 -1LBRLN5 -1LBRLL5 
-1LBRLH5 = 0 
LBRTLP6) 1LB1C6 -1LBRLN6 -1LBRLL6 
-1LBRLH6 = 0 
LBRTLP7) 1LB1C7 -1LBRLN7 -1LBRLL7 
-1LBRLH7 = 0 
LBRTLP8) 1LB1C8 -1LBRLN8 -1LBRLL8 
-1LBRLH8 = 0 
LBRTLP9) 1LB1C9 -1LBRLN9 -1LBRLL9 
-1LBRLH9 = 0 
LBRTLPlO) lLBlClO -lLBRLNlO -lLBRLLlO 
-lLBRLHlO = 0 
LBRTSFl) 1LB2Cl + 1LB4Cl -lLBRLNl 
-lLBRLLl -lLBRLHl = 0 
LBRTSF2) 1LB2C2 + 1LB4C2 -1LBRLN2 
-1LBRLL2 -1LBRLH2 = 0 
LBRTSF3) 1LB2C3 + 1LB4C3 -1LBRLN3 
-1LBRLL3 -1LBRLH3 = 0 
LBRTSF4) 1LB2C4 + 1LB4C4 -1LBRLN4 
-1LBRLL4 -1LBRLH4 = 0 
LBRTSF5) 1LB2C5 + 1LB4C5 -1LBRLN5 
-1LBRLL5 -1LBRLH5 = 0 
LBRTSF6) 1LB2C6 + 1LB4C6 -1LBRLN6 
-1LBRLL6 -1LBRLH6 = 0 
LBRTSF7) 1LB2C7 + 1LB4C7 -1LBRLN7 
-lLBRLL 7 -1LBRLH7 = 0 
LBRTSF8) 1LB2C8 + 1LB4C8 -1LBRLN8 
-1LBRLL8 -1LBRLH8 = 0 
LBRTSF9) 1LB2C9 + 1LB4C9 -1LBRLN9 
-1LBRLL9 -1LBRLH9 = 0 
LBRTSFlO) 1LB2C10 + 1LB4C10 -lLBRLNlO 
-lLBRLLlO -lLBRLHlO = 0 
LBRTASl) 1LB3Cl -lLBRASl = 0 
LBRTAS2) 1LB3C2 -1LBRAS2 = 0 
LBRTAS3) 1LB3C3 -1LBRAS3 = 0 
LBRTAS4) 1LB3C4 -1LBRAS4 = 0 
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LBRTAS5) 1LB3C5 -1LBRAS5 = 0 
LBRTAS6) 1LB3C6 -1LBRAS6 = 0 
LBRTAS7) 1LB3C7 -1LBRAS7 = 0 
LBRTAS8) 1LB3C8 -1LBRAS8 = 0 
LBRTAS9) 1LB3C9 -1LBRAS9 = 0 
LBRTASlO) 1LB3C10 -lLBRASlO = 0 
LBSTl) lLBlCl + 1LB1C2 + 1LB1C3 
+ 1LB1C4 + 1LB1C5 + 1LB1C6 + 1LB1C7 
+ 1LB1C8 + 1LB1C9 + lLBlClO + lLBS 
= 189 
LBST2) 1LB2Cl + 1LB2C2 + 1LB2C3 
+ 1LB2C4 + 1LB2C5 + 1LB2C6 + 1LB2C7 
+ 1LB2C8 + 1LB2C9 + 1LB2C10 + 1LB2Sl 
+ 1LB282 + 1LB283 + 1LB284 + 1LB285 
+ 1LB286 + 1LB287 + 1LB288 + 1LB289 
+ 1LB2S 10 + 1LB2Il + 1LB2I2 + 1LB2I3 
+ 1LB2I4 + 1LB2I5 + 1LB2I6 + 1LB2I7 
+ 1LB2I8 + 1LB2I9 + 1LB2Il0 + lLBS 
= 182 
LBST3) 1LB3Cl + 1LB3C2 + 1LB3C3 
+ 1LB3C4 + 1LB3C5 + 1LB3C6 + 1LB3C7 
+ 1LB3C8 + 1LB3C9 + 1LB3C 10 + lLBS 
= 50 
LBST4) 1LB4Cl + 1LB4C2 + 1LB4C3 
+ 1LB4C4 + 1LB4C5 + 1LB4C6 + 1LB4C7 
+ 1LB4C8 + 1LB4C9 + 1LB4C10 + 1LB4Sl 
+ 1LB482 + 1LB483 + 1LB484 + 1LB4S5 
+ 1LB486 + 1LB487 + 1LB488 + 1LB489 
+ 1LB4810 + 1LB4Il + 1LB4I2 + 1LB4I3 
+ 1LB4I4 + 1LB4I5 + 1LB4I6 + 1LB4I7 
+ 1LB4I8 + 1LB4I9 + 1LB4Il0 + lLBS 
= 231 
LBSLACK) lLBS <= 5 
WHLPHl) 22WH1Cl + 3WH2Cl -lWHLPl 
=0 
WHLPH2) 21WH1C2 + 3WH2C2 -1WHLP2 
=0 
WHLPH3) 21WH1C3 + 3WH2C3 -1WHLP3 
=0 
WHLPH4) 21WH1C4 + 3WH2C4 -1WHLP4 
=0 
WHLPH5) 21WH1C5 + 3WH2C5 -1WHLP5 
=0 
WHLPH6) 21WH1C6 + 3WH2C6 + 7045WHRLL1 
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-1WHLP6 = 0 
WHLPH7) 25WH1C7 + 2WH2C7 + 26604WHRLN1 
+ 8029WHRLL1 + 7045WHRLL2 + 7045WHRLL3 + 21292WHRLH1 
+ 4989WHRLH2 -1 WHLP7 = 0 
WHLPH8) 25WH1C8 + 2WH2C8 + 26604WHRLN2 
+ 26604WHRLN3 + 8029WHRLL2 + 8029WHRLL3 + 7045WHRLL4 
+ 7045WHRLL5 + 16303WHRLH2 + 21292WHRLH3 + 4989WHRLH4 
-1WHLP8 = 0 
WHLPH9) 24WH1C9 + 2WH2C9 + 26604WHRLN4 
+ 26604WHRLN5 + 8029WHRLL4 + 8029WHRLL5 + 7045WHRLL6 
+ 16303WHRLH4 + 21292WHRLH5 + 4989WHRLH6 -1WHLP9 
=0 
WHLPHlO) 23WH1C10 + 2WH2C10 + 26604WHRLN6 
+ 7045WHRLL1 + 8029WHRLL6 + 7045WHRLL7 + 16303WHRLH6 
+ 4989WHRLH7 -lWHLPlO = 0 
WHSPHl) 20720WH1Cl + 5696WH2Cl + 739WH3Cl 
+ 4411WH1Sl + 906WH2Sl + 4411WH1Il + 906WH2Il 
-lWHSPl = 0 
WHSPH2) 22599WH1C2 + 6408WH2C2 + 871WH3C2 
+ 17858WH1Sl + 5118WH1S2 + 5612WH2Sl + 1123WH2S2 
+ 5118WH1I2 + 1123WH2I2 -1WHSP2 = 0 
WHSPH3) 24557WH1C3 + 7111WH2C3 + 1026WH3C3 
+ 19082WH1S2 + 5877WH1S3 + 6246WH2S2 + 1552WH2S3 
+ 5877WH1I3 + 1552WH2I3 -1WHSP3 = 0 
WHSPH4) 26508WH1C4 + 7790WH2C4 + 1187WH3C4 
+ 20135WH1S3 + 6656WH1S4 + 6425WH2S3 + 1796WH2S4 
+ 6656WH1I4 + 1796WH2I4 -1WHSP4 = 0 
WHSPH5) 28388WH1C5 + 8432WH2C5 + 1324WH3C5 
+ 31319WH1S4 + 7657WH1S5 + 6879WH2S4 + 2136WH2S5 
+ 7657WH1I5 + 2136WH2I5 -1WHSP5 = 0 
WHSPH6) 31342WH1C6 + 9388WH2C6 + 1373WH3C6 
+ 22948WH1S5 + 31457WH1S6 + 7244WH2S5 + 9925WH2S6 
+ 8899WH1I6 + 2658WH2I6 -1WHSP6 = 0 
WHSPH7) 35197.00WH1C7 + 10501WH2C7 + 1463WH3C7 
+ 34915 .00WH1S7 + 11110WH2S7 + 10524WH1I7 + 3366WH2I7 
-1WHSP7 = 0 
WHSPH8) 38826.00WHlCS + 10931WH2C8 + 1486WH3C8 
+ 17849WH1Sl + 10649WH1S2 + 38893 .00WHlSS + 20677WH2Sl 
+ 15517WH2S2 + 11576WH2S8 + 30038WH1Il + 28444WH1I2 
+ 12080WH1I8 + 15163WH2Il + 12918WH2I2 + 3917WH2I8 
-1WHSP8 = 0 
WHSPH9) 42406.00WH1C9 + 11470WH2C9 + 1563WH3C9 
+ 9392WH1Sl + 6440WH1S2 + 15745WH1S3 + 8906WH1S4 
+ 42199.00WH1S9 + 10776WH2Sl + 8216WH2S2 + 19421WH2S3 
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+ 13425WH2S4 + 11509WH2S9 + 30603WH1I3 + 30921WH1I4 
+ 13542WH1I9 + 13996WH2I3 + 12401WH2I4 + 3728WH2I9 
-1WHSP9 = 0 
WHSPHlO) 45699.00WHlClO + 11222WH2C10 + 1585WH3C10 
+ 45410.00WHlSlO + 11403WH2810 + 14954WH1Il0 + 3866WH2I10 
-lWHSPlO = 0 
WHAFHl) 2323WH1Cl + 8009WH2Cl + 1787WH3Cl 
+ 1740WH1Sl + 5573WH2Sl + 1740WH1Il + 5573WH2Il 
-lWHAFl = 0 
WHAFH2) 2715WH1C2 + 10632WH2C2 + 2793WH3C2 
+ 776WH1Sl + 2120WH1S2 + 3006WH2Sl + 7487WH2S2 
+ 2120WH1I2 + 7487WH2I2 -1WHAF2 = 0 
WHAFH3) 3291WH1C3 + 13110WH2C3 + 3733WH3C3 
+ 830WH1S2 + 2351WH183 + 3458WH282 + 9432WH2S3 
+ 2351WH1I3 + 9432WH2I3 -1WHAF3 = 0 
WHAFH4) 3837WH1C4 + 16127WH2C4 + 5012WH3C4 
+ l106WH183 + 2797WH1S4 + 4122WH2S3 + 12123WH2S4 
+ 2797WH1I4 + 12123WH2I4 -1WHAF4 = 0 
WHAFH5) 4413WH1C5 + 19095WH2C5 + 6003WH3C5 
+ 1171WH1S4 + 3218WH1S5 + 4762WH2S4 + 14242WH2S5 
+ 3218WH1I5 + 14242WH2I5 -1WHAF5 = 0 
WHAFH6) 5330WH1C6 + 23382WH2C6 + 7280WH3C6 
+ 1530WH1S5 + 5371WH1S6 + 5766WH2S5 + 23527WH286 
+ 3926WH1I6 + 17938WH2I6 -1WHAF6 = 0 
WHAFH7) 6518WH1C7 + 29615WH2C7 + 9166WH3C7 
+ 6983WH187 + 29775WH2S7 + 5103WH1I7 + 22720WH2I7 
-1WHAF7 = 0 
WHAFH8) 7838WH1C8 + 33535.00WH2C8 + 10671WH3C8 
+ 7779WH1S8 + 34728.00WH2S8 + 1306WH1Il + 1563WH1I2 
+ 6133WH1I8 + 6712WH2Il + 7127WH2I2 + 26766WH2I8 
-1WHAF8 = 0 
WHAFH9) 8908WH1C9 + 37631.00WH2C9 + 11412WH3C9 
+ 9081WH1S9 + 37144.00WH2S9 + 1700WH1I3 + 1699WH1I4 
+ 6983WH1I9 + 824 7WH2I3 + 8038WH2I4 + 27791 WH2I9 
-1WHAF9 = 0 
WHAFHlO) 10109WH1C10 + 38966.00WH2C10 + 12007WH3C10 
+ 10479WH1S10 + 39638.00WH2S10 + 8070WH1I10 + 28816WH2I10 
-lWHAFlO = 0 
WHDFHl) 619WH1Cl + 1105WH2Cl + 139WH2Sl 
+ 139WH2Il -lWHDFl = 0 
WHDFH2) 667WH1C2 + I260WH2C2 + 249WH1Sl 
+ 1203WH2Sl + 187WH2S2 + 187WH2I2 -1 WHDF2 
=0 
WHDFH3) 712WH1C3 + 1421WH2C3 + 830WH182 
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+ 1338WH2S2 + 239WH2S3 + 239WH2I3 -1 WHDF3 
=0 
WHDFH4) 749WH1C4 + 1556WH2C4 + 885WH1S3 
+ 1455WH2S3 + 299WH2S4 + 299WH2I4 -1WHDF4 
=0 
WHDFH5) 790WH1C5 + 1706WH2C5 + 937WH1S4 
+ 1587WH2S4 + 356WH2S5 + 356WH2I5 -1 WHDF5 
=0 
WHDFH6) 851WH1C6 + 1931WH2C6 + 1020WH1S5 
+ 1151WH1S6 + 1626WH2S5 + 2206WH286 + 443WH2I6 
-1WHDF6 = 0 
WHDFH7) 939WH1C7 + 2181WH2C7 + 873WH1S7 
+ 2222WH2S7 + 561 WH2I7 -1 WHDF7 = 0 
WHDFHB) 1010WH1C8 + 2274WH2C8 + 972WH1S8 
+ 1510WH2S8 + 1306WH1Il + 1250WH1I2 + 2237WH2Il 
+ 2227WH2I2 + 653WH2I8 -1WHDF8 = 0 
WHDFH9) 1088WH1C9 + 2334WH2C9 + 1068WH1S9 
+ 2616WH2S9 + 1360WH1I3 + 1359WH1I4 + 2499WH2I3 
+ 2297WH2I4 + 678WH2I9 -1WHDF9 = 0 
WHDFHlO) 1173WH1C10 + 2234WH2C10 + 1164WH1S10 
+ 2172WH2S10 + 703WH2Il0 -lWHDFlO = 0 
WHASHl) 94WH1Cl + 542WH2Cl + 5567WH3Cl 
+ 124WH1Sl + 348WH2Sl + 124WH1Il + 348WH2Il 
-lWHASl = 0 
WHASH2) 102WH1C2 + 668WH2C2 + 7361WH3C2 
+ 146WH1S2 + 200WH2Sl + 562WH2S2 + 146WH1I2 
+ 562WH2I2 -1 WHAS2 = 0 
WHASH3) 112WH1C3 + 769WH2C3 + 9274WH3C3 
+ 84WH1S3 + 112WH2S2 + 597WH2S3 + 84WH1I3 
+ 597WH2I3 -1 WHAS3 = 0 
WHASH4) 206WH1C4 + 899WH2C4 + 11133WH3C4 
+ 193WH1S4 + 121WH2S3 + 748WH2S4 + 193WH1I4 
+ 748WH2I4 -1WHAS4 = 0 
WHASH5) 227WH1C5 + 1013WH2C5 + 13341WH3C5 
+ 222WH1S5 + 132WH2S4 + 890WH2S5 + 222WH1I5 
+ 890WH2I5 -1WHAS5 = 0 
WHASH6) 256WH1C6 + 1172WH2C6 + 15598WH3C6 
+ 384WH1S6 + 148WH2S5 + 1103WH2S6 + 393WH1I6 
+ 1107WH2I6 -1WHAS6 = 0 
WHASH7) 295WH1C7 + 1397WH2C7 + 18441WH3C7 
+ 436WH1S7 + 1333WH2S'7 + 478WH1I7 + 1122WH2I7 
-1WHAS7 = 0 
WHASH8) 336WH1C8 + 1413WH2C8 + 20362WH3C8 
+ 486WH1S8 + 1510WH2S8 + 558WH1I8 + 1306WH2I8 
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+ 14316WHRAS1 -1WHAS8 = 0 
WHASH9) 378WH1C9 + 1439WH2C9 + 21799WH3C9 
+ 534WH1S9 + 1569WH2S9 + 635WH1I9 + 1356WH2I9 
+ 14316WHRAS2 + 14316WHRAS3 -1WHAS9 = 0 
WHASHlO) 426WH1C10 + 1375WH2C10 + 22826WH3C10 
+ 582WH1S10 + 1086WH2S10 + 712WH1I10 + 1406WH2Il0 
+ 14316WHRAS4 + 14316WHRAS5 -lWHASlO = 0 
WHRTLPl)-lWHRLNl -lWHRLLl -lWHRLHl 
=0 
WHRTLP2) -1WHRLN2 -1WHRLL2 -1WHRLH2 
=0 
WHRTLP3) -1WHRLN3 -1WHRLL3 -1WHRLH3 
=0 
WHRTLP4)-1WHRLN4 -1WHRLL4 -1WHRLH4 
=0 
WHRTLP5)-1WHRLN5 -1WHRLL5 -1WHRLH5 
=0 
WHRTLP6)-1WHRLN6 -1WHRLL6 -1WHRLH6 
=0 
WHRTLP7) -1WHRLN7 -1WHRLL7 -1WHRLH7 
=0 
WHRTLP8) -1WHRLN8 -1WHRLL8 -1WHRLH8 
=0 
WHRTLP9) -1WHRLN9 -1WHRLL9 -1WHRLH9 
=0 
WHRTLPlO) -lWHRLNlO -lWHRLLlO -lWHRLHlO 
=0 
WHRTSFl) lWHlCl + 1WH2Cl -lWHRLNl 
-lWHRLLl -lWHRLHl = 0 
WHRTSF2) 1WH1C2 + 1WH2C2 -1WHRLN2 
-1 WHRLL2 -1 WHRLH2 = 0 
WHRTSF3) 1WH1C3 + 1WH2C3 -1WHRLN3 
-1 WHRLL3 -1 WHRLH3 = 0 
WHRTSF4) 1WH1C4 + 1WH2C4 -1WHRLN4 
-lWHRLIA -1WHRLH4 = 0 
WHRTSF5) 1WH1C5 + 1WH2C5 -1WHRLN5 
-1 WHRLL5 -1 WHRLH5 = 0 
WHRTSF6) 1WH1C6 + 1WH2C6 -1WHRLN6 
-1WHRLL6 -1WHRLH6 = 0 
WHRTSF7) 1WH1C7 + 1WH2C7 -1WHRLN7 
-1WHRLL7 -1WHRLH7 = 0 
WHRTSF8) 1WH1C8 + 1WH2C8 -1WHRLN8 
. -1 WHRLL8 -1 WHRLH8 = 0 
WHRTSF9) 1WHiC9 + 1WH2C9 -1WHRLN9 
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-1WHRLL9 -1WHRLH9 = 0 
WHRTSFlO) lWHlClO + 1WH2C10 -lWHRLLlO 
-lWHRLHlO = 0 
WHRTASl) 1WH3Cl -lWHRASl = 0 
WHRTAS2) 1WH3C2 -1WHRAS2 = 0 
WHRTAS3) 1WH3C3 -1WHRAS3 = 0 
WHRTAS4) 1WH3C4 -1WHRAS4 = 0 
WHRTAS5) 1WH3C5 -1WHRAS5 = 0 
WHRTAS6) 1WH3C6 -1WHRAS6 = 0 
WHRTAS7) 1WH3C7 -1WHRAS7 = 0 
WHRTAS8) 1WH3C8 -1WHRAS8 = 0 
WHRTAS9) 1WH3C9 -1WHRAS9 = 0 
WHRTASlO) 1WH3C10 -lWHRASlO = 0 
WHSTl) lWHlCl + 1WH1C2 + 1WH1C3 
+ 1WH1C4 + 1WH1C5 + 1WH1C6 + 1WH1C7 
+ 1WH1C8 + 1WH1C9 + lWHlClO + lWHlSl 
+ 1WH1S2 + 1WH1S3 + 1WH1S4 + 1WH1S5 
+ 1WH1S6 + 1WH1S7 + 1WH1S8 + 1WH1S9 
+ lWHlSlO + lWHlll + 1WH1I2 + 1WH1I3 
+ 1WH1I4 + 1WH1I5 + 1WH1I6 + 1WH1I7 
+ 1WH1I8 + 1WH1I9 + lWHlllO + lWHS 
= 166 
WHST2) 1 WH2Cl + 1 WH2C2 + 1 WH2C3 
+ 1 WH2C4 + 1 WH2C5 + 1 WH2C6 + 1 WH2C7 
+ 1WH2C8 + 1WH2C9 + 1WH2C10 + 1WH2Sl 
+ 1 WH2S2 + 1 WH2S3 + 1 WH2S4 + 1 WH2S5 
+ 1 WH2S6 + 1 WH2S7 + 1 WH2S8 + 1 WH2S9 
+ 1WH2S10 + 1WH2Il + 1WH2I2 + 1WH2I3 
+ 1WH2I4 + 1WH2I5 + 1WH2I6 + 1WH2I7 
+ 1WH2I8 + 1WH2I9 + 1WH2I10 + lWHS 
= 256 
WHST3) 1WH3Cl + 1WH3C2 + 1WH3C3 
+ 1 WH3C4 + 1 WH3C5 + 1 WH3C6 + 1 WH3C7 
+ 1WH3C8 + 1WH3C9 + 1WH3C10 + lWHS 
= 104 
WHSLACK) 1 WHS <= 5 
NJLPHl) 990NJ1Cl + 11113NJ2Cl + 723NJ3Cl 
+ 766NJ1Sl + 766NJ1Il -lNJLPl = 0 
NJLPH2) 1118NJ1C2 + 12567NJ2C2 + 876NJ3C2 
+ 291NJ1Sl + 880NJ1S2 + 880NJ1I2 -1NJLP2 
=0 
NJLPH3) 1228NJ1C3 + 14038NJ2C3 + 1050NJ3C3 
+ 314NJ1S2 + 1015NJ1S3 + 1015NJ1I3 -1NJLP3 
=0 
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NJLPH4) 1331NJ1C4 + 15273NJ2C4 + 1181NJ3C4 
+ 340NJ1S3 + 1148NJ1S4 + 1148NJ1I4 -1NJLP4 
=0 
NJLPH5) 1425NJ1C5 + 16496NJ2C5 + 1316NJ3C5 
+ 181NJ1S4 + 1140NJ1S5 + 1140NJ1I5 -1NJLP5 
=0 
NJLPH6) 1563NJ1C6 + 17412NJ2C6 + 1569NJ3C6 
+ 198NJ1S5 + 1484NJ1S6 + 1243NJ1I6 + 7045NJRLL1 
-1NJLP6 = 0 
NJLPH7) 1698NJ1C7 + 18876NJ2C7 + 1760NJ3C7 
+ 1717NJ1S7 + 1303NJ1I7 + 26604NJRLN1 + 8029NJRLL1 
+ 7045NJRLL2 + 7045NJRLL3 + 21292NJRLH1 + 4989NJRLH2 
-1NJLP7 = 0 
NJLPH8) 1634NJ1C8 + 19175NJ2C8 + 1966NJ3C8 
+ 2299NJ1S8 + 1883NJ1I8 + 26604NJRLN2 + 26604NJRLN3 
+ 8029NJRLL2 + 8029NJRLL3 + 7045NJRLL4 + 7045NJRLL5 
+ 16303NJRLH2 + 21292NJRLH3 + 4989NJRLH4 -1NJLP8 
=0 
NJLPH9) 1628NJ1C9 + 19256NJ2C9 + 2107NJ3C9 
+ 2382NJ1S9 + 553NJ1I4 + 1938NJ1I9 + 26604NJRLN4 
+ 26604NJRLN5 + 8029NJRLL4 + 8029NJRLL5 + 7045NJRLL6 
+ 16303NJRLH4 + 21292NJRLH5 + 4989NJRLH6 -1NJLP9 
=0 
NJLPHlO) 1587NJ1C10 + 19112NJ2C10 + 2254NJ3C10 
+ 2957NJ1S10 + 1993NJ1I10 + 26604NJRLN6 + 7045NJRLL1 
+ 8029NJRLL6 + 7045NJRLL 7 + 16303NJRLH6 + 4989NJRLH7 
-lNJLPlO = 0 
NJSPHl) 11749NJ1Cl + 1773NJ2Cl + 270NJ3Cl 
+ 2068NJ1Sl + 2068NJ1Il -lNJSPl = 0 
NJSPH2) 13189NJ1C2 + 2081NJ2C2 + 312NJ3C2 
+ 10619NJ1Sl + 3031NJ1S2 + 3031NJ1I2 -1NJSP2 
=0 
NJSPH3) 14608NJ1C3 + 2366NJ2C3 + 361NJ3C3 
+ 11151NJ1S2 + 3496NJ1S3 + 3496NJ1I3 -1NJSP3 
=0 
NJSPH4) 15912NJ1C4 + 2706NJ2C4 + 405NJ3C4 
+ 12057NJ1S3 + 3953NJ1S4 + 3953NJ1I4 -1NJSP4 
=0 
NJSPH5) 17150NJ1C5 + 3114NJ2C5 + 478NJ3C5 
+ 12862NJ1S4 + 4701NJ1S5 + 4701NJ1I5 -1NJSP5 
=0 
NJSPH6) 19201NJ1C6 + 3457NJ2C6 + 612NJ3C6 
+ 13686NJ1S5 + 19287NJ1S6 + 6395NJ1I6 -1NJSP6 
=0 
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NJSPH7) 22426NJ1C7 + 3984NJ2C7 + 752NJ3C7 
+ 21889NJ1S7 + 8032NJ1I7 -1NJSP7 = 0 
NJSPH8) 22990NJ1C8 + 4245NJ2C8 + 833NJ3C8 
+ 21202NJ1Sl + 14657NJ1S2 + 22994NJ1S8 + 21533NJ1Il 
+ 19481NJ1I2 + 8237NJ1I8 -1NJSP8 = 0 
NJSPH9) 23962NJ1C9 + 44 71NJ2C9 + 957NJ3C9 
+ 8730NJ1Sl + 9083NJ1S2 + 18954NJ1S3 + 12583NJ1S4 
+ 23341NJ1S9 + 21475NJ1I3 + 19627NJ1I4 + 8478NJ1I9 
-1NJSP9 = 0 
NJSPHlO) 24447NJ1C10 + 4693NJ2C10 + 1048NJ3C10 
+ 24148NJ1S10 + 8470NJ1Il0 -lNJSPlO = 0 
NJAFHl) 5696NJ1Cl + 4024NJ2Cl + 5125NJ3Cl 
+ 3293NJ1Sl + 3293NJ1Il -lNJAFl = 0 
NJAFH2) 6769NJ1C2 + 5360NJ2C2 + 6232NJ3C2 
+ 2909NJ1Sl + 4009NJ1S2 + 4009NJ1I2 -1NJAF2 
=0 
NJAFH3) 7768NJ1C3 + 6390NJ2C3 + 7376NJ3C3 
+ 3298NJ1S2 + 4736NJ1S3 + 4736NJ1I3 -1NJAF3 
=0 
NJAFH4) 8917NJ1C4 + 7652NJ2C4 + 8548NJ3C4 
+ 3566NJ1S3 + 5483NJ1S4 + 5483NJ1I4 -1NJAF4 
=0 
NJAFH5) 10029NJ1C5 + 8822NJ2C5 + 9636NJ3C5 
+ 3986NJ1S4 + 5983NJ1S5 + 5983NJ1I5 -1NJAF5 
=0 
NJAFH6) 12212NJ1C6 + 10499NJ2C6 + 11340NJ3C6 
+ 4760NJ1S5 + 12240NJ1S6 + 7283NJ1I6 -1NJAF6 
=0 
NJAFH7) 15474NJ1C7 + 13156NJ2C7 + 13424NJ3C7 
+ 15022NJ1S7 + 9118NJ1I7 -1NJAF7 = 0 
NJAFH8) 16969NJ1C8 + 14825NJ2C8 + 15585NJ3C8 
+ 17016NJ1S8 + 5168NJ1Il + 5682NJ1I2 + 10355NJ1I8 
-1NJAF8 = 0 
NJAFH9) 18532NJ1C9 + 16311NJ2C9 + 16860NJ3C9 
+ 18101NJ1S9 + 6263NJ1I3 + 6082NJ1I4 + 10658NJ1I9 
-1NJAF9 = 0 
NJAFHlO) 19695NJ1C10 + 17765NJ2C10 + 18082NJ3C10 
+ 19220NJ1S10 + 11210NJ1Il0 -lNJAFlO = 0 
NJDFHl) 732NJ1Cl + 121NJ2Cl -lNJDFl 
=0 
NJDFH2) '"/99NJ1C2 + 128NJ2C2 + 873NJ1Sl 
-1NJDF2 = 0 
NJDFH3) 867NJ1C3 + 140NJ2C3 + 942NJ1S2 
-1NJDF3 = 0 
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NJDFH4) 925NJ1C4 + 156NJ2C4 + 1019NJ1S3 
-1NJDF4 = 0 
NJDFH5) 985NJ1C5 + 167NJ2C5 + 1087NJ1S4 
-1NJDF5 = 0 
NJDFH6) 1074NJ1C6 + 167NJ2C6 + 992NJ1S5 
-1NJDF6 = 0 
NJDFH7) 1167NJ1C7 + 177NJ2C7 -1NJDF7 
=0 
NJDFH8) 1110NJ1C8 + 179NJ2C8 + 1436NJ1Il 
+ 1353NJ112 -1NJDF8 = 0 
NJDFH9) 1101NJ1C9 + 175NJ2C9 + 1491NJ1I3 
+ 1382NJ1I4 -1NJDF9 = 0 
NJDFHlO) 1074NJ1C10 + 182NJ2C10 -lNJDFlO 
=0 
NJASHl) 1132NJ1Cl + 2347NJ2Cl + 5228NJ3Cl 
+ 10689NJ4Cl + 1302NJ1Sl + 1302NJ111 -lNJASl 
=0 
NJASH2) 1551NJ1C2 + 2635NJ2C2 + 6286NJ3C2 
+ 12704NJ4C2 + 1662NJ1S2 + 1662NJ112 -1NJAS2 
=0 
NJASH3) 1769NJ1C3 + 2998NJ2C3 + 7439NJ3C3 
+ 15234NJ4C3 + 1917NJ183 + 1917NJ1I3 -1NJAS3 
=0 
NJASH4) 1976NJ1C4 + 3271NJ2C4 + 8791NJ3C4 
+ 16674NJ4C4 + 2040NJ184 + 2040NJ1I4 -1NJAS4 
=0 
NJASH5) 2173NJ1C5 + 3792NJ2C5 + 10105NJ3C5 
+ 18463NJ4C5 + 2279NJ1S5 + 2279NJ1I5 -1NJAS5 
=0 
NJASH6) 2387NJ1C6 + 4186NJ2C6 + 11921NJ3C6 
+ 21243NJ4C6 + 2596NJ186 + 2487NJ1I6 -1NJAS6 
=0 
NJASH7) 2772NJ1C7 + 4765NJ2C7 + 14512NJ3C7 
+ 23599NJ4C7 + 3004NJ187 + 2822NJ1I7 -1NJAS7 
=0 
NJASH8) 2751NJ1C8 + 4878NJ2C8 + 17193NJ3C8 
+ 24951NJ4C8 + 2759NJ1S8 + 2824NJ1I8 + 14316NJRAS1 
-1NJAS8 = 0 
NJASH9) 2750NJ1C9 + 4983NJ2C9 + 18994NJ3C9 
+ 26760NJ4C9 + 2858NJ1S9 + 2907NJ1I9 + 14316NJRAS2 
+ 14316NJRAS3 -1NJAS9 = 0 
NJASHlO) 2748NJ1C10 + 5226NJ2C10 + 20135NJ3C10 
+ 27935NJ4C10 + 2464NJ1S10 + 2989NJ1Il0 + 14316NJRAS4 
+ 14316NJRAS5 -lNJASlO = 0 
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NJRTLPl) 1NJ2Cl -lNJRLNl -lNJRLLl 
-lNJRLHl = 0 
NJRTLP2) 1NJ2C2 -1NJRLN2 -1NJRLL2 
-1NJRLH2 = 0 
NJRTLP3) 1NJ2C3 -1NJRLN3 -1NJRLL3 
-1NJRLH3 = 0 
NJRTLP4) 1NJ2C4 -1NJRLN4 -1NJRLL4 
-1NJRLH4 = 0 
NJRTLP5) 1NJ2C5 -1NJRLN5 -1NJRLL5 
-1NJRLH5 = 0 
NJRTLP6) 1NJ2C6 -1NJRLN6 -1NJRLL6 
-1NJRLH6 = 0 
NJRTLP7) 1NJ2C7 -1NJRLN7 -1NJRLL7 
-1NJRLH7 = 0 
NJRTLP8) 1NJ2C8 -1NJRLN8 -1NJRLL8 
-1NJRLH8 = 0 
NJRTLP9) 1NJ2C9 -1NJRLN9 -1NJRLL9 
-1NJRLH9 = 0 
NJRTLPlO) 1NJ2C10 -lNJRLNlO -lNJRLLlO 
-lNJRLHlO = 0 
NJRTSFl) lNJlCl -lNJRLNl -lNJRLLl 
-lNJRLHl = 0 
NJRTSF2) 1NJ1C2 -1NJRLN2 -1NJRLL2 
-1NJRLH2 = 0 
NJRTSF3) 1NJ1C3 -1NJRLN3 -1NJRLL3 
-1NJRLH3 = 0 
NJRTSF4) 1NJ1C4 -1NJRLN4 -1NJRLL4 
-1NJRLH4 = 0 
NJRTSF5) 1NJ1C5 -1NJRLN5 -1NJRLL5 
-1NJRLH5 = 0 
NJRTSF6) 1NJ1C6 -1NJRLN6 -1NJRLL6 
-1NJRLH6 = 0 
NJRTSF7) 1NJ1C7 -1NJRLN7 -1NJRLL7 
-1NJRLH7 = 0 
NJRTSF8) 1NJ1C8 -1NJRLN8 -1NJRLL8 
-1NJRLH8 = 0 
NJRTSF9) 1NJ1C9 -1NJRLN9 -1NJRLL9 
-1NJRLH9 = 0 
NJRTSFlO) lNJlClO -lNJRLLlO -lNJRLHlO 
=0 
NJRTASl) 1NJ3Cl + 1NJ4Cl -lNJRASl 
=0 
NJRTAS2) 1NJ3C2 + 1NJ4C2 -1NJRAS2 
=0 
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NJRTAS3) 1NJ3C3 + 1NJ4C3 -1NJRAS3 
=0 
NJRTAS4) 1NJ3C4 + 1NJ4C4 -1NJRAS4 
=0 
NJRTAS5) 1NJ3C5 + 1NJ4C5 -1NJRAS5 
=0 
NJRTAS6) 1NJ3C6 + 1NJ4C6 -1NJRAS6 
=0 
NJRTAS7) 1NJ3C7 + 1NJ4C7 -1NJRAS7 
=0 
NJRTAS8) 1NJ3C8 + 1NJ4C8 -1NJRAS8 
=0 
NJRTAS9) 1NJ3C9 + 1NJ4C9 -1NJRAS9 
=0 
NJRTASlO) 1NJ3C10 + 1NJ4C10 -lNJRASlO 
=0 
NJSTl) lNJlCl + 1NJ1C2 + 1NJ1C3 
+ 1NJ1C4 + 1NJ1C5 + 1NJ1C6 + 1NJ1C7 
+ 1NJ1C8 + 1NJ1C9 + lNJlClO + lNJlSl 
+ 1NJ182 + 1NJ183 + 1NJ184 + 1NJ185 
+ 1NJ186 + 1NJ187 + 1NJ188 + 1NJ189 
+ lNJlSlO + lNJlil + 1NJ1I2 + 1NJ1I3 
+ 1NJ1I4 + 1NJ1I5 + 1NJ1I6 + 1NJ1I7 
+ 1NJ1I8 + 1NJ1I9 + lNJlilO + lNJS 
= 115 
NJST2) 1NJ2Cl + 1NJ2C2 + 1NJ2C3 
+ 1NJ2C4 + 1NJ2C5 + 1NJ2C6 + 1NJ2C7 
+ 1NJ2C8 + 1NJ2C9 + 1NJ2C10 + lNJS 
= 220 
NJST3) 1NJ3Cl + 1NJ3C2 + 1NJ3C3 
+ 1NJ3C4 + 1NJ3C5 + 1NJ3C6 + 1NJ3C7 
+ 1NJ3C8 + 1NJ3C9 + 1NJ3C10 + lNJS 
= 95 
NJST4) 1NJ4Cl + 1NJ4C2 + 1NJ4C3 
+ 1NJ4C4 + 1NJ4C5 + 1NJ4C6 + 1NJ4C7 
+ 1NJ4C8 + 1NJ4C9 + 1NJ4C10 + lNJS 
= 35 
NJSLACK) lNJS <= 5 
SJLPHl) 941SJ1Cl + 6095SJ2Cl + 2432SJ3Cl 
+ 36SJ4Cl + 337SJ1Sl + 1921SJ3Sl + 337SJ1Il 
+ 1921SJ3Il -lSJLPl = 0 
SJLPH2) 1070SJ1C2 + 7316SJ2C2 + 2896SJ3C2 
+ 35SJ4C2 + 343SJ1Sl + 414SJ182 + 590SJ3Sl 
+ 2396SJ382 + 414SJ1I2 + 2396SJ3I2 -1SJLP2 
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=0 
SJLPH3) 1193SJ1C3 + 8653SJ2C3 + 3375SJ3C3 
+ 35SJ4C3 + 753SJ1S2 + 497SJ1S3 + 642SJ3S2 
+ 2829SJ3S3 + 497SJ1I3 + 2829SJ3I3 -1SJLP3 
=0 
SJLPH4) 1298SJ1C4 + 10004SJ2C4 + 3877SJ3C4 
+ 34SJ4C4 + 826SJ1S3 + 578SJ1S4 + 695SJ3S3 
+ 3296SJ3S4 + 578SJ1I4 + 3296SJ3I4 -1SJLP4 
=0 
SJLPH5) 1478SJ1C5 + 11214SJ2C5 + 4355SJ3C5 
+ 34SJ4C5 + 892SJ1S4 + 671SJ1S5 + 741SJ3S4 
+ 3786SJ385 + 671SJ1I5 + 3786SJ3I5 -1SJLP5 
=0 
SJLPH6) 164 7SJ1C6 + 13377SJ2C6 + 4950SJ3C6 
+ 33SJ4C6 + 986SJ185 + 1939SJ186 + 809SJ385 
+ 5316SJ386 + 809SJ1I6 + 4483SJ3I6 + 7045SJRLL1 
-1SJLP6 = 0 
SJLPH7) 1856SJ1C7 + 16132SJ2C7 + 6028SJ3C7 
+ 35SJ4C7 + 1938SJ187 + 7257SJ387 + 1036SJ1I7 
+ 6435SJ3I7 + 26604SJRLN1 + 8029SJRLL1 + 7045SJRLL2 
+ 7045SJRLL3 + 21292SJRLH1 + 4989SJRLH2 -1SJLP7 
=0 
SJLPH8) 2037SJ1C8 + 18756SJ2C8 + 6943SJ3C8 
+ 34SJ4C8 + 2253SJ188 + 8721SJ388 + 1567SJ1I2 
+ 1271SJ1I8 + 949SJ3Il + 1149SJ3I2 + 7755SJ3I8 
+ 26604SJRLN2 + 26604SJRLN3 + 8029SJRLL2 + 8029SJRLL3 
+ 7045SJRLL4 + 7045SJRLL5 + 16303SJRLH2 + 21292SJRLH3 
+ 4989SJRLH4 -1SJLP8 = 0 
SJLPH9) 2097SJ1C9 + 20941SJ2C9 + 7522SJ3C9 
+ 33SJ4C9 + 2406SJ189 + 9258SJ3S9 + 1401SJ1I4 
+ 1365SJ1I9 + 946SJ3I3 + 1186SJ314 + 8264SJ3I9 
+ 26604SJRLN4 + 26604SJRLN5 + 8029SJRLL4 + 8029SJRLL5 
+ 7045SJRLL6 + 16303SJRLH4 + 21292SJRLH5 + 4989SJRLH6 
-1SJLP9 = 0 
SJLPHlO) 2179SJ1C10 + 23403SJ2C10 + 8324SJ3C10 
+ 32SJ4C10 + 2559SJ1S10 + 9794SJ3810 + 1459SJ1Il0 
+ 9260SJ3110 + 26604SJRLN6 + 7045SJRLL1 + 8029SJRLL6 
+ 7045SJRLL 7 + 16303SJRLH6 + 4989SJRLH7 -lSJLPlO 
=0 
SJSPHl) 6600SJ1Cl + 2473SJ2Cl + 13218SJ3Cl 
+ 15684SJ4Cl + 2157SJ1Sl + 2915SJ3Sl + 3415SJ4Sl 
+ 2157SJ1Il + 2915SJ3Il + 3415SJ4Il -lSJSPl 
=0 
SJSPH2) 7559SJ1C2 + 2801SJ2C2 + 14700SJ3C2 
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+ 17545SJ4C2 + 5024SJ1Sl + 2651SJ1S2 + 12532SJ3Sl 
+ 3323SJ3S2 + 14043SJ4Sl + 4019SJ4S2 + 2651SJ1I2 
+ 3323SJ312 + 4019SJ412 -1SJSP2 = 0 
SJSPH3) 8545SJ1C3 + 3081SJ2C3 + 16101SJ3C3 
+ 19295SJ4C3 + 5524SJ1S2 + 3081SJ1S3 + 13651SJ3S2 
+ 3924SJ3S3 + 15281SJ4S2 + 4639SJ4S3 + 3081SJ1I3 
+ 3924SJ3I3 + 4639SJ4I3 -1SJSP3 = 0 
SJSPH4) 94 71SJ1C4 + 3406SJ2C4 + 17656SJ3C4 
+ 21264SJ4C4 + 6058SJ1S3 + 3585SJ1S4 + 14766SJ3S3 
+ 4326SJ3S4 + 16487SJ4S3 + 5402SJ4S4 + 3585SJ1I4 
+ 4326SJ314 + 5402SJ414 -1SJSP4 = 0 
SJSPH5) 10371SJ1C5 + 3740SJ2C5 + 19022SJ3C5 
+ 23063SJ4C5 + 6544SJ1S4 + 4028SJ1S5 + 15753SJ3S4 
+ 4818SJ3S5 + 17609SJ4S4 + 6055SJ4S5 + 4028SJ1I5 
+ 4818SJ315 + 6055SJ415 -1SJSP5 = 0 
SJSPH6) 11787SJ1C6 + 4304SJ2C6 + 20937SJ3C6 
+ 25967SJ4C6 + 7233SJ1S5 + 11633SJ1S6 + 17195SJ3S5 
+ 22592SJ3S6 + 19464SJ4S5 + 26333SJ4S6 + 5175SJ116 
+ 5538SJ316 + 7324SJ4I6 -1SJSP6 = 0 
SJSPH7) 13756SJ1C7 + 4940SJ2C7 + 23275SJ3C7 
+ 30606SJ4C7 + 13566SJ1S7 + 26204SJ3S7 + 30260SJ4S7 
+ 6009SJ1I7 + 6971SJ3I7 + 9640SJ4I7 -1SJSP7 
=0 
SJSPH8) 15534SJ1C8 + 5802SJ2C8 + 25655SJ3C8 
+ 34366.00SJ4C8 + 5027SJ5C8 + 18865SJ1Sl + 12462SJ182 
+ 15323SJ188 + 21614SJ3Sl + 16769SJ382 + 28459SJ3S8 
+ 21767SJ4Sl + 16415SJ482 + 34201.00SJ488 + 12866SJ1Il 
+ 9399SJ1I2 + 7624SJ118 + 27527SJ3Il + 24981SJ3I2 
+ 7755SJ3I8 + 29612SJ4Il + 28056SJ4I2 + 11242SJ4I8 
-1SJSP8 = 0 
SJSPH9) 16398SJ1C9 + 6397SJ2C9 + 28344SJ3C9 
+ 38029.00SJ4C9 + 6833SJ5C9 + 98178.JlSl + 6353SJ182 
+ 16105SJ1S3 + 10078SJ184 + 15882SJ1S9 + 11488SJ3Sl 
+ 9690SJ3S2 + 21285SJ3S3 + 15782SJ3S4 + 29722SJ3S9 
+ 10476SJ4Sl + 8290SJ4S2 + 19984SJ4S3 + 14576SJ4S4 
+ 37677.00SJ489 + 12163SJ113 + 10507SJ114 + 7916SJ119 
+ 27118SJ3I3 + 25506SJ3I4 + 7575SJ3I9 + 30765SJ4I3 
+ 28365SJ414 + 13173SJ419 -1SJSP9 = 0 
SJSPHlO) 17301SJ1C10 + 6991SJ2C10 + 30746SJ3C10 
+ 41771.00SJ4C10 + 8641SJ5C10 + 16379SJ1S10 + 30929SJ3S10 
+ 41049.00SJ4S10 + 8463SJ1110 + 7554SJ3110 + 14910SJ4110 
-lSJSPlO = 0 
SJAFHl) 7047SJ1Cl + 788SJ2Cl + 2557SJ3Cl 
+ 2097SJ4Cl + 2696SJ5Cl + 3775SJ1Sl + 1126SJ3Sl 
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+ 1552SJ4Sl + 3775SJ1Il + 1126SJ3Il + 1552SJ4Il 
-lSJAFl = 0 
SJAFH2) 8470SJ1C2 + 933SJ2C2 + 2910SJ3C2 
+ 2638SJ4C2 + 3402SJ5C2 + 3997SJ1Sl + 4722SJ182 
+ 1622SJ3Sl + 1314SJ382 + 755SJ4Sl + 2009SJ482 
+ 4722SJ1I2 + 1314SJ3I2 + 2009SJ4I2 -1SJAF2 
=0 
SJAFH3) 9885SJ1C3 + 1079SJ2C3 + 3278SJ3C3 
+ 3102SJ4C3 + 4315SJ5C3 + 4394SJ182 + 5765SJ183 
+ 1767SJ382 + 1551SJ383 + 822SJ482 + 2405SJ483 
+ 5765SJ1I3 + 1551SJ3I3 + 2405SJ4I3 -1SJAF3 
=0 
SJAFH4) 11411SJ1C4 + 1242SJ2C4 + 3648SJ3C4 
+ 3791SJ4C4 + 5308SJ5C4 + 4957SJ183 + 6708SJ184 
+ 1911SJ383 + 1751SJ384 + 1064SJ483 + 2750SJ484 
+ 6708SJ1I4 + 1751SJ3I4 + 2750SJ4I4 -1SJAF4 
=0 
SJAFH5) 12920SJ1C5 + 1382SJ2C5 + 4033SJ3C5 
+ 4342SJ4C5 + 6255SJ5C5 + 5503SJ184 + 7518SJ185 
+ 2039SJ384 + 1950SJ385 + 1148SJ484 + 3364SJ485 
+ 7518SJ1I5 + 1950SJ3I5 + 3364SJ4I5 -1SJAF5 
=0 
SJAFH6) 15631SJ1C6 + 1681SJ2C6 + 4575SJ3C6 
+ 5186SJ4C6 + 7554SJ5C6 + 6411SJ185 + 15834SJ186 
+ 2225SJ385 + 4319SJ386 + 1269SJ485 + 5472SJ486 
+ 8895SJ1I6 + 2110SJ3I6 + 3862SJ4I6 -1SJAF6 
=0 
SJAFH7) 19589SJ1C7 + 1864SJ2C7 + 5540SJ3C7 
+ 6298SJ4C7 + 13419SJ5C7 + 19767SJ187 + 5644SJ387 
+ 6769SJ487 + 11810SJ1I7 + 3218SJ3I7 + 4654SJ4I7 
-1SJAF7 = 0 
SJAFH8) 23628SJ1C8 + 2149SJ2C8 + 6626SJ3C8 
+ 7623SJ4C8 + 16193SJ5C8 + 23887SJ188 + 7344SJ388 
+ 8100SJ488 + 7917SJ1Il + 8056SJ1I2 + 14485SJ1I8 
+ 2848SJ3Il + 2584SJ3I2 + 4524SJ3I8 + 1559SJ4Il 
+ 1492SJ4I2 + 5427SJ4I8 -1SJAF8 = 0 
SJAFH9) 26383SJ1C9 + 2338SJ2C9 + 7632SJ3C9 
+ 8840SJ4C9 + 20386SJ5C9 + 26470SJ189 + 8283SJ389 
+ 9042SJ489 + 88698Jll3 + 8872SJ1I4 + 15833SJ1I9 
+ 3153SJ3I3 + 2966SJ3I4 + 5509SJ3I9 + 1964SJ4I3 
+ 1830SJ4I4 + 6028SJ4I9 -1SJAF9 = 0 
SJAFHlO) 29584SJ1C10 + 2633SJ2C10 + 8254SJ3C10 
+ 10407SJ4C10 + 22763SJ5C10 + 29175SJ1810 + 9279SJ3810 
+ 10539SJ4810 + 16926SJ1Il0 + 6092SJ3Il0 + 6823SJ4Il0 
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-lSJAFlO = 0 
SJDFHl) 1004SJ1Cl -lSJDFl = 0 
SJDFH2) 1072SJ1C2 + 1142SJ1Sl -1SJDF2 
=0 
SJDFH3) 1134SJ1C3 + 1256SJ182 -1SJDF3 
=0 
SJDFH4) 1197SJ1C4 + 1377SJ183 -1SJDF4 
=0 
SJDFH5) 1251SJ1C5 + 1339SJ184 -1SJDF5 
=0 
SJDFH6) 1340SJ1C6 + 1476SJ185 -1SJDF6 
=0 
SJDFH7) 1450SJ1C7 -1SJDF7 = 0 
SJDFHB) 1531SJ1C8 + 1979SJ1Il + 1790SJ1I2 
-1SJDF8 = 0 
SJDFH9) 1545SJ1C9 + 2027SJ1I3 + 1868SJ1I4 
-1SJDF9 = 0 
SJDFHlO) 1567SJ1C10 -lSJDFlO = 0 
SJASHl) 736SJ1Cl + 295SJ2Cl + 282SJ3Cl 
+ 1317SJ4Cl + 6042SJ5Cl + 404SJ1Sl + 663SJ3Sl 
+ 1242SJ4Sl + 404SJ1Il + 663SJ3Il + 1242SJ4Il 
-lSJASl = 0 
SJASH2) 834SJ1C2 + 389SJ2C2 + 337SJ3C2 
+ 1441SJ4C2 + 6895SJ5C2 + 497SJ182 + 696SJ382 
+ 302SJ4Sl + 1414SJ482 + 497SJ112 + 696SJ3I2 
+ 1414SJ4I2 -1SJAS2 = 0 
SJASH3) 982SJ1C3 + 517SJ2C3 + 400SJ3C3 
+ 1554SJ4C3 + 7784SJ5C3 + 596SJ183 + 821SJ383 
+ 164SJ482 + 1546SJ483 + 5968Jll3 + 821SJ3I3 
+ 1546SJ4I3 -1SJAS3 = 0 
SJASH4) 1130SJ1C4 + 669SJ2C4 + 443SJ3C4 
+ 1687SJ4C4 + 8740SJ5C4 + 694SJ184 + 927SJ384 
+ 177SJ483 + 1670SJ484 + 6948Jll4 + 927SJ3I4 
+ 1670SJ4I4 -1SJAS4 = 0 
SJASH5) 1379SJ1C5 + 831SJ2C5 + 474SJ3C5 
+ 1808SJ4C5 + 9653SJ5C5 + 1074SJ185 + 918SJ385 
+ 191SJ484 + 1794SJ485 + 1074SJ115 + 918SJ3I5 
+ 1794SJ4I5 -1SJAS5 = 0 
SJASH6) 1625SJ1C6 + 1167SJ2C6 + 620SJ3C6 
+ 1966SJ4C6 + 10989SJ5C6 + 1616SJ186 + 997SJ386 
+ 212SJ485 + 2394SJ486 + 1294SJ1I6 + 1055SJ3I6 
+ 2131SJ4I6 -1SJAS6 = 0 
SJASH7) 1865SJ1C7 + 1748SJ2C7 + 826SJ3C7 
+ 2374SJ4C7 + 12943SJ5C7 + 1938SJ187 + 1209SJ387 
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+ 2787SJ487 + 18658Jll7 + 1251SJ3I7 + 2327SJ4I7 
-1SJAS7 = 0 
SJASH8) 2102SJ1C8 + 2516SJ2C8 + 879SJ3C8 
+ 2539SJ4C8 + 14340SJ5C8 + 2253SJ188 + 1377SJ388 
+ 2700SJ488 + 20338Jll8 + 1508SJ3I8 + 312SJ4Il 
+ 298SJ4I2 + 2714SJ4I8 + 14316SJRAS1 -1SJAS8 
=0 
SJASH9) 2146SJ1C9 + 2900SJ2C9 + 954SJ3C9 
+ 2682SJ4C9 + 15815SJ5C9 + 2406SJ189 + 1462SJ389 
+ 3014SJ489 + 21848Jll9 + 1377SJ3I9 + 327SJ4I3 
+ 305SJ4I4 + 3126SJ4I9 + 14316SJRAS2 + 14316SJRAS3 
-1SJAS9 = 0 
SJASHlO) 2141SJ1C10 + 3122SJ2C10 + 1141SJ3C10 
+ 2834SJ4C10 + 16146SJ5C10 + 2559SJ1810 + 1546SJ3810 
+ 3328SJ4810 + 23358Jll10 + 1462SJ3I10 + 3538SJ4Il0 
+ 14316SJRAS4 + 14316SJRAS5 -lSJASlO = 0 
SJRTLPl) 1SJ2Cl -lSJRLNl -lSJRLLl 
-lSJRLHl = 0 
SJRTLP2) 1SJ2C2 -1SJRLN2 -1SJRLL2 
-1SJRLH2 = 0 
SJRTLP3) 1SJ2C3 -1SJRLN3 -1SJRLL3 
-1SJRLH3 = 0 
SJRTLP4) 1SJ2C4 -1SJRLN4 -lSJRLIA 
-1SJRLH4 = 0 
SJRTLP5) 1SJ2C5 -1SJRLN5 -1SJRLL5 
-1SJRLH5 = 0 
SJRTLP6) 1SJ2C6 -1SJRLN6 -1SJRLL6 
-1SJRLH6 = 0 
SJRTLP7) 1SJ2C7 -1SJRLN7 -lSJRLL 7 
-1SJRLH7 = 0 
SJRTLP8) 1SJ2C8 -1SJRLN8 -1SJRLL8 
-1SJRLH8 = 0 
SJRTLP9) 1SJ2C9 -1SJRLN9 -1SJRLL9 
-1SJRLH9 = 0 
SJRTLPlO) 1SJ2C10 -lSJRLNlO -lSJRLLlO 
-lSJRLHlO = 0 
SJRTSFl) lSJlCl + 1SJ3Cl + 1SJ4Cl 
-lSJRLNl -lSJRLLl -lSJRLHl = 0 
SJRTSF2) 1SJ1C2 + 1SJ3C2 + 1SJ4C2 
-1SJRLN2 -1SJRLL2 -1SJRLH2 = 0 
SJRTSF3) 1SJ1C3 + 1SJ3C3 + 1SJ4C3 
-1SJRLN3 -1SJRLL3 -1SJRLH3 = 0 
SJRTSF4) 1SJ1C4 + 1SJ3C4 + 1SJ4C4 
-1SJRLN4 -lSJRLIA -1SJRLH4 = 0 
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SJRTSF5) 1SJ1C5 + 1SJ3C5 + 1SJ4C5 
-1SJRLN5 -1SJRLL5 -1SJRLH5 = 0 
SJRTSF6) 1SJ1C6 + 1SJ3C6 + 1SJ4C6 
-1SJRLN6 -1SJRLL6 -1SJRLH6 = 0 
SJRTSF7) 1SJ1C7 + 1SJ3C7 + 1SJ4C7 
-1SJRLN7 -lSJRLL 7 -1SJRLH7 = 0 
SJRTSF8) 1SJ1C8 + 1SJ3C8 + 1SJ4C8 
-1SJRLN8 -1SJRLL8 -1SJRLH8 = 0 
SJRTSF9) 1SJ1C9 + 1SJ3C9 + 1SJ4C9 
-1SJRLN9 -1SJRLL9 -1SJRLH9 = 0 
SJRTSFlO) lSJlClO + 1SJ3C10 + 1SJ4C10 
-lSJRLLlO -lSJRLHlO = 0 
SJRTASl) 1SJ5Cl -lSJRASl = 0 
SJRTAS2) 1SJ5C2 -1SJRAS2 = 0 
SJRTAS3) 1SJ5C3 -1SJRAS3 = 0 
SJRTAS4) 1SJ5C4 -1SJRAS4 = 0 
SJRTAS5) 1SJ5C5 -1SJRAS5 = 0 
SJRTAS6) 1SJ5C6 -1SJRAS6 = 0 
SJRTAS7) 1SJ5C7 -1SJRAS7 = 0 
SJRTAS8) 1SJ5C8 -1SJRAS8 = 0 
SJRTAS9) 1SJ5C9 -1SJRAS9 = 0 
SJRTASlO ) 1SJ5C10 -lSJRASlO = 0 
SJSTl) lSJlCl + 1SJ1C2 + 1SJ1C3 
+ 1SJ1C4 + 1SJ1C5 + 1SJ1C6 + 1SJ1C7 
+ 1SJ1C8 + 1SJ1C9 + lSJlClO + lSJlSl 
+ 1SJ182 + 1SJ183 + 1SJ184 + 1SJ1S5 
+ 1SJ1S6 + 1SJ1S7 + 1SJ1S8 + 1SJ1S9 
+ lSJlSlO + lSJlil + 1SJ1I2 + 1SJ1I3 
+ 1SJ1I4 + 1SJ1I5 + 1SJ1I6 + 1SJ1I7 
+ 1SJ1I8 + 1SJ1I9 + lSJlilO + lSJS 
= 199 
SJST2) 1SJ2C 1 + 1SJ2C2 + 1SJ2C3 
+ 1SJ2C4 + 1SJ2C5 + 1SJ2C6 + 1SJ2C7 
+ 1SJ2C8 + 1SJ2C9 + 1SJ2C10 + lSJS 
= 28 
SJST3) 1SJ3Cl + 1SJ3C2 + 1SJ3C3 
+ 1SJ3C4 + 1SJ3C5 + 1SJ3C6 + 1SJ3C7 
+ 1SJ3C8 + 1SJ3C9 + 1SJ3C10 + 1SJ3Sl 
+ 1SJ3S2 + 1SJ383 + 1SJ384 + 1SJ3S5 
+ 1SJ3S6 + 1SJ387 + 1SJ3S8 + 1SJ3S9 
+ 1SJ3S10 + 1SJ3Il + 1SJ3I2 + 1SJ3I3 
+ 1SJ3I4 + 1SJ3I5 + 1SJ3I6 + 1SJ3I7 
+ 1SJ3I8 + 1SJ3I9 + 1SJ3Il0 + lSJS 
= 32 
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SJST4) 1SJ4Cl + 1SJ4C2 + 1SJ4C3 
+ 1SJ4C4 + 1SJ4C5 + 1SJ4C6 + 1SJ4C7 
+ 1SJ4C8 + 1SJ4C9 + 1SJ4C10 + 1SJ4Sl 
+ 1SJ4S2 + 1SJ4S3 + 1SJ4S4 + 1SJ4S5 
+ 1SJ4S6 + 1SJ4S7 + 1SJ4S8 + 1SJ4S9 
+ 1SJ4S10 + 1SJ4Il + 1SJ4I2 + 1SJ4I3 
+ 1SJ4I4 + 1SJ4I5 + 1SJ4I6 + 1SJ4I7 
+ 1SJ4I8 + 1SJ4I9 + 1SJ4Il0 + lSJS 
= 94 
SJST5) 1SJ5Cl + 1SJ5C2 + 1SJ5C3 
+ 1SJ5C4 + 1SJ5C5 + 1SJ5C6 + 1SJ5C7 
+ 1SJ5C8 + 1SJ5C9 + 1SJ5C10 + lSJS 
= 14 
SJSLACK) lSJS <= 5 
LPl) lLBLPl + lWHLPl + lNJLPl 
+ lSJLPl 
- LPl = 0 
LP2) 1LBLP2 + 1WHLP2 + 1NJLP2 
+ 1SJLP2 
- LP2 = 0 
LP3) 1LBLP3 + 1WHLP3 + 1NJLP3 
+ 1SJLP3 
- LP3 = 0 
LP4) 1LBLP4 + 1WHLP4 + 1NJLP4 
+ 1SJLP4 
- LP4 = 0 
LP5) 1LBLP5 + 1WHLP5 + 1NJLP5 
+ 1SJLP5 
- LP5 = 0 
LF6) 1LBLP6 + 1 WHLP6 + 1NJLP6 
+ 1SJLP6 
- LP6 = 0 
LP7) 1LBLP7 + 1WHLP7 + 1NJLP7 
+ 1SJLP7 
- LP7 = 0 
LP8) 1LBLP8 + 1WHLP8 + 1NJLP8 
+ 1SJLP8 
- LPB = 0 
LP9) 1LBLP9 + 1 WHLP9 + 1NJLP9 
+ 1SJLP9 
- LP9 = 0 
LPlO) lLBLPlO + lWHLPlO + lNJLPlO 
+ lSJLPlO 
- LPlO = 0 
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SPl) lLBSPl + 1 WHSPl + lNJSPl 
+ lSJSPl 
- SPl = 0 
SP2) 1LBSP2 + 1 WHSP2 + 1NJSP2 
+ 1SJSP2 
- SP2 = 0 
SP3) 1LBSP3 + 1WHSP3 + 1NJSP3 
+ 1SJSP3 
- SP3 = 0 
SP4) 1LBSP4 + 1 WHSP4 + 1NJSP4 
+ 1SJSP4 
- SP4 = 0 
SP5) 1LBSP5 + 1WHSP5 + 1NJSP5 
+ 1SJSP5 
- SP5 = 0 
SP6) 1LBSP6 + 1 WHSP6 + 1NJSP6 
+ 1SJSP6 
- SP6 = 0 
SP7) 1LBSP7 + 1 WHSP7 + 1NJSP7 
+ 1SJSP7 
- SP7 = 0 
SPB) 1LBSP8 + 1WHSP8 + 1NJSP8 
+ 1SJSP8 
- SPB = 0 
SP9) 1LBSP9 + 1WHSP9 + 1NJSP9 
+ 1SJSP9 
- SP9 = 0 
SPlO) lLBSPlO + lWHSPlO + lNJSPlO 
+ lSJSPlO 
- SPlO = 0 
AFl) lLBAFl + 1 WHAFl + lNJAFl 
+ lSJAFl 
- AFl = 0 
AF2) 1LBAF2 + 1 WHAF2 + 1NJAF2 
+ 1SJAF2 
- AF2 = 0 
AF3) 1LBAF3 + 1WHAF3 + 1NJAF3 
+ 1SJAF3 
-AF3 = 0 
AF4) 1LBAF4 + 1WHAF4 + 1NJAF4 
+ 1SJAF4 
-AF4 = 0 
AF5) 1LBAF5 + 1 WHAF5 + 1NJAF5 
+ 1SJAF5 
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- AF5 = 0 
AF6) 1LBAF6 + 1 WHAF6 + 1NJAF6 
+ 1SJAF6 
- AF6 = O 
AF7) 1LBAF7 + 1WHAF7 + 1NJAF7 
+ 1SJAF7 
- AF7 = 0 
AFB) 1LBAF8 + 1 WHAF8 + 1NJAF8 
+ 1SJAF8 
- AFB= 0 
AF9) 1LBAF9 + 1WHAF9 + 1NJAF9 
+ 1SJAF9 
- AF9 = 0 
AFlO) lLBAFlO + lWHAFlO + lNJAFlO 
+ lSJAFlO 
-AFlO = 0 
DFl) lLBDFl + 1 WHDFl + lNJDFl 
+ lSJDFl 
- DFl = 0 
DF2) 1LBDF2 + 1 WHDF2 + 1NJDF2 
+ 1SJDF2 
- DF2 = 0 
DF3) 1LBDF3 + 1WHDF3 + 1NJDF3 
+ 1SJDF3 
- DF3 = 0 
DF4) 1LBDF4 + 1 WHDF4 + 1NJDF4 
+ 1SJDF4 
- DF4 = 0 
DF5) 1LBDF5 + 1 WHDF5 + 1NJDF5 
+ 1SJDF5 
- DF5 = 0 
DF6) 1LBDF6 + 1 WHDF6 + 1NJDF6 
+ 1SJDF6 
- DF6 = 0 
DF7) 1LBDF7 + 1 WHDF7 + 1NJDF7 
+ 1SJDF7 
- DF7 = 0 
DF8) 1LBDF8 + 1WHDF8 + 1NJDF8 
+ 1SJDF8 
- DFB = 0 
DF9) 1LBDF9 + 1WHDF9 + 1NJDF9 
+ 1SJDF9 
- DF9 = 0 
DFlO) lLBDFlO + lWHDFlO + lNJDFlO 
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+ lSJDFlO 
- DFlO = 0 
ASl) lLBASl + lWHASl + lNJASl 
+ lSJASl 
- ASl = 0 
AS2) 1LBAS2 + 1WHAS2 + 1NJAS2 
+ 1SJAS2 
- AS2 = 0 
AS3) 1LBAS3 + 1WHAS3 + 1NJAS3 
+ 1SJAS3 
- AS3 = 0 
AS4) 1LBAS4 + 1 WHAS4 + 1NJAS4 
+ 1SJAS4 
- AS4 = 0 
ASS) lLBASS + 1WHAS5 + 1NJAS5 
+ lSJASS 
-ASS= 0 
AS6) 1LBAS6 + 1WHAS6 + 1NJAS6 
+ 1SJAS6 
- AS6 = 0 
AS7) 1LBAS7 + 1 WHAS7 + 1NJAS7 
+ 1SJAS7 
- AS7 = 0 
ASS) 1LBAS8 + 1WHAS8 + 1NJAS8 
+ 1SJAS8 
-AS8 = 0 
AS9) 1LBAS9 + 1WHAS9 + 1NJAS9 
+ 1SJAS9 
- AS9 = 0 
ASlO) lLBASlO + lWHASlO + lNJASlO 
+ lSJASlO 
- ASlO = 0 
Hl) lLPl + lSPl + lAFl 
+ lDFl + lASl 
- Hl = 0 
H2) 1LP2 + 1SP2 + 1AF2 
+ 1DF2 + 1AS2 
- H2 = 0 
H3) 1LP3 + 1SP3 + 1AF3 
+ 1DF3 + 1AS3 
- H3 = 0 
H4) 1LP4 + 1SP4 + 1AF4 
+ 1DF4 + 1AS4 
- H4 = 0 
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H5) 1LP5 + 1SP5 + 1AF5 
+ 1DF5 + 1AS5 
- H5 = 0 
H6) 1LP6 + 1SP6 + 1AF6 
+ 1DF6 + 1AS6 
- H6 = 0 
H7) 1LP7 + 1SP7 + 1AF7 
+ 1DF7 + 1AS7 
- H7 = 0 
HS) lLPS + lSPS + lAFS 
+ lDFS + lASS 
- HS= 0 
H9) 1LP9 + 1SP9 + 1AF9 
+ 1DF9 + 1AS9 
- H9 = 0 
HlO) lLPlO + lSPlO + lAFlO 
+ lDFlO + lASlO 
- HlO = 0 
PNVl) 0.09LP1 + O.llSPl + 0.06AF1 
+ 0.14DF1 + O.OlASl 
- PNVl = 0 
PNV2) 0.09LP2 + 0.10SP2 + 0.05AF2 
+ 0.1SDF2 + 0.01AS2 
- PNV2 = 0 
PNV3) O.OSLP3 + 0.09SP3 + 0.05AF3 
+ 0.20DF3 + 0.01AS3 
- PNV3 = 0 
PNV4) 0.07LP4 + O.OSSP4 + 0.04AF4 
+ 0.20DF4 + O.OOAS4 
- PNV4 = 0 
PNV5) 0.06LP5 + 0.06SP5 + 0.03AF5 
+ 0.18DF5 + O.OOAS5 
- PNV5 = 0 
PNV6) 0.04LP6 + 0.05SP6 + 0.02AF6 
+ 0.16DF6 + O.OOAS6 
- PNV6 = 0 
PNV7) 0.03LP7 + 0.03SP7 + 0.01AF7 
+ 0.11DF7 + O.OOAS7 
- PNV7 = 0 
PNVS) 0.02LPS + 0.02SP8 + 0.01AF8 
+ 0.07DFS + O.OOASS 
- PNVB = 0 
PNV9) 0.01LP9 + 0.01SP9 + O.OOAF9 
+ 0.04DF9 + O.OOAS9 
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- PNV9 = 0 
PNVlO) O.OlLPlO + O.OlSPlO + O.OOAFlO 
+ 0.03DF10 + O.OOASlO 
- PNVlO = 0 
PNV) 0.09LP1 + 0.09LP2 + O.OSLP3 
+ 0.07LP4 + 0.06LP5 + 0.04LP6 + 0.03LP7 
+ 0.02LPS + 0.01LP9 + O.OlLPlO + O.llSPl 
+ 0.10SP2 + 0.09SP3 + O.OSSP4 + 0.06SP5 
+ 0.05SP6 + 0.03SP7 + 0.02SPS + 0.01SP9 
+ O.OlSPlO + 0.06AF1 + 0.05AF2 + 0.05AF3 
+ 0.04AF4 + 0.03AF5 + 0.02AF6 + 0.01AF7 
+ O.OlAFS + O.OOAF9 + O.OOAFlO + 0.14DF1 
+ 0.1SDF2 + 0.20DF3 + 0.20DF4 + 0.1SDF5 
+ 0.16DF6 + 0.11DF7 + 0.07DFS + 0.04DF9 
+ 0.03DF10 + O.OlASl + 0.01AS2 + 0.01AS3 
+ O.OOAS4 + O.OOAS5 + O.OOAS6 + O.OOAS7 
+ O.OOASS + O.OOAS9 + O.OOASlO 
- PNV = 0 
PERIODl) lHl -1H2 <= 0 
PERIOD2) 1H2 -1H3 <= 0 
PERIOD3) 1H3 -1H4 <= 0 
PERIOD4) 1H4 -1H5 <= 0 
PERIODS) 2H5 -1H6 <= 0 
PERIOD6) 1H6 -1H7 <= 0 
PERIOD7) 1H7 -lHS <= 0 
PERIODS) lHS -1H9 <= 0 
PERIOD9) 1H9 -lHlO <= 0 
FLOW!) 1H2 -1.2Hl <=0 
FLOW2) 1H3 -1.2H2 <=0 
FLOW3) 1H4 -1.2H3 <=0 
FLOW4) 1H5 -1.2H4 <=0 
FLOW5) 1H6 -2.4H5 <=0 
FLOW6) 1H7 -1.2H6 <=0 
FLOW7) lHS -1.2H7 <=0 
FLOWS) 1H9 -1.2HS <=0 
FLOW9) lHlO -1.2H9 <=0 
FLOWlO) 1H2 -.SHI >=0 
FLOWll) 1H3 -.SH2 >=0 
FLOW12) 1H4 -.SH3 >=0 
FLOW13) 1H5 -.SH4 >=0 
FLOW14) 1H6 -1.6H5 >=0 
FLOW15) 1H7 -.SH6 >=0 
FLOW16) lHS -.SH7 >=0 
FLOWl 7) 1H9 -.SHS >=0 
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FLOW18) lHlO -.8H9 >=0 
H) lHl + 1H2 + 1H3 
+ 1H4 + 1H5 + 1H6 + 1H7 
+ 1H8 + 1H9 + lHlO 
-H = 0 
ALBllO) 1LB2S5 + 1LB2S10 + 1LB4S5 
+ 1LB4S10 + 1LB2I5 + 1LB2Il0 + 1LB4I5 
+ 1LB4Il0 + 1LBRLN6 + lLBRLNlO + 1LBRLL6 
+ lLBRLLlO + 1LBRLH6 + lLBRLHlO + 1LBRAS5 
+ lLBRASlO 
- ALBllO = 0 
ALB1120) 1LB2S4 + 1LB4S4 + 1LB2I4 
+ 1LB4I4 + 1LBRAS4 
- ALB1120 = 0 
ALB2130) 1LB2S3 + 1LB2S9 + 1LB4S3 
+ 1LB4S9 + 1LB2I3 + 1LB2I9 + 1LB4I3 
+ 1LB4I9 + 1LBRLN5 + 1LBRLN9 + 1LBRLL5 
+ 1LBRLL9 + 1LBRLH5 + 1LBRLH9 + 1LBRAS3 
+ 1LBRAS9 
- ALB2130 = 0 
ALB3140) 1LB2S2 + 1LB4S2 + 1LB2I2 
+ 1LB4I2 + 1LBRLN4 + lLBRLIA + 1LBRLH4 
+ 1LBRAS2 
- ALB3140 = 0 
ALB4150) 1LB2Sl + 1LB2S8 + 1LB4Sl 
+ 1LB4S8 + 1LB2Il + 1LB2I8 + 1LB4Il 
+ 1LB4I8 + 1LBRLN3 + 1LBRLN8 + 1LBRLL3 
+ 1LBRLL8 + 1LBRLH3 + 1LBRLH8 + lLBRAS 1 
+ 1LBRAS8 
- ALB4150 = 0 
ALB5170) 1LB2S7 + 1LB4S7 + 1LB2I7 
+ 1LB4I7 + lLBRLNl + 1LBRLN2 + 1LBRLN7 
+ lLBRLLl + 1LBRLL2 + 1LBRLL7 + lLBRLHl 
+ 1LBRLH2 + 1LBRLH7 + 1LBRAS7 
-ALB5170 = 0 
ALB7190) 1LB2S6 + 1LB4S6 + 1LB2I6 
+ 1LB4I6 + 1LBRAS6 
- ALB7190 = 0 
ALB91) 1LB2Il + 1LB2I2 + 1LB2I3 
+ 1LB2I4 + 1LB2I5 + 1LB2I6 + 1LB2I7 
+ 1LB2I8 + 1LB219 + 1LB2Il0 + 1LB4Il 
+ 1LB4I2 + 1LB4I3 + 1LB4I4 + 1LB4I5 
+ 1LB4I6 + 1LB4I7 + 1LB4I8 + 1LB4I9 
+ 1LB4Il0 
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- ALB91 = 0 
AWHllO) 1WH1S5 + lWHlSlO + 1WH2S5 
+ 1WH2S10 + 1WH1I5 + lWHlilO + 1WH2I5 
+ 1 WH2Il0 + 1 WHRLN6 + 1 WHRLNlO + 1 WHRLL6 
+ lWHRLLlO + 1WHRLH6 + lWHRLHlO + 1WHRAS5 
+ lWHRASlO 
-AWHllO = 0 
AWH1120) 1WH1S4 + 1WH2S4 + 1WH1I4 
+ 1 WH2I4 + 1 WHRAS4 
- AWH1120 = 0 
AWH2130) 1WH1S3 + 1WH1S9 + 1WH2S3 
+ 1WH2S9 + 1WH1I3 + 1WH1I9 + 1WH2I3 
+ 1WH2I9 + 1WHRLN5 + 1WHRLN9 + 1WHRLL5 
+ 1WHRLL9 + 1WHRLH5 + 1WHRLH9 + 1WHRAS3 
+ 1WHRAS9 
-AWH2130 = 0 
AWH3140) 1WH1S2 + 1WH282 + 1WH1I2 
+ 1WH2I2 + 1WHRLN4 + 1WHRLL4 + 1WHRLH4 
+ 1WHRAS2 
- AWH3140 = 0 
AWH4150) lWHlSl + 1WH1S8 + 1WH2Sl 
+ 1WH2S8 + lWHlll + lWHlIB + 1WH2Il 
+ 1 WH2I8 + 1 WHRLN3 + 1WHRLN8 + 1 WHRLL3 
+ 1 WHRLLB + 1 WHRLH3 + 1 WHRLHB + 1 WHRASl 
+ 1WHRAS8 
- AWH4150 = 0 
AWH5170) 1WH1S7 + 1WH2S7 + 1WH1I7 
+ 1 WH2I7 + 1 WHRLNl + 1 WHRLN2 + 1 WHRLN7 
+ lWHRLLl + 1WHRLL2 + 1WHRLL7 + lWHRLHl 
+ 1WHRLH2 + 1WHRLH7 + 1WHRAS7 
- AWH5170 = 0 
AWH7190) 1WH1S6 + 1WH2S6 + 1WH1I6 
+ 1 WH2I6 + 1 WHRAS6 
-AWH7190 = 0 
AWH91) lWHlil + 1WH1I2 + 1WH1I3 
+ 1WH1I4 + 1WH1I5 + 1WH1I6 + 1WH1I7 
+ 1WH1I8 + 1WH1I9 + lWHlllO + 1WH2Il 
+ 1WH2I2 + 1WH2I3 + 1WH2I4 + 1WH2I5 
+ 1WH2I6 + 1WH2I7 + 1WH2I8 + 1WH2I9 
+ 1WH2Il0 
-AWH91 = 0 
ANJllO) 1NJ1S5 + lNJlSlO + 1NJ1I5 
+ lNJlilO + 1NJRLN6 + lNJRLNlO + 1NJRLL6 
+ lNJRLLlO + 1NJRLH6 + lNJRLHlO + 1NJRAS5 
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+ lNJRASlO 
- ANJllO = 0 
ANJ1120) 1NJ1S4 + 1NJ1I4 + 1NJRAS4 
- ANJ1120 = 0 
ANJ2130) 1NJ1S3 + 1NJ1S9 + 1NJ1I3 
+ 1NJ1I9 + 1NJRLN5 + 1NJRLN9 + 1NJRLL5 
+ 1NJRLL9 + 1NJRLH5 + 1NJRLH9 + 1NJRAS3 
+ 1NJRAS9 
-ANJ2130 = 0 
ANJ3140) 1NJ1S2 + 1NJ1I2 + 1NJRLN4 
+ 1NJRLL4 + 1NJRLH4 + 1NJRAS2 
-ANJ3140 = 0 
ANJ4150) lNJlSl + 1NJ1S8 + lNJlll 
+ 1NJ1I8 + 1NJRLN3 + 1NJRLN8 + 1NJRLL3 
+ 1NJRLL8 + 1NJRLH3 + 1NJRLH8 + lNJRASl 
+ 1NJRAS8 
- ANJ4150 = 0 
ANJ5170) 1NJ1S7 + 1NJ1I7 + lNJRLNl 
+ 1NJRLN2 + 1NJRLN7 + lNJRLLl + 1NJRLL2 
+ 1NJRLL7 + lNJRLHl + 1NJRLH2 + 1NJRLH7 
+ 1NJRAS7 
- ANJ5170 = 0 
ANJ7190) 1NJ1S6 + 1NJ1I6 + 1NJRAS6 
- ANJ7190 = 0 
ANJ91) lNJlll + 1NJ1I2 + 1NJ1I3 
+ 1NJ1I4 + 1NJ1I5 + 1NJ1I6 + 1NJ1I7 
+ 1NJ1I8 + 1NJ1I9 + lNJlllO 
- ANJ91 = 0 
ASJllO) 1SJ1S5 + lSJlSlO + 1SJ3S5 
+ 1SJ3S10 + 1SJ4S5 + 1SJ4S10 + 1SJ1I5 
+ lSJlllO + 1SJ3I5 + 1SJ3Il0 + 1SJ4I5 
+ 1SJ4Il0 + 1SJRLN6 + lSJRLNlO + 1SJRLL6 
+ lSJRLLlO + 1SJRLH6 + lSJRLHlO + 1SJRAS5 
+ lSJRASlO 
- ASJllO = 0 
ASJ1120) 1SJ1S4 + 1SJ3S4 + 1SJ4S4 
+ 1SJ1I4 + 1SJ3I4 + 1SJ4I4 + 1SJRAS4 
- ASJ1120 = 0 
ASJ2130) 1SJ1S3 + 1SJ1S9 + 1SJ3S3 
+ 1SJ3S9 + 1SJ4S3 + 1SJ4S9 + 1SJ1I3 
+ 1SJ1I9 + 1SJ3I3 + 1SJ3I9 + 1SJ4I3 
+ 1SJ4I9 + 1SJRLN5 + 1SJRLN9 + 1SJRLL5 
+ 1SJRLL9 + 1SJRLH5 + 1SJRLH9 + 1SJRAS3 
+ 1SJRAS9 
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- ASJ2130 = 0 
ASJ3140) 1SJ182 + 1SJ382 + 1SJ482 
+ 1SJ112 + 1SJ3I2 + 1SJ4I2 + 1SJRLN4 
+ lSJRLIA + 1SJRLH4 + 1SJRAS2 
-ASJ3140 = 0 
ASJ4150) lSJlSl + 1SJ188 + 1SJ3Sl 
+ 1SJ388 + 1SJ4Sl + 1SJ488 + lSJlil 
+ 1SJ118 + 1SJ3Il + 1SJ3I8 + 1SJ4Il 
+ 1SJ4I8 + 1SJRLN3 + 1SJRLN8 + 1SJRLL3 
+ 1SJRLL8 + 1SJRLH3 + 1SJRLH8 + lSJRAS 1 
+ 1SJRAS8 
- ASJ4150 = 0 
ASJ5170) 1SJ187 + 1SJ387 + 1SJ487 
+ 1SJ117 + 1SJ3I7 + 1SJ4I7 + lSJRLNl 
+ 1SJRLN2 + 1SJRLN7 + lSJRLL 1 + 1SJRLL2 
+1SJRLL7+1SJRLH1+1SJRLH2+1SJRLH7 
+ 1SJRAS7 
- ASJ5170 = 0 
ASJ7190) 1SJ186 + 1SJ386 + 1SJ486 
+ 1SJ116 + 1SJ3I6 + 1SJ4I6 + 1SJRAS6 
- ASJ7190 = 0 
ASJ91) lSJlll + 1SJ1I2 + 1SJ1I3 
+ 1SJ114 + 1SJ115 + 1SJ1I6 + 1SJ1I7 
+ 1SJ1I8 + 1SJ1I9 + lSJlllO + 1SJ3Il 
+ 1SJ3I2 + 1SJ3I3 + 1SJ3I4 + 1SJ3I5 
+ 1SJ3I6 + 1SJ3I7 + 1SJ3I8 + 1SJ3I9 
+ 1SJ3Il0 + 1SJ4Il + 1SJ4I2 + 1SJ4I3 
+ 1SJ4I4 + 1SJ4I5 + 1SJ4I6 + 1SJ4I7 
+ 1SJ4I8 + 1SJ4I9 + 1SJ4Il0 
- ASJ91 = 0 
AGEllO) lALBllO + lAWHllO + lANJllO 
+ lASJl 10 >= 239 
AGE1120) 1ALB1120 + 1AWH1120 + 1ANJ1120 
+ 1ASJ1120 >= 239 
AGE2130) 1ALB2130 + lA WH2130 + 1ANJ2130 
+ 1ASJ2130 >= 239 
AGE3140) 1ALB3140 + 1AWH3140 + 1ANJ3140 
+ 1ASJ3140 >= 239 
AGE4150) 1ALB4150 + 1AWH4150 + 1ANJ4150 
+ 1ASJ4150 >= 239 
AGE5170) 1ALB5170 + 1AWH5170 + 1ANJ5170 
+ 1ASJ5170 >= 239 
AGE7190) 1ALB7190 + lA WH7190 + 1ANJ7190 
+ 1ASJ7190 >= 239 
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AGE91) 1ALB91 + lA WH91 + 1ANJ91 
+ 1ASJ91 >= 239 
LBSPDl) 44.09LB1Cl + 44.09LB1C2 + 44.09LB1C3 
+ 44.09LB1C4 + 44.09LB1C5 + 44.09LB1C6 + 44.09LB1C7 
+ 44.09LB1C8 + 44.09LB1C9 + 44.09LB1C10 + 46.07LB2Cl 
+ 46.07LB2C2 + 46.07LB2C3 + 46.07LB2C4 + 46.07LB2C5 
+ 46.07LB2C6 + 46.07LB2C7 + 46.07LB2C8 + 46.07LB2C9 
+ 46.07LB2C10 + 25.08LB3Cl + 25.08LB3C2 + 25.08LB3C3 
+ 25.08LB3C4 + 25.08LB3C5 + 25.08LB3C6 + 25.08LB3C7 
+ 25.08LB3C8 + 25.08LB3C9 + 25.08LB3C10 + 47.10LB4Cl 
+ 47.10LB4C2 + 47.10LB4C3 + 47.10LB4C4 + 47.10LB4C5 
+ 47.10LB4C6 + 47.10LB4C7 + 47.10LB4C8 + 47.10LB4C9 
+ 47.10LB4C10 + 48.50LB2Sl + 48.50LB2S2 + 48.50LB2S3 
+ 48.50LB2S4 + 48.50LB2S5 + 48.50LB2S6 + 48.50LB2S7 
+ 48.50LB2S8 + 48.50LB2S9 + 48.50LB2S10 + 48.35LB4Sl 
+ 48.35LB4S2 + 48.35LB4S3 + 48.35LB4S4 + 48.35LB4S5 
+ 48.35LB4S6 + 48.35LB4S7 + 48.35LB4S8 + 48.35LB4S9 
+ 48.35LB4S10 + 48.50LB2Il + 48.50LB2I2 + 48.50LB2I3 
+ 48.50LB2I4 + 48.50LB2I5 + 48.50LB2I6 + 48.50LB2I7 
+ 48.50LB2I8 + 48.50LB2I9 + 48.50LB2I10 + 48.35LB4Il 
+ 48.35LB4I2 + 48.35LB4I3 + 48.35LB4I4 + 48.35LB4I5 
+ 48.35LB4I6 + 48.35LB4I7 + 48.35LB4I8 + 48.35LB4I9 
+ 48.35LB4I10 
- LBSPDl = 0 
LBSPD2) 44.22LB1C2 + 44.22LB1C3 + 44.22LB1C4 
+ 44.22LB1C5 + 44.22LB1C6 + 44.22LB1C7 + 44.22LB1C8 
+ 44.22LB1C9 + 44.22LB1C10 + 45.40LB2C2 + 45.40LB2C3 
+ 45.40LB2C4 + 45.40LB2C5 + 45.40LB2C6 + 45.40LB2C7 
+ 45.40LB2C8 + 45.40LB2C9 + 45.40LB2C10 + 25.65LB3C2 
+ 25.65LB3C3 + 25.65LB3C4 + 25.65LB3C5 + 25.65LB3C6 
+ 25.65LB3C7 + 25.65LB3C8 + 25.65LB3C9 + 25.65LB3C10 
+ 45.93LB4C2 + 45.93LB4C3 + 45.93LB4C4 + 45.93LB4C5 
+ 45.93LB4C6 + 45.93LB4C7 + 45.93LB4C8 + 45.93LB4C9 
+ 45.93LB4C10 + 56.69LB2Sl + 47.83LB2S2 + 47.83LB2S3 
+ 4 7 .83LB2S4 + 4 7 .83LB2S5 + 4 7 .83LB2S6 + 4 7 .83LB2S7 
+ 47.83LB2S8 + 47.83LB2S9 + 47.83LB2S10 + 47.96LB4Sl 
+ 47.04LB4S2 + 47.04LB4S3 + 47.04LB4S4 + 47.04LB4S5 
+ 47.04LB4S6 + 47.04LB4S7 + 47.04LB4S8 + 47.04LB4S9 
+ 47.04LB4S10 + 56.68LB2Il + 47.83LB2I2 + 47.83LB2I3 
+ 47.83LB2I4 + 47.83LB2I5 + 47.83LB2I6 + 47.83LB2I7 
+ 47.83LB2I8 + 47.83LB219 + 47.83LB2I10 + 47.95LB411 
+ 47.04LB4I2 + 47.04LB4I3 + 47.04LB4I4 + 47.04LB4I5 
+ 47.04LB4I6 + 47.04LB4I7 + 47.04LB4I8 + 47.04LB4I9 
+ 47.04LB4Il0 
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- LBSPD2 = 0 
LBSPD3) 44.44LB1C3 + 44.44LB1C4 + 44.44LB1C5 
+ 44.44LB1C6 + 44.44LB1C7 + 44.44LB1C8 + 44.44LB1C9 
+ 44.44LB1C10 + 44.63LB2C3 + 44.63LB2C4 + 44.63LB2C5 
+ 44.63LB2C6 + 44.63LB2C7 + 44.63LB2C8 + 44.63LB2C9 
+ 44.63LB2C10 + 26.29LB3C3 + 26.29LB3C4 + 26.29LB3C5 
+ 26.29LB3C6 + 26.29LB3C7 + 26.29LB3C8 + 26.29LB3C9 
+ 26.29LB3C10 + 44.67LB4C3 + 44.67LB4C4 + 44.67LB4C5 
+ 44.67LB4C6 + 44.67LB4C7 + 44.67LB4C8 + 44.67LB4C9 
+ 44.67LB4C10 + 54.15LB2S2 + 47.11LB2S3 + 47.11LB2S4 
+ 47.11LB2S5 + 47.11LB2S6 + 47.11LB2S7 + 47.11LB2S8 
+ 47.11LB2S9 + 47.11LB2S10 + 46.39LB4S2 + 46LB4S3 
+ 46LB4S4 + 46LB4S5 + 46LB4S6 + 46LB4S7 
+ 46LB4S8 + 46LB4S9 + 46LB4S10 + 57.11LB2Il 
+ 54.15LB2I2 + 47.11LB2I3 + 47.11LB2I4 + 47.11LB2I5 
+ 47.11LB2I6 + 47.11LB2I7 + 47.11LB2I8 + 47.11LB2I9 
+ 4 7 .11LB2Il0 + 54.09LB4Il + 46.38LB4I2 + 46LB4I3 
+ 46LB4I4 + 46LB4I5 + 46LB4I6 + 46LB4I7 
+ 46LB4I8 + 46LB4I9 + 46LB4Il0 
- LBSPD3 = 0 
LBSPD4) 44.71LB1C4 + 44.71LB1C5 + 44.71LB1C6 
+ 44.71LB1C7 + 44.71LB1C8 + 44.71LB1C9 + 44.71LB1C10 
+ 44.01LB2C4 + 44.01LB2C5 + 44.01LB2C6 + 44.01LB2C7 
+ 44.01LB2C8 + 44.01LB2C9 + 44.01LB2C10 + 26.70LB3C4 
+ 26. 70LB3C5 + 26. 70LB3C6 + 26. 70LB3C7 + 26. 70LB3C8 
+ 26.70LB3C9 + 26.70LB3C10 + 43.77LB4C4 + 43.77LB4C5 
+ 43.77LB4C6 + 43.77LB4C7 + 43.77LB4C8 + 43.77LB4C9 
+ 43.77LB4C10 + 51.20LB2S3 + 46.44LB2S4 + 46.44LB2S5 
+ 46.44LB2S6 + 46.44LB2S7 + 46.44LB2S8 + 46.44LB2S9 
+ 46.44LB2S10 + 43.75LB4S3 + 44.80LB4S4 + 44.80LB4S5 
+ 44.80LB4S6 + 44.80LB4S7 + 44.80LB4S8 + 44.80LB4S9 
+ 44.80LB4S10 + 56.52LB2Il + 54.65LB2I2 + 51.19LB2I3 
+ 46.44LB2I4 + 46.44LB2I5 + 46.44LB2I6 + 46.44LB2I7 
+ 46.44LB2I8 + 46.44LB2I9 + 46.44LB2I10 + 53.82LB4Il 
+ 52.69LB4I2 + 43.74LB4I3 + 44.80LB4I4 + 44.80LB4I5 
+ 44.80LB4I6 + 44.80LB4I7 + 44.80LB4I8 + 44.80LB4I9 
+ 44.80LB4I10 
- LBSPD4 = 0 
LBSPD5) 45.01LB1C5 + 45.01LB1C6 + 45.01LB1C7 
+ 45.01LB1C8 + 45.01LB1C9 + 45.0lLBlClO + 43.26LB2C5 
+ 43.26LB2C6 + 43.26LB2C7 + 43.26LB2C8 + 43.26LB2C9 
+ 43.26LB2C10 + 27.04LB3C5 + 27.04LB3C6 + 27.04LB3C7 
+ 27.04LB3C8 + 27.04LB3C9 + 27.04LB3C10 + 42.76LB4C5 
+ 42.76LB4C6 + 42.76LB4C7 + 42.76LB4C8 + 42.76LB4C9 
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+ 42. 76LB4C10 + 45.36LB2S4 + 45.99LB2S5 + 45.99LB2S6 
+ 45.99LB2S7 + 45.99LB2S8 + 45.99LB2S9 + 45.99LB2S10 
+ 43.48LB484 + 43. 79LB4S5 + 43. 79LB4S6 + 43. 79LB4S7 
+ 43.79LB4S8 + 43.79LB4S9 + 43.79LB4S10 + 55.42LB211 
+ 54.21LB212 + 52.23LB2I3 + 45.35LB214 + 45.99LB215 
+ 45.99LB2I6 + 45.99LB217 + 45.99LB218 + 45.99LB219 
+ 45.99LB2110 + 53.45LB4Il + 52. 72LB412 + 49.93LB413 
+ 43.4 7LB414 + 43. 79LB415 + 43. 79LB4I6 + 43. 79LB417 
+ 43. 79LB418 + 43. 79LB4I9 + 43. 79LB4110 
- LBSPD5 = 0 
LBSPD6) 45.27LB1C6 + 45.27LB1C7 + 45.27LB1C8 
+ 45.27LB1C9 + 45.27LB1C10 + 42.57LB2C6 + 42.57LB2C7 
+ 42.57LB2C8 + 42.57LB2C9 + 42.57LB2C10 + 28.16LB3C6 
+ 28.16LB3C7 + 28.16LB3C8 + 28.16LB3C9 + 28.16LB3C10 
+ 41.34LB4C6 + 41.34LB4C7 + 41.34LB4C8 + 41.34LB4C9 
+ 41.34LB4C10 + 45.24LB2S5 + 44.84LB2S6 + 44.84LB2S7 
+ 44.84LB2S8 + 44.84LB2S9 + 44.84LB2S10 + 41.62LB4S5 
+ 42.36LB4S6 + 42.36LB4S7 + 42.36LB4S8 + 42.36LB4S9 
+ 42.36LB4S10 + 53 .16LB211 + 52.53LB212 + 52.31LB2I3 
+ 46.53LB214 + 45.23LB215 + 44.84LB216 + 44.84LB217 
+ 44.84LB2I8 + 44.84LB2I9 + 44.84LB2110 + 51.75LB411 
+ 53.01LB412 + 50.17LB4I3 + 47.96LB414 + 41.60LB415 
+ 42.36LB4I6 + 42.36LB417 + 42.36LB418 + 42.36LB419 
+ 42.36LB4110 
- LBSPD6 = 0 
LBSPD7) 45.53LB1C7 + 45.53LB1C8 + 45.53LB1C9 
+ 45.53LB1C10 + 41.48LB2C7 + 41.48LB2C8 + 41.48LB2C9 
+ 41.48LB2C10 + 28.31LB3C7 + 28 .31LB3C8 + 28.31LB3C9 
+ 28.31LB3C10 + 39.62LB4C7 + 39.62LB4C8 + 39.62LB4C9 
+ 39.62LB4C10 + 43.84LB2S7 + 43.84LB2S8 + 43.84LB2S9 
+ 43.84LB2S10 + 40.62LB4S7 + 40.62LB4S8 + 40.62LB4S9 
+ 40.62LB4S10 + 50.23LB211 + 49.74LB212 + 51.16LB2I3 
+ 48.67LB214 + 44.79LB2I5 + 42.16LB216 + 43.84LB217 
+ 43.84LB218 + 43.84LB2I9 + 43.84LB2Il0 + 49.67LB411 
+ 51.54LB412 + 50.27LB4I3 + 50.16LB414 + 46.21LB415 
+ 38LB4I6 + 40.62LB417 + 40.62LB418 + 40.62LB419 
+ 40.62LB4Il0 
- LBSPD7 = 0 
LBSPD8) 45.53LB1C8 + 45.53LB1C9 + 45.53LB1C10 
+ 40.44LB2C8 + 40.44LB2C9 + 40.44LB2C10 + 28.46LB3C8 
+ 28.46LB3C9 + 28.46LB3C10 + 38.17LB4C8 + 38.17LB4C9 
+ 38.17LB4C10 + 42.99LB2S8 + 42.99LB2S9 + 42.99LB2S10 
+ 38.86LB4S8 + 38.86LB4S9 + 38.86LB4S10 + 47.65LB211 
+ 46.81LB212 + 48.84LB213 + 47.99LB214 + 45.91LB215 
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+ 42.91LB2I6 + 39.53LB2I7 + 42.99LB2I8 + 42.99LB2I9 
+ 42.99LB2Il0 + 47.68LB4Il + 49.70LB4I2 + 48.83LB4I3 
+ 50.22LB4I4 + 48.70LB4I5 + 42.48LB4I6 + 35.79LB4I7 
+ 38.86LB4I8 + 38.86LB4I9 + 38.86LB4Il0 
- LBSPD8 = 0 
LBSPD9) 45.49LB1C9 + 45.49LB1C10 + 39.34LB2C9 
+ 39.34LB2C10 + 28.99LB3C9 + 28.99LB3C10 + 36.55LB4C9 
+ 36.55LB4C10 + 41.92LB2S9 + 41.92LB2S10 + 37.35LB4S9 
+ 37.35LB4S10 + 46.79LB2I3 + 47.13LB2I4 + 47.01LB2I5 
+ 44.48LB2I6 + 41.14LB2I7 + 33.03LB2I8 + 41.92LB2I9 
+ 41.92LB2I10 + 47.37LB4I3 + 48.96LB4I4 + 48.85LB4I5 
+ 45.28LB4I6 + 39.41LB4I7 + 31.05LB4I8 + 37.35LB4I9 
+ 37 .35LB4I10 
- LBSPD9 = 0 
LBSPDlO) 45.63LB1C10 + 38.57LB2C10 + 29.02LB3C10 
+ 34.97LB4C10 + 41.05LB2S10 + 35.91LB4S10 + 47.50LB2I5 
+ 45.48LB2I6 + 43.08LB2I7 + 34.56LB2I8 + 30.42LB2I9 
+ 41.05LB2Il0 + 47.94LB4I5 + 46.41LB4I6 + 42.56LB4I7 
+ 34.90LB4I8 + 28.85LB4I9 + 35.91LB4Il0 
- LBSPDlO = 0 
LBBADl) 75.68LB1Cl + 75.68LB1C2 + 75.68LB1C3 
+ 75.68LB1C4 + 75.68LB1C5 + 75.68LB1C6 + 75.68LB1C7 
+ 75.68LB1C8 + 75.68LB1C9 + 75.68LB1C10 + 72.14LB2Cl 
+ 72.14LB2C2 + 72.14LB2C3 + 72.14LB2C4 + 72.14LB2C5 
+ 72.14LB2C6 + 72.14LB2C7 + 72.14LB2C8 + 72.14LB2C9 
+ 72.14LB2C10 + 70.27LB3Cl + 70.27LB3C2 + 70.27LB3C3 
+ 70.27LB3C4 + 70.27LB3C5 + 70.27LB3C6 + 70.27LB3C7 
+ 70.27LB3C8 + 70.27LB3C9 + 70.27LB3C10 + 83.48LB4Cl 
+ 83.48LB4C2 + 83.48LB4C3 + 83.48LB4C4 + 83.48LB4C5 
+ 83.48LB4C6 + 83.48LB4C7 + 83.48LB4C8 + 83.48LB4C9 
+ 83.48LB4C10 + 74.64LB2Sl + 74.64LB2S2 + 74.64LB2S3 
+ 74.64LB2S4 + 74.64LB2S5 + 74.64LB2S6 + 74.64LB2S7 
+ 74.64LB2S8 + 74.64LB2S9 + 74.64LB2S10 + 84.23LB4Sl 
+ 84.23LB4S2 + 84.23LB4S3 + 84.23LB4S4 + 84.23LB4S5 
+ 84.23LB4S6 + 84.23LB4S7 + 84.23LB4S8 + 84.23LB4S9 
+ 84.23LB4S10 + 74.64LB2Il + 74.64LB2I2 + 74.64LB2I3 
+ 74.64LB2I4 + 74.64LB2I5 + 74.64LB2I6 + 74.64LB2I7 
+ 74.64LB2I8 + 74.64LB2I9 + 74.64LB2Il0 + 84.23LB4Il 
+ 84.23LB4I2 + 84.23LB4I3 + 84.23LB4I4 + 84.23LB4I5 
+ 84.23LB4I6 + 84.23LB4I7 + 84.23LB4I8 + 84.23LB4I9 
+ 84.23LB4Il0 
- LBBADl = 0 
LBBAD2) 78.28LB1C2 + 78.28LB1C3 + 78.28LB1C4 
+ 78.28LB1C5 + 78.28LB1C6 + 78.28LB1C7 + 78.28LB1C8 
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+ 78.28LB1C9 + 78.28LB1C10 + 76.32LB2C2 + 76.32LB2C3 
+ 76.32LB2C4 + 76.32LB2C5 + 76.32LB2C6 + 76.32LB2C7 
+ 76.32LB2C8 + 76.32LB2C9 + 76.32LB2C10 + 71.06LB3C2 
+ 71.06LB3C3 + 71.06LB3C4 + 71.06LB3C5 + 71.06LB3C6 
+ 71.06LB3C7 + 71.06LB3C8 + 71.06LB3C9 + 71.06LB3C10 
+ 84.20LB4C2 + 84.20LB4C3 + 84.20LB4C4 + 84.20LB4C5 
+ 84.20LB4C6 + 84.20LB4C7 + 84.20LB4C8 + 84.20LB4C9 
+ 84.20LB4C10 + 61.27LB2Sl + 77.16LB2S2 + 77.16LB2S3 
+ 77.16LB2S4 + 77.16LB2S5 + 77.16LB2S6 + 77.16LB2S7 
+ 77.16LB2S8 + 77.16LB2S9 + 77.16LB2S10 + 60.86LB4Sl 
+ 84.81LB482 + 84.81LB4S3 + 84.81LB4S4 + 84.81LB4S5 
+ 84.81LB486 + 84.81LB4S7 + 84.81LB4S8 + 84.81LB489 
+ 84.81LB4S10 + 61.20LB2Il + 77.16LB2I2 + 77.16LB2I3 
+ 77.16LB2I4 + 77.16LB2I5 + 77.16LB2I6 + 77.16LB2I7 
+ 77.16LB2I8 + 77.16LB2I9 + 77.16LB2Il0 + 60.81LB4Il 
+ 84.81LB4I2 + 84.81LB4I3 + 84.81LB4I4 + 84.81LB4I5 
+ 84.81LB4I6 + 84.81LB4I7 + 84.81LB4I8 + 84.81LB4I9 
+ 84.81LB4Il0 
- LBBAD2 ·= 0 
LBBAD3) 78.38LB1C3 + 78.38LB1C4 + 78.38LB1C5 
+ 78.38LB1C6 + 78.38LB1C7 + 78.38LB1C8 + 78.38LB1C9 
+ 78.38LB1C10 + 76.18LB2C3 + 76.18LB2C4 + 76.18LB2C5 
+ 76.18LB2C6 + 76.18LB2C7 + 76.18LB2C8 + 76.18LB2C9 
+ 76.18LB2C10 + 75.86LB3C3 + 75.86LB3C4 + 75.86LB3C5 
+ 75.86LB3C6 + 75.86LB3C7 + 75.86LB3C8 + 75.86LB3C9 
+ 75.86LB3C10 + 85.48LB4C3 + 85.48LB4C4 + 85.48LB4C5 
+ 85.48LB4C6 + 85.48LB4C7 + 85.48LB4C8 + 85.48LB4C9 
+ 85.48LB4C10 + 11.88LB2Sl + 63.67LB2S2 + 78.88LB2S3 
+ 78.88LB2S4 + 78.88LB2S5 + 78.88LB2S6 + 78.88LB2S7 
+ 78.88LB2S8 + 78.88LB2S9 + 78.88LB2S10 + 14. 78LB4Sl 
+ 63.19LB4S2 + 85.97LB4S3 + 85.97LB4S4 + 85.97LB4S5 
+ 85.97LB4S6 + 85.97LB4S7 + 85.97LB4S8 + 85.97LB4S9 
+ 85.97LB4S10 + 71.63LB2Il + 63.61LB2I2 + 78.88LB2I3 
+ 78.88LB2I4 + 78.88LB2I5 + 78.88LB2I6 + 78.88LB2I7 
+ 78.88LB2I8 + 78.88LB2I9 + 78.88LB2Il0 + 67.76LB4Il 
+ 63.14LB4I2 + 85.97LB4I3 + 85.97LB4I4 + 85.97LB4I5 
+ 85.97LB4I6 + 85.97LB4I7 + 85.97LB4I8 + 85.97LB4I9 
+ 85.97LB4Il0 + 10.0lLBRLNl + 10.0lLBRLLl + 10.0lLBRLHl 
+ 14. lOLBRASl 
- LBBAD3 = 0 
LBBAD4) 79.73LB1C4 + 79.73LB1C5 + 79.73LB1C6 
+ 79.73LB1C7 + 79.73LB1C8 + 79.73LB1C9 + 79.73LB1C10 
+ 77. 79LB2C4 + 77. 79LB2C5 + 77. 79LB2C6 + 77. 79LB2C7 
+ 77.79LB2C8 + 77.79LB2C9 + 77.79LB2C10 + 76.11LB3C4 
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+ 76.11LB3C5 + 76.11LB3C6 + 76.11LB3C7 + 76.11LB3C8 
+ 76.11LB3C9 + 76.11LB3C10 + 85.18LB4C4 + 85.18LB4C5 
+ 85.18LB4C6 + 85.18LB4C7 + 85.18LB4C8 + 85.18LB4C9 
+ 85.18LB4C10 + 17.86LB2Sl + 12.11LB2S2 + 60.18LB2S3 
+ 80.19LB2S4 + 80.19LB2S5 + 80.19LB2S6 + 80.19LB2S7 
+ 80.19LB2S8 + 80.19LB2S9 + 80.19LB2S10 + 28.21LB4Sl 
+ 62.29LB4S3 + 86.34LB4S4 + 86.34LB4S5 + 86.34LB4S6 
+ 86.34LB4S7 + 86.34LB4S8 + 86.34LB4S9 + 86.34LB4S10 
+ 76.17LB2Il + 67.05LB2I2 + 60.13LB2I3 + 80.19LB2I4 
+ 80.19LB2I5 + 80.19LB2I6 + 80.19LB2I7 + 80.19LB2I8 
+ 80.19LB2I9 + 80.19LB2I10 + 74.81LB4Il + 68.92LB4I2 
+ 62.24LB4I3 + 86.34LB4I4 + 86.34LB4I5 + 86.34LB4I6 
+ 86.34LB4I7 + 86.34LB4I8 + 86.34LB4I9 + 86.34LB4Il0 
+ 38.18LBRLN1 + 10.01LBRLN2 + 37.15LBRLL1 + 10.01LBRLL2 
+ 38.llLBRLHl + 10.01LBRLH2 + 18.15LBRAS1 + 14.10LBRAS2 
- LBBAD4 = 0 
LBBAD5) 80.91LB1C5 + 80.91LB1C6 + 80.91LB1C7 
+ 80.91LB1C8 + 80.91LB1C9 + 80.91LB1C10 + 80.87LB2C5 
+ 80.87LB2C6 + 80.87LB2C7 + 80.87LB2C8 + 80.87LB2C9 
+ 80.87LB2C10 + 77.05LB3C5 + 77.05LB3C6 + 77.05LB3C7 
+ 77.05LB3C8 + 77.05LB3C9 + 77.05LB3C10 + 86LB4C5 
+ 86LB4C6 + 86LB4C7 + 86LB4C8 + 86LB4C9 
+ 86LB4C10 + 37.58LB2Sl + 17.67LB2S2 + 12.67LB2S3 
+ 58.16LB2S4 + 80.87LB2S5 + 80.87LB2S6 + 80.87LB2S7 
+ 80.87LB2S8 + 80.87LB2S9 + 80.87LB2S10 + 34.44LB4Sl 
+ 25.65LB4S2 + 62.46LB4S4 + 86.10LB4S5 + 86.10LB4S6 
+ 86.10LB4S7 + 86.10LB4S8 + 86.10LB4S9 + 86.10LB4S10 
+ 74.50LB2Il + 74.34LB2I2 + 70.26LB2I3 + 58.11LB2I4 
+ 80.87LB2I5 + 80.87LB2I6 + 80.87LB2I7 + 80.87LB2I8 
+ 80.87LB2I9 + 80.87LB2I10 + 76.73LB4Il + 73.01LB4I2 
+ 68.63LB4I3 + 62.42LB4I4 + 86.10LB4I5 + 86.10LB4I6 
+ 86.10LB4I7 + 86.10LB4I8 + 86.10LB4I9 + 86.10LB4I10 
+ 45.08LBRLN1 + 38.18LBRLN2 + 10.01LBRLN3 + 47.63LBRLL1 
+ 37.15LBRLL2 + 10.01LBRLL3 + 47.95LBRLH1 + 38.11LBRLH2 
+ 10.01LBRLH3 + 12.48LBRAS1 + 18.15LBRAS2 + 14.10LBRAS3 
- LBBAD5 = 0 
LBBAD6) 81.99LB1C6 + 81.99LB1C7 + 81.99LB1C8 
+ 81.99LB1C9 + 81.99LB1C10 + 80.54LB2C6 + 80.54LB2C7 
+ 80.54LB2C8 + 80.54LB2C9 + 80.54LB2C10 + 79.53LB3C6 
+ 79.53LB3C7 + 79.53LB3C8 + 79.53LB3C9 + 79.53LB3C10 
+ 87.08LB4C6 + 87.08LB4C7 + 87.08LB4C8 + 87.08LB4C9 
+ 87.08LB4C10 + 47.21LB2Sl + 43.06LB2S2 + 10.85LB2S3 
+ 14.19LB2S4 + 59.04LB2S5 + 82.45LB2S6 + 82.45LB2S7 
+ 82.45LB2S8 + 82.45LB2S9 + 82.45LB2S10 + 44.99LB4Sl 
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+ 43.61LB4S2 + 33.84LB4S3 + 24.91LB4S4 + 61.55LB4S5 
+ 87.99LB4S6 + 87.99LB4S7 + 87.99LB4S8 + 87.99LB4S9 
+ 87.99LB4S10 + 79.30LB2Il + 77.50LB2I2 + 74.22LB2I3 
+ 62.07LB2I4 + 59LB2I5 + 82.45LB2I6 + 82.45LB2I7 
+ 82.45LB2I8 + 82.45LB2I9 + 82.45LB2I10 + 78. 79LB4Il 
+ 74.38LB4I2 + 71.82LB4I3 + 66.48LB4I4 + 61.51LB4I5 
+ 87 .99LB4I6 + 87 .99LB4I7 + 87 .99LB4I8 + 87 .99LB4I9 
+ 87 .99LB4I10 + 49.86LBRLN1 + 45.57LBRLN2 + 44.93LBRLN3 
+ 30.41LBRLN4 + 21.24LBRLN5 + 52.54LBRLL1 + 48.70LBRLL2 
+ 45.73LBRLL3 + 30.30LBRLL4 + 21.24LBRLL5 + 54.81LBRLH1 
+ 49.44LBRLH2 + 45.30LBRLH3 + 30.34LBRLH4 + 21.24LBRLH5 
+ 24.76LBRAS1 + 5.58LBRAS2 + 23.28LBRAS3 + 22.73LBRAS5 
- LBBAD6 = 0 
LBBAD7) 82.82LB1C7 + 82.82LB1C8 + 82.82LB1C9 
+ 82.82LB1C10 + 83.21LB2C7 + 83.21LB2C8 + 83.21LB2C9 
+ 83.21LB2C10 + 81.58LB3C7 + 81.58LB3C8 + 81.58LB3C9 
+ 81.58LB3C10 + 88.91LB4C7 + 88.91LB4C8 + 88.91LB4C9 
+ 88.91LB4C10 + 57.94LB2Sl + 52.61LB2S2 + 50.01LB2S3 
+ 38.29LB2S4 + 22.14LB2S5 + 84. 77LB2S7 + 84. 77LB2S8 
+ 84. 77LB2S9 + 84. 77LB2S10 + 58LB4Sl + 55.07LB4S2 
+ 49.02LB4S3 + 38.05LB4S4 + 23.10LB4S5 + 88.08LB4S7 
+ 88.08LB4S8 + 88.08LB4S9 + 88.08LB4S10 + 81.63LB2Il 
+ 81.20LB2I2 + 79.97LB2I3 + 68.22LB2I4 + 59.19LB2I5 
+ 62.76LB2I6 + 84.77LB2I7 + 84.77LB2I8 + 84.77LB2I9 
+ 84.77LB2Il0 + 76.27LB4Il + 77.67LB4I2 + 76.37LB4I3 
+ 69.19LB4I4 + 66.25LB4I5 + 60. 72LB4I6 + 88.08LB4I7 
+ 88.08LB4I8 + 88.08LB4I9 + 88.08LB4Il0 + 52.80LBRLN1 
+ 54.98LBRLN2 + 49.86LBRLN3 + 45.57LBRLN4 + 44.93LBRLN5 
+ 10.01LBRLN6 + 52.90LBRLL1 + 36.24LBRLL2 + 52.54LBRLL3 
+ 48.70LBRLL4 + 45.73LBRLL5 + 10.01LBRLL6 + 52.18LBRLH1 
+ 58.19LBRLH2 + 54.81LBRLH3 + 49.44LBRLH4 + 45.30LBRLH5 
+ 10.01LBRLH6 + 35.27LBRAS1 + 29.64LBRAS2 + 24.76LBRAS3 
+ 5.58LBRAS4 + 23.28LBRAS5 + 14.10LBRAS6 
- LBBAD7 = 0 
LBBAD8) 84.36LB1C8 + 84.36LB1C9 + 84.36LB1C10 
+ 85.73LB2C8 + 85.73LB2C9 + 85.73LB2C10 + 82.75LB3C8 
+ 82.75LB3C9 + 82.75LB3C10 + 88.79LB4C8 + 88.79LB4C9 
+ 88.79LB4C10 + 65.60LB2Sl + 61.29LB2S2 + 58.69LB2S3 
+ 51.79LB2S4 + 31.35LB2S5 + 22.49LB2S6 + 86.43LB2S8 
+ 86.43LB2S9 + 86.43LB2S10 + 65.39LB4Sl + 62. 70LB4S2 
+ 63.64LB4S3 + 48.57LB4S4 + 45. 75LB4S5 + 14.66LB4S6 
+ 88.84LB4S8 + 88.84LB4S9 + 88.84LB4S10 + 84. 70LB2Il 
+ 82.75LB2I2 + 81.67LB2I3 + 78.03LB2I4 + 68.87LB2I5 
+ 62.31LB2I6 + 62.53LB2I7 + 86.43LB2I8 + 86.43LB2I9 
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+ 86.43LB2I10 + 75.21LB4Il + 77.12LB4I2 + 76.89LB4I3 
+ 73.46LB4I4 + 72.06LB4I5 + 64.84LB4I6 + 59.18LB4I7 
+ 88.84LB4I8 + 88.84LB4I9 + 88.84LB4Il0 + 21.24LBRLN1 
+ 52.80LBRLN3 + 54.98LBRLN4 + 49.86LBRLN5 + 45.08LBRLN6 
+ 10.01LBRLN7 + 21.24LBRLL1 + 52.90LBRLL3 + 36.24LBRLL4 
+ 52.54LBRLL5 + 47.63LBRLL6 + 10.01LBRLL7 + 21.24LBRLH1 
+ 52.18LBRLH3 + 58.19LBRLH4 + 54.81LBRLH5 + 47.95LBRLH6 
+ 10.01LBRLH7 + 47.22LBRAS1 + 40.35LBRAS2 + 35.27LBRAS3 
+ 29.64LBRAS4 + 24. 76LBRAS5 + 12.48LBRAS6 + 14.10LBRAS7 
- LBBAD8 = 0 
LBBAD9) 85.60LB1C9 + 85.60LB1C10 + 88.57LB2C9 
+ 88.57LB2C10 + 81.96LB3C9 + 81.96LB3C10 + 89.16LB4C9 
+ 89.16LB4C10 + 47.79LB2Sl + 41.28LB282 + 68.45LB283 
+ 56.60LB284 + 37.87LB285 + 50.05LB286 + 24.73LB287 
+ 87 .28LB289 + 87 .28LB2810 + 53. 78LB4Sl + 46.68LB482 
+ 69.83LB483 + 54.90LB484 + 55.61LB485 + 47.74LB486 
+ 15.76LB487 + 88.38LB489 + 88.38LB4810 + 35.58LB2Il 
+ 37.73LB2I2 + 81.20LB2I3 + 73.11LB2I4 + 70.93LB2I5 
+ 66 .12LB2I6 + 65.24LB2I7 + 61.54LB2I8 + 87.28LB2I9 
+ 87 .28LB2Il0 + 20.38LB4Il + 23.20LB4I2 + 74.82LB4I3 
+ 72.89LB4I4 + 72.78LB4I5 + 67.71LB4I6 + 63.91LB4I7 
+ 59.01LB4I8 + 88.38LB4I9 + 88.38LB4Il0 + 44.93LBRLN1 
+ 30.41LBRLN2 + 21.24LBRLN3 + 52.80LBRLN5 + 48.86LBRLN6 
+ 45.08LBRLN7 + 10.01LBRLN8 + 45.73LBRLL1 + 30.30LBRLL2 
+ 21.24LBRLL3 + 52.90LBRLL5 + 51.03LBRLL6 + 47.63LBRLL7 
+ 10.01LBRLL8 + 45.30LBRLH1 + 30.34LBRLH2 + 21.24LBRLH3 
+ 52.18LBRLH5 + 52.79LBRLH6 + 47 .95LBRLH7 + 10.01LBRLH8 
+ 22 .73LBRAS1 + 47.22LBRAS3 + 40.35LBRAS4 + 35.27LBRAS5 
+ 30 .04LBRAS6 + 12.48LBRAS7 + 14.10LBRAS8 
- LBBAD9 = 0 
LBBADlO) 86.83LB1C10 + 88.36LB2C10 + 79.16LB3C10 
+ 88.30LB4C10 + 24.63LB2Sl + 17.82LB282 + 36.14LB283 
+ 49.36LB284 + 57.18LB285 + 56.53LB286 + 28.50LB287 
+ 23.95LB288 + 87.60LB2810 + 14.73LB4Sl + 20.14LB482 
+ 36.85LB483 + 36.07LB484 + 64LB485 + 57.22LB486 
+ 46.46LB487 + 16.53LB488 + 89.06LB4810 + 50.50LB2Il 
+ 53.36LB2I2 + 13.93LB2I3 + 19.92LB2I4 + 71.32LB2I5 
+ 69.69LB2I6 + 58.76LB2I7 + 58.66LB2I8 + 55.36LB2I9 
+ 87 .60LB2Il0 + 53.81LB4Il + 55.28LB4I2 + 25.22LB4I3 
+ 38.82LB4I4 + 72.23LB4I5 + 65.62LB4I6 + 63.33LB4I7 
+ 60.03LB4I8 + 56.98LB4I9 + 89.06LB4Il0 + 49.86LBRLN1 
+ 45.57LBRLN2 + 44.93LBRLN3 + 30.41LBRLN4 + 21.24LBRLN5 
+ 52.29LBRLN6 + 48.86LBRLN7 + 45.08LBRLN8 + 10.01LBRLN9 
+ 52.54LBRLL1 + 48.70LBRLL2 + 45.73LBRLL3 + 30.30LBRLIA 
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+ 21.24LBRLL5 + 
+ 10.01LBRLL9 + 
+ 30.34LBRLH4 + 
+ 47.95LBRLH8 + 
+ 4 7 .22LBRAS5 + 
+ 14.10LBRAS9 
- LBBADlO = 0 
53.01LBRLL6 + 




51.03LBRLL7 + 47.63LBRLL8 
49.44LBRLH2 + 45.30LBRLH3 
57.39LBRLH6 + 52.79LBRLH7 
23.28LBRAS1 + 22. 73LBRAS3 
30.04LBRAS7 + 12.48LBRAS8 
LBVRDl) 86.14LB1Cl + 86.14LB1C2 + 86.14LB1C3 
+ 86.14LB1C4 + 86.14LB1C5 + 86.14LB1C6 + 86.14LB1C7 
+ 86.14LB1C8 + 86.14LB1C9 + 86.14LB1C10 + 83.78LB2Cl 
+ 83.78LB2C2 + 83.78LB2C3 + 83.78LB2C4 + 83.78LB2C5 
+ 83. 78LB2C6 + 83. 78LB2C7 + 83. 78LB2C8 + 83. 78LB2C9 
+ 83.78LB2C10 + 81.40LB3Cl + 81.40LB3C2 + 81.40LB3C3 
+ 81.40LB3C4 + 81.40LB3C5 + 81.40LB3C6 + 81.40LB3C7 
+ 81.40LB3C8 + 81.40LB3C9 + 81.40LB3C10 + 88.46LB4Cl 
+ 88.46LB4C2 + 88.46LB4C3 + 88.46LB4C4 + 88.46LB4C5 
+ 88.46LB4C6 + 88.46LB4C7 + 88.46LB4C8 + 88.46LB4C9 
+ 88.46LB4C10 + 84.13LB2Sl + 84.13LB2S2 + 84.13LB2S3 
+ 84.13LB2S4 + 84.13LB2S5 + 84.13LB2S6 + 84.13LB2S7 
+ 84.13LB2S8 + 84.13LB2S9 + 84.13LB2S10 + 88.33LB4Sl 
+ 88.33LB4S2 + 88.33LB4S3 + 88.33LB4S4 + 88.33LB4S5 
+ 88.33LB4S6 + 88.33LB4S7 + 88.33LB4S8 + 88.33LB4S9 
+ 88.33LB4S10 + 84.13LB2Il + 84.13LB2I2 + 84.13LB2I3 
+ 84.13LB2I4 + 84.13LB2I5 + 84.13LB2I6 + 84.13LB2I7 
+ 84.13LB2I8 + 84.13LB2I9 + 84.13LB2Il0 + 88.33LB4Il 
+ 88.33LB4I2 + 88.33LB4I3 + 88.33LB4I4 + 88.33LB4I5 
+ 88.33LB4I6 + 88.33LB4I7 + 88.33LB4I8 + 88.33LB4I9 
+ 88.33LB4Il0 
- LBVRDl = 0 
LBVRD2) 86.10LB1C2 + 86.10LB1C3 + 86.10LB1C4 
+ 86.10LB1C5 + 86.10LB1C6 + 86.10LB1C7 + 86.10LB1C8 
+ 86.10LB1C9 + 86.lOLBlClO + 83.70LB2C2 + 83.70LB2C3 
+ 83. 70LB2C4 + 83. 70LB2C5 + 83. 70LB2C6 + 83. 70LB2C7 
+ 83.70LB2C8 + 83.70LB2C9 + 83.70LB2C10 + 81.81LB3C2 
+ 81.81LB3C3 + 81.81LB3C4 + 81.81LB3C5 + 81.81LB3C6 
+ 81.81LB3C7 + 81.81LB3C8 + 81.81LB3C9 + 81.81LB3C10 
+ 87.95LB4C2 + 87.95LB4C3 + 87.95LB4C4 + 87.95LB4C5 
+ 87 .95LB4C6 + 87 .95LB4C7 + 87 .95LB4C8 + 87 .95LB4C9 
+ 87.95LB4C10 + 89.14LB2Sl + 84.06LB2S2 + 84.06LB2S3 
+ 84.06LB2S4 + 84.06LB2S5 + 84.06LB2S6 + 84.06LB2S7 
+ 84.06LB2S8 + 84.06LB2S9 + 84.06LB2S10 + 91.21LB4Sl 
+ 87.83LB4S2 + 87.83LB4S3 + 87.83LB4S4 + 87.83LB4S5 
+ 87.83LB4S6 + 87.83LB4S7 + 87.83LB4S8 + 87.83LB4S9 
+ 87.83LB4S10 + 89.06LB2Il + 84.06LB2I2 + 84.06LB2I3 
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+ 84.06LB2I4 + 84.06LB2I5 + 84.06LB2I6 + 84.06LB2I7 
+ 84.06LB2I8 + 84.06LB2I9 + 84.06LB2Il0 + 91.03LB4Il 
+ 87.83LB4I2 + 87.83LB4I3 + 87.83LB4I4 + 87.83LB4I5 
+ 87.83LB4I6 + 87.83LB4I7 + 87.83LB4I8 + 87.83LB4I9 
+ 87 .83LB4Il0 + 43.96LBRLN1 + 43.96LBRLL1 + 43.96LBRLH1 
+ 24.54LBRAS1 
- LBVRD2 = 0 
LBVRD3) 86.10LB1C3 + 86.10LB1C4 + 86.10LB1C5 
+ 86.10LB1C6 + 86.10LB1C7 + 86.10LB1C8 + 86.10LB1C9 
+ 86.lOLBlClO + 83.54LB2C3 + 83.54LB2C4 + 83.54LB2C5 
+ 83.54LB2C6 + 83.54LB2C7 + 83.54LB2C8 + 83.54LB2C9 
+ 83.54LB2C10 + 82.16LB3C3 + 82.16LB3C4 + 82.16LB3C5 
+ 82.16LB3C6 + 82.16LB3C7 + 82.16LB3C8 + 82.16LB3C9 
+ 82.16LB3C10 + 87.42LB4C3 + 87.42LB4C4 + 87.42LB4C5 
+ 87.42LB4C6 + 87.42LB4C7 + 87.42LB4C8 + 87.42LB4C9 
+ 87.42LB4C10 + 52.05LB2Sl + 88.71LB2S2 + 84.01LB2S3 
+ 84.01LB2S4 + 84.01LB2S5 + 84.01LB2S6 + 84.01LB2S7 
+ 84.01LB2S8 + 84.01LB2S9 + 84.01LB2S10 + 49.21LB4Sl 
+ 90.77LB4S2 + 87.30LB4S3 + 87.30LB4S4 + 87.30LB4S5 
+ 87.30LB4S6 + 87.30LB4S7 + 87.30LB4S8 + 87.30LB4S9 
+ 87.30LB4S10 + 89.88LB2Il + 88.55LB2I2 + 84.01LB2I3 
+ 84.01LB2I4 + 84.01LB2I5 + 84.01LB2I6 + 84.01LB2I7 
+ 84.01LB2I8 + 84.01LB2I9 + 84.01LB2Il0 + 92.14LB4Il 
+ 90.45LB4I2 + 87.30LB4I3 + 87.30LB4I4 + 87.30LB4I5 
+ 87.30LB4I6 + 87.30LB4I7 + 87.30LB4I8 + 87.30LB4I9 
+ 87.30LB4Il0 + 66.71LBRLN1 + 43.96LBRLN2 + 66.71LBRLL1 
+ 43.96LBRLL2 + 66.71LBRLH1 + 43.96LBRLH2 + 43.90LBRAS1 
+ 24.54LBRAS2 
- LBVRD3 = 0 
LBVRD4) 85.77LB1C4 + 85.77LB1C5 + 85.77LB1C6 
+ 85.77LB1C7 + 85.77LB1C8 + 85.77LB1C9 + 85.77LB1C10 
+ 83.34LB2C4 + 83.34LB2C5 + 83.34LB2C6 + 83.34LB2C7 
+ 83.34LB2C8 + 83.34LB2C9 + 83.34LB2C10 + 82.10LB3C4 
+ 82.10LB3C5 + 82.10LB3C6 + 82.10LB3C7 + 82.10LB3C8 
+ 82.10LB3C9 + 82.10LB3C10 + 86.92LB4C4 + 86.92LB4C5 
+ 86.92LB4C6 + 86.92LB4C7 + 86.92LB4C8 + 86.92LB4C9 
+ 86.92LB4C10 + 64.08LB2Sl + 51.07LB2S2 + 88.33LB2S3 
+ 83.98LB2S4 + 83.98LB2S5 + 83.98LB2S6 + 83.98LB2S7 
+ 83.98LB2S8 + 83.98LB2S9 + 83.98LB2S10 + 60.28LB4Sl 
+ 4 7 .95LB4S2 + 89.83LB4S3 + 86.67LB4S4 + 86.67LB4S5 
+ 86.67LB4S6 + 86.67LB4S7 + 86.67LB4S8 + 86.67LB4S9 
+ 86.67LB4S10 + 89.89LB211 + 90.38LB2I2 + 88.11LB2I3 
+ 83.98LB2I4 + 83.98LB2I5 + 83.98LB2I6 + 83.98LB2I7 
+ 83.98LB2I8 + 83.98LB2I9 + 83.98LB2Il0 + 92.87LB4Il 
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+ 91. 73LB4I2 + 89.42LB4I3 + 86.67LB4I4 + 86.67LB4I5 
+ 86.67LB4I6 + 86.67LB4I7 + 86.67LB4I8 + 86.67LB4I9 
+ 86.67LB4Il0 + 74.92LBRLN1 + 66.71LBRLN2 + 43.96LBRLN3 
+ 75.41LBRLL1 + 66.71LBRLL2 + 43.96LBRLL3 + 75.20LBRLH1 
+ 66.71LBRLH2 + 43.96LBRLH3 + 52.lOLBRASl + 43.90LBRAS2 
+ 24.54LBRAS3 
- LBVRD4 = 0 
LBVRD5) 85.60LB1C5 + 85.60LB1C6 + 85.60LB1C7 
+ 85.60LB1C8 + 85.60LB1C9 + 85.60LB1C10 + 83.19LB2C5 
+ 83.19LB2C6 + 83.19LB2C7 + 83.19LB2C8 + 83.19LB2C9 
+ 83.19LB2C10 + 82.47LB3C5 + 82.47LB3C6 + 82.47LB3C7 
+ 82.4 7LB3C8 + 82.4 7LB3C9 + 82.4 7LB3C10 + 86.38LB4C5 
+ 86.38LB4C6 + 86.38LB4C7 + 86.38LB4C8 + 86.38LB4C9 
+ 86.38LB4C10 + 72.54LB2Sl + 63.76LB2S2 + 50.65LB2S3 
+ 87 .66LB2S4 + 83.63LB2S5 + 83.63LB2S6 + 83.63LB2S7 
+ 83.63LB2S8 + 83.63LB2S9 + 83.63LB2S10 + 67.21LB4Sl 
+ 59.10LB4S2 + 47.85LB4S3 + 89.04LB4S4 + 86.20LB4S5 
+ 86.20LB4S6 + 86.20LB4S7 + 86.20LB4S8 + 86.20LB4S9 
+ 86.20LB4S10 + 88.54LB2Il + 91.01LB2I2 + 89.96LB2I3 
+ 87.52LB2I4 + 83.63LB2I5 + 83.63LB2I6 + 83.63LB2I7 
+ 83.63LB2I8 + 83.63LB2I9 + 83.63LB2Il0 + 92.14LB4Il 
+ 92.77LB4I2 + 90.77LB4I3 + 88.74LB4I4 + 86.20LB4I5 
+ 86.20LB4I6 + 86.20LB4I7 + 86.20LB4I8 + 86.20LB4I9 
+ 86.20LB4Il0 + 75.66LBRLN1 + 74.92LBRLN2 + 66.71LBRLN3 
+ 43.96LBRLN4 + 78.21LBRLL1 + 75.41LBRLL2 + 66.71LBRLL3 
+ 43.96LBRLL4 + 77.46LBRLH1 + 75.20LBRLH2 + 10.01LBRLH3 
+ 43.96LBRLH4 + 56.39LBRAS1 + 52.10LBRAS2 + 43.90LBRAS3 
+ 24.54LBRAS4 
- LBVRD5 = 0 
LBVRD6) 85.17LB1C6 + 85.17LB1C7 + 85.17LB1C8 
+ 85.17LB1C9 + 85.17LB1C10 + 83.01LB2C6 + 83.01LB2C7 
+ 83.01LB2C8 + 83.01LB2C9 + 83.01LB2C10 + 82.67LB3C6 
+ 82.67LB3C7 + 82.67LB3C8 + 82.67LB3C9 + 82.67LB3C10 
+ 85.66LB4C6 + 85.66LB4C7 + 85.66LB4C8 + 85.66LB4C9 
+ 85.66LB4C10 + 79.4 7LB2Sl + 75. 77LB2S2 + 66.80LB2S3 
+ 54.85LB2S4 + 87 .33LB2S5 + 83.40LB2S6 + 83.40LB2S7 
+ 83.40LB2S8 + 83.40LB2S9 + 83.40LB2S10 + 75.45LB4Sl 
+ 70. 76LB4S2 + 62.97LB4S3 + 53.28LB4S4 + 88.46LB4S5 
+ 85.35LB4S6 + 85.35LB4S7 + 85.35LB4S8 + 85.35LB4S9 
+ 85.35LB4S10 + 87.18LB2Il + 89.30LB2I2 + 90.93LB2I3 
+ 90.69LB2I4 + 87.15LB2I5 + 83.40LB2I6 + 83.40LB217 
+ 83.40LB2I8 + 83.40LB2I9 + 83.40LB2Il0 + 90.09LB4Il 
+ 92.24LB4I2 + 92.45LB4I3 + 90.79LB4I4 + 88.16LB4I5 
+ 85.35LB4I6 + 85.35LB4I7 + 85.35LB4I8 + 85.35LB4I9 
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+ 85.35LB4Il0 + 74.56LBRLN1 + 75.09LBRLN2 + 75.79LBRLN3 
+ 72.44LBRLN4 + 58.13LBRLN5 + 79.17LBRLL1 + 78.62LBRLL2 
+ 77.10LBRLL3 + 72.50LBRLL4 + 58.13LBRLL5 + 77.45LBRLH1 
+ 77.85LBRLH2 + 76.81LBRLH3 + 72.49LBRLH4 + 58.13LBRLH5 
+ 62.20LBRAS1 + 58.57LBRAS2 + 55.05LBRAS3 + 48.73LBRAS4 
+ 36.81LBRAS5 
- LBVRD6 = 0 
LBVRD7) 84.68LB1C7 + 84.68LB1C8 + 84.68LB1C9 
+ 84.68LB1C10 + 82.82LB2C7 + 82.82LB2C8 + 82.82LB2C9 
+ 82.82LB2C10 + 82.37LB3C7 + 82.37LB3C8 + 82.37LB3C9 
+ 82.37LB3C10 + 84. 79LB4C7 + 84. 79LB4C8 + 84. 79LB4C9 
+ 84.79LB4C10 + 84.33LB2Sl + 82.71LB2S2 + 79.72LB2S3 
+ 68.25LB2S4 + 59.95LB2S5 + 35.54LB2S6 + 83.25LB2S7 
+ 83.25LB2S8 + 83.25LB2S9 + 83.25LB2S10 + 81.59LB4Sl 
+ 79.47LB4S2 + 75.35LB4S3 + 69.28LB4S4 + 58.21LB4S5 
+ 31.20LB4S6 + 84.61LB4S7 + 84.61LB4S8 + 84.61LB4S9 
+ 84.61LB4S10 + 86.58LB2Il + 87.45LB2I2 + 88.83LB2I3 
+ 91.25LB2I4 + 91.05LB2I5 + 87.27LB2I6 + 83.25LB2I7 
+ 83.25LB2I8 + 83.25LB2I9 + 83.25LB2Il0 + 87.64LB4Il 
+ 89.61LB4I2 + 91.82LB4I3 + 92.62LB4I4 + 90.87LB4I5 
+ 87.22LB4I6 + 84.61LB4I7 + 84.61LB4I8 + 84.61LB4I9 
+ 84.61LB4Il0 + 74.13LBRLN1 + 74.09LBRLN2 + 74.56LBRLN3 
+ 75.09LBRLN4 + 75. 79LBRLN5 + 66. 71LBRLN6 + 80.96LBRLL1 
+ 80.48LBRLL2 + 79.17LBRLL3 + 78.62LBRLL4 + 77.10LBRLL5 
+ 66.71LBRLL6 + 79.07LBRLH1 + 76.55LBRLH2 + 77.45LBRLH3 
+ 77.85LBRLH4 + 76.81LBRLH5 + 66.71LBRLH6 + 66.0lLBRASl 
+ 64.46LBRAS2 + 62.20LBRAS3 + 58.57LBRAS4 + 55.05LBRAS5 
+ 43.90LBRAS6 
- LBVRD7 = 0 
LBVRD8) 84.04LB1C8 + 84.04LB1C9 + 84.04LB1C10 
+ 83.04LB2C8 + 83.04LB2C9 + 83.04LB2C10 + 82.97LB3C8 
+ 82.97LB3C9 + 82.97LB3C10 + 84.18LB4C8 + 84.18LB4C9 
+ 84.18LB4C10 + 85.69LB2Sl + 85.39LB2S2 + 84.68LB2S3 
+ 77.69LB2S4 + 73.01LB2S5 + 65.30LB2S6 + 31.37LB2S7 
+ 83.30LB2S8 + 83.30LB2S9 + 83.30LB2S10 + 83.86LB4Sl 
+ 83.35LB4S2 + 82.56LB4S3 + 78.36LB4S4 + 74.84LB4S5 
+ 64.91LB486 + 27LB4S7 + 83.92LB4S8 + 83.92LB4S9 
+ 83.92LB4S10 + 86.44LB2Il + 86.82LB2I2 + 87.17LB2I3 
+ 88.95LB2I4 + 92.24LB2I5 + 90.84LB2I6 + 86.83LB2I7 
+ 83.30LB2I8 + 83.30LB2I9 + 83.30LB2Il0 + 85.94LB4Il 
+ 87.31LB4I2 + 89.18LB4I3 + 91.08LB4I4 + 92.76LB415 
+ 90.02LB4I6 + 86.45LB4I7 + 83.92LB4I8 + 83.92LB4I9 
+ 83.92LB4Il0 + 58.13LBRLN1 + 14.24LBRLN2 + 74.13LBRLN3 
+ 74.09LBRLN4 + 74.56LBRLN5 + 75.66LBRLN6 + 66.71LBRLN7 
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+ 58.13LBRLL1 + 
+ 79.17LBRLL5 + 
+ 14.24LBRLH2 + 
+ 77.46LBRLH6 + 
+ 66.01LBRAS3 + 
+ 43.90LBRAS7 




66. 71LBRLH7 + 
64.46LBRAS4 + 
80.96LBRLL3 + 80.48LBRLL4 
66.71LBRLL7 + 58.13LBRLH1 
76.55LBRLH4 + 77.45LBRLH5 
66.24LBRAS1 + 65.70LBRAS2 
62.20LBRAS5 + 56.39LBRAS6 
LBVRD9) 83.54LB1C9 + 83.54LB1C10 + 83.33LB2C9 
+ 83.33LB2C10 + 83.38LB3C9 + 83.38LB3C10 + 83.60LB4C9 
+ 83.60LB4C10 + 91.99LB2Sl + 91.77LB2S2 + 85.93LB2S3 
+ 84.93LB284 + 82.11LB2S5 + 81.13LB2S6 + 62.69LB2S7 
+ 26.71LB2S8 + 83.37LB2S9 + 83.37LB2S10 + 91.18LB4Sl 
+ 90.64LB4S2 + 84.59LB4S3 + 82.65LB484 + 81.95LB4S5 
+ 79.11LB4S6 + 64.47LB4S7 + 27.44LB4S8 + 83.21LB4S9 
+ 83.21LB4S10 + 87 .07LB2Il + 85.64LB2I2 + 86.53LB2I3 
+ 87.42LB2I4 + 90.29LB2I5 + 92.60LB2I6 + 90.24LB2I7 
+ 86.31LB2I8 + 83.37LB2I9 + 83.37LB2Il0 + 83.49LB4Il 
+ 81.46LB4I2 + 87.08LB4I3 + 88.52LB4I4 + 90.81LB4I5 
+ 92.20LB4I6 + 88.97LB4I7 + 85.80LB4I8 + 83.21LB4I9 
+ 83.21LB4Il0 + 75.79LBRLN1 + 72.44LBRLN2 + 58.13LBRLN3 
+ 14.24LBRLN4 + 74.13LBRLN5 + 74.25LBRLN6 + 75.66LBRLN7 
+ 66.71LBRLN8 + 77.lOLBRLLl + 72.50LBRLL2 + 58.13LBRLL3 
+ 14.24LBRLL4 + 80.96LBRLL5 + 80.14LBRLL6 + 78.21LBRLL7 
+ 66.71LBRLL8 + 76.81LBRLH1 + 72.49LBRLH2 + 58.13LBRLH3 
+ 14.24LBRLH4 + 79.07LBRLH5 + 76.83LBRLH6 + 77.46LBRLH7 
+ 66. 71LBRLH8 + 36.81LBRAS1 + 14.24LBRAS2 + 66.24LBRAS3 
+ 65. 70LBRAS4 + 66.01LBRAS5 + 63.96LBRAS6 + 56.39LBRAS7 
+ 43.90LBRAS8 
- LBVRD9 = 0 
LBVRDlO) 82.98LB1C10 + 83.37LB2C10 + 83.42LB3C10 
+ 83.19LB4C10 + 62.03LB2Sl + 59.41LB2S2 + 92.21LB2S3 
+ 89.53LB284 + 86.52LB2S5 + 85.87LB2S6 + 75.93LB2S7 
+ 62.44LB2S8 + 27.13LB2S9 + 83.43LB2S10 + 64.07LB4Sl 
+ 61.71LB4S2 + 91.16LB4S3 + 89.44LB484 + 85.30LB4S5 
+ 84.93LB4S6 + 79.65LB4S7 + 63.81LB4S8 + 14.24LB4S9 
+ 82.82LB4S10 + 92.20LB2Il + 92.50LB2I2 + 86.28LB2I3 
+ 84.99LB2I4 + 88.74LB2I5 + 91.25LB2I6 + 92.38LB2I7 
+ 89.55LB2I8 + 86.09LB2I9 + 83.43LB2Il0 + 90.45LB4Il 
+ 90.62LB4I2 + 83.28LB4I3 + 81.95LB4I4 + 88.37LB4I5 
+ 92LB4I6 + 91.16LB4I7 + 88.22LB4I8 + 85.26LB4I9 
+ 82.82LB4Il0 + 74.56LBRLN1 + 75.09LBRLN2 + 75.79LBRLN3 
+ 72.44LBRLN4 + 58.13LBRLN5 + 74.01LBRLN6 + 74.25LBRLN7 
+ 75.66LBRLN8 + 66.71LBRLN9 + 79.17LBRLL1 + 78.62LBRLL2 
+ 77.10LBRLL3 + 72.50LBRLL4 + 58.13LBRLL5 + 81.21LBRLL6 
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+ 80.14LBRLL7 + 
+ 77 .85LBRLH2 + 
+ 79.46LBRLH6 + 
+ 55.05LBRAS1 + 
+ 66.24LBRAS5 + 
+ 43.90LBRAS9 






66.71LBRLL9 + 77.45LBRLH1 
72.49LBRLH4 + 58.13LBRLH5 
77.46LBRLH8 + 66.71LBRLH9 
36.81LBRAS3 + 14.24LBRAS4 
63.96LBRAS7 + 56.39LBRAS8 
WHSPDl) 27.54WH1Cl + 27.54WH1C2 + 27.54WH1C3 
+ 27.54WH1C4 + 27.54WH1C5 + 27.54WH1C6 + 27.54WH1C7 
+ 27.54WH1C8 + 27.54WH1C9 + 27.54WH1C10 + 39.29WH2Cl 
+ 39.29WH2C2 + 39.29WH2C3 + 39.29WH2C4 + 39.29WH2C5 
+ 39.29WH2C6 + 39.29WH2C7 + 39.29WH2C8 + 39.29WH2C9 
+ 39.29WH2C10 + 29.64WH3Cl + 29.64WH3C2 + 29.64WH3C3 
+ 29.64WH3C4 + 29.64WH3C5 + 29.64WH3C6 + 29.64WH3C7 
+ 29.64WH3C8 + 29.64WH3C9 + 29.64WH3C10 + 29.02WH1Sl 
+ 29.02WH1S2 + 29.02WH1S3 + 29.02WH1S4 + 29.02WH1S5 
+ 29.02WH1S6 + 29.02WH1S7 + 29.02WH1S8 + 29.02WH1S9 
+ 29.02WH1S10 + 40.17WH2Sl + 40.17WH2S2 + 40.17WH2S3 
+ 40.17WH2S4 + 40.17WH2S5 + 40.17WH2S6 + 40.17WH2S7 
+ 40.17WH2S8 + 40.17WH2S9 + 40.17WH2S10 + 29.02WH1Il 
+ 29.02WH1I2 + 29.02WH1I3 + 29.02WH1I4 + 29.02WH1I5 
+ 29.02WH1I6 + 29.02WH1I7 + 29.02WH1I8 + 29.02WH1I9 
+ 29.02WH1Il0 + 40.17WH2Il + 40.17WH212 + 40.17WH2I3 
+ 40.17WH2I4 + 40.17WH2I5 + 40.17WH2I6 + 40.17WH217 
+ 40.17WH2I8 + 40.17WH2I9 + 40.17WH2Il0 
- WHSPDl = 0 
WHSPD2) 27.92WH1C2 + 27.92WH1C3 + 27.92WH1C4 
+ 27.92WH1C5 + 27.92WH1C6 + 27.92WH1C7 + 27.92WH1C8 
+ 27.92WH1C9 + 27.92WH1C10 + 38.27WH2C2 + 38.27WH2C3 
+ 38.27WH2C4 + 38.27WH2C5 + 38.27WH2C6 + 38.27WH2C7 
+ 38.27WH2C8 + 38.27WH2C9 + 38.27WH2C10 + 30.35WH3C2 
+ 30.35WH3C3 + 30.35WH3C4 + 30.35WH3C5 + 30.35WH3C6 
+ 30.35WH3C7 + 30.35WH3C8 + 30.35WH3C9 + 30.35WH3C10 
+ 18.86WH1Sl + 29.42WH1S2 + 29.42WH1S3 + 29.42WH1S4 
+ 29.42WH1S5 + 29.42WH1S6 + 29.42WH1S7 + 29.42WH1S8 
+ 29.42WH1S9 + 29.42WH1S10 + 47.08WH2Sl + 39.07WH2S2 
+ 39.07WH2S3 + 39.07WH2S4 + 39.07WH2S5 + 39.07WH2S6 
+ 39.07WH2S7 + 39.07WH2S8 + 39.07WH2S9 + 39.07WH2S10 
+ 18.86WH1Il + 29.42WH1I2 + 29.42WH1I3 + 29.42WH1I4 
+ 29.42WH1I5 + 29.42WH1I6 + 29.42WH1I7 + 29.42WH1I8 
+ 29.42WH1I9 + 29.42WH1Il0 + 4'1.08WH2Il + 39.07WH2I2 
+ 39.07WH2I3 + 39.07WH2I4 + 39.07WH2I5 + 39.07WH2I6 
+ 39.07WH2I7 + 39.07WH2I8 + 39.07WH2I9 + 39.07WH2I10 
· WHSPD2 = 0 
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WHSPD3) 28.31WH1C3 + 28.31WH1C4 + 28.31WH1C5 
+ 28.31WH1C6 + 28.31WH1C7 + 28.31WH1C8 + 28.31WH1C9 
+ 28.31WH1C10 + 37.28WH2C3 + 37.28WH2C4 + 37.28WH2C5 
+ 37.28WH2C6 + 37.28WH2C7 + 37.28WH2C8 + 37.28WH2C9 
+ 37.28WH2C10 + 31.02WH3C3 + 31.02WH3C4 + 31.02WH3C5 
+ 31.02WH3C6 + 31.02WH3C7 + 31.02WH3C8 + 31.02WH3C9 
+ 31.02WH3C10 + 19.10WH1S2 + 29.78WH1S3 + 29.78WH1S4 
+ 29. 78WH1S5 + 29. 78WH1S6 + 29. 78WH1S7 + 29. 78WH1S8 
+ 29.78WH1S9 + 29.78WH1S10 + 45.31WH2S2 + 38.23WH2S3 
+ 38.23WH2S4 + 38.23WH2S5 + 38.23WH2S6 + 38.23WH2S7 
+ 38.23WH2S8 + 38.23WH2S9 + 38.23WH2S10 + 17 .99WH1Il 
+ 19.10WH1I2 + 29.78WH1I3 + 29.78WH1I4 + 29.78WH1I5 
+ 29.78WH1I6 + 29.78WH1I7 + 29.78WH1I8 + 29.78WH1I9 
+ 29.78WH1I10 + 43.37WH2Il + 45.31WH2I2 + 38.23WH2I3 
+ 38.23WH2I4 + 38.23WH2I5 + 38.23WH2I6 + 38.23WH2I7 
+ 38.23WH2I8 + 38.23WH2I9 + 38.23WH2Il0 
- WHSPD3 = 0 
WHSPD4) 28.72WH1C4 + 28.72WH1C5 + 28.72WH1C6 
+ 28.72WH1C7 + 28.72WH1C8 + 28.72WH1C9 + 28.72WH1C10 
+ 36.54WH2C4 + 36.54WH2C5 + 36.54WH2C6 + 36.54WH2C7 
+ 36.54WH2C8 + 36.54WH2C9 + 36.54WH2C10 + 31.51WH3C4 
+ 31.51WH3C5 + 31.51WH3C6 + 31.51WH3C7 + 31.51WH3C8 
+ 31.51WH3C9 + 31.51WH3C10 + 19.99WH1S3 + 30.02WH1S4 
+ 30.02WH1S5 + 30.02WH1S6 + 30.02WH1S7 + 30.02WH1S8 
+ 30.02WH1S9 + 30.02WH1S10 + 45.14WH2S3 + 37.33WH2S4 
+ 37.33WH2S5 + 37.33WH2S6 + 37.33WH2S7 + 37.33WH2S8 
+ 37.33WH2S9 + 37.33WH2S10 + 17.96WH1Il + 18.34WH1I2 
+ 19.99WH1I3 + 30.02WH1I4 + 30.02WH1I5 + 30.02WH1I6 
+ 30.02WH1I7 + 30.02WH1I8 + 30.02WH1I9 + 30.02WH1I10 
+ 43.62WH2Il + 42.38WH2I2 + 45.14WH2I3 + 37.33WH2I4 
+ 37 .33WH2I5 + 37 .33WH2I6 + 37 .33WH2I7 + 37 .33WH2I8 
+ 37 .33WH2I9 + 37 .33WH2I10 
- WHSPD4 = 0 
WHSPD5) 29.06WH1C5 + 29.06WH1C6 + 29.06WH1C7 
+ 29.06WH1C8 + 29.06WH1C9 + 29.06WH1C10 + 35.78WH2C5 
+ 35.78WH2C6 + 35.78WH2C7 + 35.78WH2C8 + 35.78WH2C9 
+ 35.78WH2C10 + 31.76WH3C5 + 31.76WH3C6 + 31.76WH3C7 
+ 31.76WH3C8 + 31.76WH3C9 + 31.76WH3C10 + 20.17WH1S4 
+ 30.33WH1S5 + 30.33WH1S6 + 30.33WH1S7 + 30.33WH1S8 
+ 30.33WH1S9 + 30.33WH1S10 + 44.87WH2S4 + 36.55WH2S5 
+ 36.55WH2S6 + 36.55WH2S7 + 36.55WH2S8 + 36.55WH2S9 
+ 36.55WH2S10 + 17.63WH1Il + 18.37WH1I2 + 19.29WH1I3 
+ 20.17WH1I4 + 30.33WH1I5 + 30.33WH1I6 + 30.33WH1I7 
+ 30.33WH1I8 + 30.33WH1I9 + 30.33WH1I10 + 41.92WH2Il 
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+ 42.28WH2I2 + 43.10WH2I3 + 44.87WH2I4 + 36.55WH2I5 
+ 36.55WH2I6 + 36.55WH2I7 + 36.55WH2I8 + 36.55WH2I9 
+ 36.55WH2Il0 
-WHSPD5 = 0 
WHSPD6) 29.49WH1C6 + 29.49WH1C7 + 29.49WH1C8 
+ 29.49WH1C9 + 29.49WH1C10 + 34.81WH2C6 + 34.81WH2C7 
+ 34.81WH2C8 + 34.81WH2C9 + 34.81WH2C10 + 31.97WH3C6 
+ 31.97WH3C7 + 31.97WH3C8 + 31.97WH3C9 + 31.97WH3C10 
+ 20.68WH1S5 + 30.71WH1S6 + 30.71WH1S7 + 30.71WH1S8 
+ 30.71WH1S9 + 30.71WH1S10 + 44.32WH2S5 + 35.45WH2S6 
+ 35.45WH2S7 + 35.45WH2S8 + 35.45WH2S9 + 35.45WH2S10 
+ 16.87WH1Il + 18.03WH1I2 + 18.99WH1I3 + 19.89WH1I4 
+ 20.68WH1I5 + 30.71WH1I6 + 30.71WH1I7 + 30.71WH1I8 
+ 30.71WHII9 + 30.71WHII10 + 39.80WH2Il + 40.39WH2I2 
+ 42.57WH2I3 + 43.67WH2I4 + 44.32WH2I5 + 35.45WH2I6 
+ 35.45WH2I7 + 35.45WH2I8 + 35.45WH2I9 + 35.45WH2I10 
- WHSPD6 = 0 
WHSPD7) 29.95WH1C7 + 29.95WHIC8 + 29.95WH1C9 
+ 29.95WH1C10 + 33.48WH2C7 + 33.48WH2C8 + 33.48WH2C9 
+ 33.48WH2C10 + 32.40WH3C7 + 32.40WH3C8 + 32.40WH3C9 
+ 32.40WH3C10 + 31.36WHIS7 + 31.36WHIS8 + 31.36WHIS9 
+ 31.36WHISIO + 34.17WH2S7 + 34.17WH2S8 + 34.17WH2S9 
+ 34.17WH2SIO + 15.98WH1Il + 17.26WH1I2 + 18.22WH1I3 
+ 19.22WH1I4 + 20.27WH1I5 + 21.36WH1I6 + 31.36WH1I7 
+ 31.36WH1I8 + 31.36WH1I9 + 31.36WHII10 + 37.27WH2Il 
+ 38.19WH2I2 + 40.32WH2I3 + 42.05WH2I4 + 43.48WH2I5 
+ 43.79WH2I6 + 34.17WH2I7 + 34.17WH2I8 + 34.17WH2I9 
+ 34.17WH2I10 
-WHSPD7 = 0 
WHSPDB) 30.44WH1C8 + 30.44WHIC9 + 30.44WH1C10 
+ 32.23WH2C8 + 32.23WH2C9 + 32.23WH2C10 + 32.60WH3C8 
+ 32.60WH3C9 + 32.60WH3C10 + 31.74WHIS8 + 31.74WH1S9 
+ 31.74WH1S10 + 32.75WH2S8 + 32.75WH2S9 + 32.75WH2S10 
+ 14.91WH1Il + 16.40WH1I2 + 17.50WH1I3 + 18.52WH1I4 
+ 19.84WH1I5 + 20.94WH1I6 + 21.52WH1I7 + 31.74WH1I8 
+ 31.74WH1I9 + 31.74WH1I10 + 35.62WH2Il + 36.43WH2I2 
+ 38.44WH2I3 + 39.85WH2I4 + 42.24WH2I5 + 43.09WH2I6 
+ 42.67WH2I7 + 32.75WH2I8 + 32.75WH2I9 + 32.75WH2I10 
-WHSPDB = 0 
WHSPD9) 30.69WH1C9 + 30.69WH1C10 + 31.10WH2C9 
+ 31.10WH2Cl0 + 32.73WH3C9 + 32.73WH3CIO + 32.11WH1S9 
+ 32.llWHlSlO + 31.55WH2S9 + 31.55WH2S10 + 16.66WH1I3 
+ 17.71WH1I4 + 19.18WH1I5 + 20.65WH1I6 + 21.22WH1I7 
+ 21.91WH1I8 + 32.11\VH1I9 + 32.llWHlIIO + 36.98WH2I3 
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+ 38.12WH2I4 + 40.43WH2I5 + 42.26WH2I6 + 42.20WH2I7 
+ 41.61WH2I8 + 31.55WH2I9 + 31.55WH2I10 
-WHSPD9 = 0 
WHSPDlO) 31.09WH1C10 + 30.12WH2C10 + 32.77WH3C10 
+ 32.40WH1S10 + 18.39WH1I5 + 20.05WH1I6 + 20.92WH1I7 
+ 21.69WH1I8 + 22.48WH1I9 + 32.40WH1I10 + 38.35WH2I5 
+ 41.04WH2I6 + 41.58WH2I7 + 41.29WH2I8 + 37.98WH2I9 
+ 37 .98WH2Il0 
-WHSPDlO = 0 
WHBADl) 89.63WH1Cl + 89.63WH1C2 + 89.63WH1C3 
+ 89.63WH1C4 + 89.63WH1C5 + 89.63WH1C6 + 89.63WH1C7 
+ 89.63WH1C8 + 89.63WH1C9 + 89.63WH1C10 + 82.41WH2Cl 
+ 82.41WH2C2 + 82.41WH2C3 + 82.41WH2C4 + 82.41WH2C5 
+ 82.41WH2C6 + 82.41WH2C7 + 82.41WH2C8 + 82.41WH2C9 
+ 82.41WH2C10 + 64.35WH3Cl + 64.35WH3C2 + 64.35WH3C3 
+ 64.35WH3C4 + 64.35WH3C5 + 64.35WH3C6 + 64.35WH3C7 
+ 64.35WH3C8 + 64.35WH3C9 + 64.35WH3C10 + 89.48WH1Sl 
+ 89.48WH1S2 + 89.48WH1S3 + 89.48WH1S4 + 89.48WH1S5 
+ 89.48WH1S6 + 89.48WH1S7 + 89.48WH1S8 + 89.48WH1S9 
+ 89.48WH1S10 + 82.86WH2Sl + 82.86WH2S2 + 82.86WH2S3 
+ 82.86WH2S4 + 82.86WH2S5 + 82.86WH2S6 + 82.86WH2S7 
+ 82.86WH2S8 + 82.86WH2S9 + 82.86WH2S10 + 89.48WH1Il 
+ 89.48WH1I2 + 89.48WH1I3 + 89.48WH1I4 + 89.48WH1I5 
+ 89.48WH1I6 + 89.48WH1I7 + 89.48WH1I8 + 89.48WH1I9 
+ 89.48WH1I10 + 82.86WH2Il + 82.86WH2I2 + 82.86WH2I3 
+ 82.86WH2I4 + 82.86WH2I5 + 82.86WH2I6 + 82.86WH2I7 
+ 82.86WH2I8 + 82.86WH2I9 + 82.86WH2Il0 
-WHBADl = 0 
WHBAD2) 87.48WH1C2 + 87.48WH1C3 + 87.48WH1C4 
+ 87.48WH1C5 + 87.48WH1C6 + 87.48WH1C7 + 87.48WH1C8 
+ 87.48WH1C9 + 87.48WH1C10 + 82.59WH2C2 + 82.59WH2C3 
+ 82.59WH2C4 + 82.59WH2C5 + 82.59WH2C6 + 82.59WH2C7 
+ 82.59WH2C8 + 82.59WH2C9 + 82.59WH2C10 + 68.74WH3C2 
+ 68.74WH3C3 + 68.74WH3C4 + 68.74WH3C5 + 68.74WH3C6 
+ 68.74WH3C7 + 68.74WH3C8 + 68.74WH3C9 + 68.74WH3C10 
+ 63.66WH1Sl + 87.01WH1S2 + 87.01WH1S3 + 87.01WH1S4 
+ 87.01WH1S5 + 87.01WH1S6 + 87.01WH1S7 + 87.01WH1S8 
+ 87.01WH1S9 + 87.0lWHlSlO + 73.34WH2Sl + 83.15WH2S2 
+ 83.15WH2S3 + 83.15WH2S4 + 83.15WH2S5 + 83.15WH2S6 
+ 83.15WH2S7 + 83.15WH2S8 + 83.15WH2S9 + 83.15WH2S10 
+ 63.63WH111 + 87.01WH1I2 + 87.01WH1I3 + 8'1.01WH1I4 
+ 87.01WH1I5 + 87.01WH1I6 + 87.01WH1I7 + 87.01WH1I8 
+ 87.01WH1I9 + 87.0lWHlllO + 73.30WH2Il + 83.15WH2I2 
+ 83.15WH2I3 + 83.15WH2I4 + 83.15WH2I5 + 83.15WH2I6 
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+ 83.15WH2I7 + 83.15WH2I8 + 83.15WH2I9 + 83.15WH2I10 
-WHBAD2 = 0 
WHBAD3) 86.58WH1C3 + 86.58WH1C4 + 86.58WH1C5 
+ 86.58WH1C6 + 86.58WH1C7 + 86.58WH1C8 + 86.58WH1C9 
+ 86.58WH1C10 + 82.39WH2C3 + 82.39WH2C4 + 82.39WH2C5 
+ 82.39WH2C6 + 82.39WH2C7 + 82.39WH2C8 + 82.39WH2C9 
+ 82.39WH2C10 + 69.14WH3C3 + 69.14WH3C4 + 69.14WH3C5 
+ 69.14WH3C6 + 69.14WH3C7 + 69.14WH3C8 + 69.14WH3C9 
+ 69.14WH3C10 + 63.36WH1S2 + 87.34WH1S3 + 87.34WH1S4 
+ 87.34WH1S5 + 87.34WH1S6 + 87.34WH1S7 + 87.34WH1S8 
+ 87 .34WH1S9 + 87.34WH1S10 + 24.98WH2Sl + 71.12WH2S2 
+ 82.21WH2S3 + 82.21WH2S4 + 82.21WH2S5 + 82.21WH2S6 
+ 82.21WH2S7 + 82.21WH2S8 + 82.21WH2S9 + 82.21WH2S10 
+ 68.38WH1Il + 63.33WH1I2 + 87.34WH1I3 + 87.34WH1I4 
+ 87.34WH1I5 + 87.34WH1I6 + 87.34WH1I7 + 87.34WH1I8 
+ 87.34WH1I9 + 87.34WH1I10 + 73.03WH2Il + 71.08WH2I2 
+ 82.21WH2I3 + 82.21WH2I4 + 82.21WH2I5 + 82.21WH2I6 
+ 82.21WH2I7 + 82.21WH2I8 + 82.21WH2I9 + 82.21WH2I10 
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+ 10.0lWHRLNl + 10.0lWHRLLl + 10.0lWHRLHl + 14.lOWHRASl 
-WHBAD3 = 0 
WHBAD4) 85.63WH1C4 + 85.63WH1C5 + 85.63WH1C6 
+ 85.63WH1C7 + 85.63WH1C8 + 85.63WH1C9 + 85 .63WH1C10 
+ 81.23WH2C4 + 81.23WH2C5 + 81.23WH2C6 + 81.23WH2C7 
+ 81.23WH2C8 + 81.23WH2C9 + 81.23WH2C10 + 69.58WH3C4 
+ 69.58WH3C5 + 69.58WH3C6 + 69.58WH3C7 + 69.58WH3C8 
+ 69.58WH3C9 + 69.58WH3C10 + 25WH1Sl + 59.65WH1S3 
+ 85.33WH1S4 + 85.33WH1S5 + 85.33WH1S6 + 85.33WH1S7 
+ 85.33WH1S8 + 85.33WH1S9 + 85.33WH1S10 + 29.73WH2Sl 
+ 24.36WH2S2 + 70.22WH2S3 + 81.82WH2S4 + 81.82WH2S5 
+ 81.82WH2S6 + 81.82WH2S7 + 81.82WH2S8 + 81.82WH2S9 
+ 81.82WH2S10 + 64.57WH1Il + 66.36WH1I2 + 59.62WH1I3 
+ 85.33WH1I4 + 85.33WH1I5 + 85.33WH1I6 + 85.33WH1I7 
+ 85 .33WH1I8 + 85.33WH1I9 + 85.33WH1Il0 + 77 .16WH2Il 
+ 74.57WH2I2 + 70.19WH2I3 + 81.82WH2I4 + 81.82WH2I5 
+ 81.82WH2I6 + 81.82WH2I7 + 81.82WH2I8 + 81.82WH2I9 
+ 81.82WH2I10 + 38.18WHRLN1 + 10.01WHRLN2 + 37.15WHRLL1 
+ 10.01WHRLL2 + 38.llWHRLHl + 10.01WHRLH2 + 18.15WHRAS1 
+ 14.10WHRAS2 
-WHBAD4 = 0 
WHBAD5) 84.51WH1C5 + 84.51WH1C6 + 84.51WH1C7 
+ 84.51WH1C8 + 84.51WH1C9 + 84.51WH1C10 + 82.77WH2C5 
+ 82.77WH2C6 + 82.77WH2C7 + 82.77WH2C8 + 82.77WH2C9 
+ 82. 77WH2C10 + 72.68WH3C5 + 72.68WH3C6 + 72.68WH3C7 
+ 72.68WH3C8 + 72.68WH3C9 + 72.68WH3C10 + 32.50WH1Sl 
+ 24.95WH1S2 + 8. 76WH1S3 + 56.37WH1S4 + 84.44WH1S5 
+ 84.44WH1S6 + 84.44WH1S7 + 84.44WH1S8 + 84.44WH1S9 
+ 84.44WH1S10 + 36.87WH2Sl + 29.19WH2S2 + 23.19WH2S3 
+ 65.25WH2S4 + 82.57WH2S5 + 82.57WH2S6 + 82.57WH2S7 
+ 82.57WH2S8 + 82.57WH2S9 + 82.57WH2S10 + 65.4 7WH1Il 
+ 60.85WH112 + 61.42WH113 + 56.34WH114 + 84.44WH115 
+ 84.44WH116 + 84.44WH117 + 84.44WH118 + 84.44WH119 
+ 84.44WH1I10 + 77.87WH2Il + 74.96WH212 + 71.14WH2I3 
+ 65.21 WH214 + 82.57WH215 + 82.57WH216 + 82.57WH217 
+ 82.57WH218 + 82.57WH219 + 82.57WH2Il0 + 45.08WHRLN1 
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+ 38.18WHRLN2 + 10.01WHRLN3 + 47.63WHRLL1 + 37.15WHRLL2 
+ 10.01WHRLL3 + 47.95WHRLH1 + 38.11WHRLH2 + 10.01WHRLH3 
+ 12.48WHRAS1 + 18.15WHRAS2 + 14.10WHRAS3 
-WHBAD5 = 0 
WHBAD6) 81.80WH1C6 + 81.80WH1C7 + 81.80WH1C8 
+ 81.80WH1C9 + 81.80WH1C10 + 82.50WH2C6 + 82.50WH2C7 
+ 82.50WH2C8 + 82.50WH2C9 + 82.50WH2C10 + 7 4. 72WH3C6 
+ 74.72WH3C7 + 74.72WH3C8 + 74.72WH3C9 + 74.72WH3C10 
+ 44.30WH1Sl + 40.14WH1S2 + 20.76WH1S3 + 52.90WH1S5 
+ 82.60WH1S6 + 82.60WH1S7 + 82.60WH1S8 + 82.60WH1S9 
+ 82.60WH1S10 + 44.17WH2Sl + 40.23WH2S2 + 33.04WH2S3 
+ 23.94WH2S4 + 67.09WH2S5 + 83.33WH2S6 + 83.33WH2S7 
+ 83.33WH2S8 + 83.33WH2S9 + 83.33WH2S10 + 63.63WH1Il 
+ 62.86WH112 + 58.12WH113 + 55.97WH114 + 52.88WH115 
+ 82.60WH116 + 82.60WH117 + 82.60WH118 + 82.60WH119 
+ 82.60WH1Il0 + 75.51WH2Il + 80.10WH212 + 74.38WH2I3 
+ 69.02WH214 + 67.06WH2I5 + 83.33WH2I6 + 83.33WH217 
+ 83.33WH218 + 83.33WH2I9 + 83.33WH2Il0 + 49.86WHRLN1 
+ 45.57WHRLN2 + 44.93WHRLN3 + 30.41WHRLN4 + 21.24WHRLN5 
+ 52.54WHRLL1 + 48.70WHRLL2 + 45.73WHRLL3 + 30.30WHRLL4 
+ 21.24WHRLL5 + 54.81WHRLH1 + 49.44WHRLH2 + 45.30WHRLH3 
+ 30.34WHRLH4 + 21.24WHRLH5 + 24.76WHRAS1 + 5.58WHRAS2 
+ 23.28WHRAS3 + 22. 73WHRAS5 
-WHBAD6 = 0 
WHBAD7) 79.87WH1C7 + 79.87WH1C8 + 79.87WH1C9 
+ 79.87WH1C10 + 82.50WH2C7 + 82.50WH2C8 + 82.50WH2C9 
+ 82.50WH2C10 + 76.74WH3C7 + 76.74WH3C8 + 76.74WH3C9 
+ 76.74WH3C10 + 57.83WH1Sl + 47.54WH1S2 + 32.56WH1S3 
+ 12.92WH1S4 + 80.29WH1S7 + 80.29WH1S8 + 80.29WH1S9 
+ 80.29WH1S10 + 57.33WH2Sl + 56.12WH2S2 + 48.30WH2S3 
+ 42.75WH284 + 20.21WH2S5 + 82.34WH2S7 + 82.34.WH2S8 
+ 82.34WH2S9 + 82.34WH2S10 + 63.65WH1Il + 60.89WH112 
+ 58.60WH113 + 53.31WH114 + 48.37WH115 + 46.32WH116 
+ 80.29WH117 + 80.29WH118 + 80.29WH119 + 80.29WH1110 
+ 75.59WH2Il + 78.41WH2I2 + 75.02WH2I3 + 73.49WH2I4 
+ 69.32WH2I5 + 60.42WH2I6 + 82.34WH2I7 + 82.34WH2I8 
+ 82.34WH2I9 + 82.34WH2I10 + 52.80WHRLN1 + 54.98WHRLN2 
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+ 49.86WHRLN3 + 45.57WHRLN4 + 44.93WHRLN5 + 10.01WHRLN6 
+ 52.90WHRLL1 + 36.24WHRLL2 + 52.54WHRLL3 + 48. 70WHRLL4 
+ 45.73WHRLL5 + 10.01WHRLL6 + 52.18WHRLH1 + 58.19WHRLH2 
+ 54.81WHRLH3 + 49.44WHRLH4 + 45.30WHRLH5 + 10.01WHRLH6 
+ 35.27WHRAS1 + 29.64WHRAS2 + 24. 76WHRAS3 + 5.58WHRAS4 
+ 23.28WHRAS5 + 14.10WHRAS6 
-WHBAD7 = 0 
WHBAD8) 76.94WH1C8 + 76.94WH1C9 + 76.94WH1C10 
+ 83.11WH2C8 + 83.11WH2C9 + 83.11WH2C10 + 79.95WH3C8 
+ 79.95WH3C9 + 79.95WH3C10 + 65.18WH1Sl + 53.01WH1S2 
+ 50WH1S3 + 37.86WH1S4 + 42.69WH1S5 + 7.90WH1S6 
+ 77.44WH1S8 + 77.44WH1S9 + 77.44WH1S10 + 65.35WH2Sl 
+ 62WH2S2 + 54.84WH2S3 + 53.81WH2S4 + 39.06WH2S5 
+ 8.45WH2S6 + 82.44WH2S8 + 82.44WH2S9 + 82.44WH2S10 
+ 61.68WH1Il + 60.95WH1I2 + 56.82WH1I3 + 53.43WH1I4 
+ 48.33WH1I5 + 44.40WH1I6 + 40.99WH1I7 + 77.44WH1I8 
+ 77.44WH1I9 + 77.44WH1I10 + 76.46WH2Il + 75.85WH2I2 
+ 75.68WH2I3 + 72.36WH2I4 + 72.31WH2I5 + 64.61WH2I6 
+ 56.24WH2I7 + 82.44WH2I8 + 82.44WH2I9 + 82.44WH2I10 
+ 21.24WHRLN1 + 52.80WHRLN3 + 54.98WHRLN4 + 49.86WHRLN5 
+ 45.08WHRLN6 + 10.01WHRLN7 + 21.24WHRLL1 + 52.90WHRLL3 
+ 36.24WHRLL4 + 52.54WHRLL5 + 47.63WHRLL6 + 10.01WHRLL7 
+ 21.24WHRLH1 + 52.18WHRLH3 + 58.19WHRLH4 + 54.81WHRLH5 
+ 47.95WHRLH6 + 10.01WHRLH7 + 47.22WHRAS1 + 40.35WHRAS2 
+ 35.27WHRAS3 + 29.64WHRAS4 + 24. 76WHRAS5 + 12.48WHRAS6 
+ 14.10WHRAS7 
-WHBADB = 0 
WHBAD9) 73.03WH1C9 + 73.03WH1C10 + 83.88WH2C9 
+ 83.88WH2C10 + 78.98WH3C9 + 78.98WH3C10 + 33.53WH1Sl 
+ 36.96WH1S2 + 56. 79WH1S3 + 4 7 .96WH1S4 + 49.20WH1S5 
+ 38.63WH1S6 + 9.52WH1S7 + 21.23WH1S8 + 74.89WH1S9 
+ 74.89WH1S10 + 36.87WH2Sl + 38.34WH2S2 + 61.49WH2S3 
+ 62.20WH2S4 + 48.59WH2S5 + 48.92WH2S6 + 12.80WH2S7 
+ 82.08WH2S9 + 82.08WH2S10 + 31.82WH1Il + 15.67WH1I2 
+ 55.93WH1I3 + 51.66WH1I4 + 47.11WH1I5 + 42.17WH1I6 
+ 40 .12WH1I7 + 34.66WH1I8 + 74.89WH1I9 + 74.89WH1I10 
+ 44.92WH2Il + 35.35WH2I2 + 72.62WH2I3 + 71.54WH2I4 
+ 65.58WH215 + 63.68WH2I6 + 58.12WH2I7 + 55.32WH2I8 
+ 82.08WH2I9 + 82.08WH2Il0 + 44.93WHRLN1 + 30.41WHRLN2 
+ 21.24WHRLN3 + 52.80WHRLN5 + 48.86WHRLN6 + 45.08WHRLN7 
+ 10.01WHRLN8 + 45.73WHRLL1 + 30.30WHRLL2 + 21.24WHRLL3 
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+ 52.90WHRLL5 + 
+ 45.30WHRLH1 + 
+ 52. 79WHRLH6 + 
+ 4 7 .22WHRAS3 + 
+ 12.48WHRAS7 + 






47.63WHRLL7 + 10.01WHRLL8 
21.24WHRLH3 + 52.18WHRLH5 
10.01WHRLH8 + 22.73WHRAS1 
35.27WHRAS5 + 30.04WHRAS6 
WHBADlO) 71.llWHlClO + 83.16WH2C10 + 78.74WH3C10 
+ 23.23WH1Sl + 25.85WH1S2 + 47.17WH1S3 + 33.71WH1S4 
+ 56.86WH1S5 + 52.34WH1S6 + 45.11WH1S7 + 12.47WH1S8 
+ 74.39WH1S10 + 11.92WH2Sl + 16.57WH2S2 + 27.91WH2S3 
+ 45.43WH2S4 + 59. 72WH2S5 + 58.89WH2S6 + 46. 73WH2S7 
+ 14.46WH2S8 + 50.91WH1Il + 59.49WH1I2 + 34.03WH1I3 
+ 15.36WH1I4 + 47.70WH1I5 + 43.47WH1I6 + 36.87WH1I7 
+ 34.19WH1I8 + 29.49WH1I9 + 74.39WH1I10 + 49.44WH2Il 
+ 44.48WH2I2 + 29.95WH2I3 + 25.28WH2I4 + 63.89WH2I5 
+ 60.44WH2I6 + 58.49WH2I7 + 54.66WH2I8 + 52.24WH2I9 
+ 52.24WH2Il0 + 49.86WHRLN1 + 45.57WHRLN2 + 44.93WHRLN3 
+ 30.41WHRLN4 + 21.24WHRLN5 + 52.29WHRLN6 + 48.86WHRLN7 
+ 45.08WHRLN8 + 10.01WHRLN9 + 52.54WHRLL1 + 48.70WHRLL2 
+ 45.73WHRLL3 + 30.30WHRLL4 + 21.24WHRLL5 + 53.01WHRLL6 
+ 51.03WHRLL7 + 47.63WHRLL8 + 10.01WHRLL9 + 54.81WHRLH1 
+ 49.44WHRLH2 + 45.30WHRLH3 + 30.34WHRLH4 + 21.24WHRLH5 
+ 57.39WHRLH6 + 52.79WHRLH7 + 47.95WHRLH8 + 10.01WHRLH9 
+ 23.28WHRAS1 + 22.73WHRAS3 + 47.22WHRAS5 + 41.51WHRAS6 
+ 30.04WHRAS7 + 12.48WHRAS8 + 14.10WHRAS9 
- WHBADlO = 0 
WHVRDl) 92.18WH1Cl + 92.18WH1C2 + 92.18WH1C3 
+ 92.18WH1C4 + 92.18WH1C5 + 92.18WH1C6 + 92.18WH1C7 
+ 92.18WH1C8 + 92.18WH1C9 + 92.18WH1C10 + 85.77WH2Cl 
+ 85.77WH2C2 + 85.77WH2C3 + 85.77WH2C4 + 85.77WH2C5 
+ 85.77WH2C6 + 85.77WH2C7 + 85.77WH2C8 + 85.77WH2C9 
+ 85.77WH2C10 + 81.10WH3Cl + 81.10WH3C2 + 81.10WH3C3 
+ 81.10WH3C4 + 81.10WH3C5 + 81.10WH3C6 + 81.10WH3C7 
+ 81.10WH3C8 + 81.10WH3C9 + 81.10WH3C10 + 92.llWHlSl 
+ 92.11WH1S2 + 92.11WH1S3 + 92.11WH1S4 + 92.11WH1S5 
+ 92.11WH1S6 + 92.11WH1S7 + 92.11WH1S8 + 92.11WH1S9 
+ 92.llWHlSlO + 85.76WH2Sl + 85.76WH2S2 + 85.76WH2S3 
+ 85.76WH2S4 + 85.76WH2S5 + 85.76WH2S6 + 85.76WH2S7 
+ 85.76WH2S8 + 85.76WH2S9 + 85.76WH2S10 + 92.llWHlll 
+ 92.11WH1I2 + 92.11WH1I3 + 92.11WH1I4 + 92.11WH1I5 
+ 92.11WH1I6 + 92.11WH1I7 + 92.11WH118 + 92.11WH1I9 
+ 92.llWHlllO + 85.76WH2Il + 85.76WH2I2 + 85.76WH2I3 
+ 85. 76WH2I4 + 85. 76WH2I5 + 85. 76WH2I6 + 85. 76WH2I7 
+ 85.76WH2I8 + 85.76WH2I9 + 85.76WH2I10 
-WHVRDl = 0 
WHVRD2) 91.87WH1C2 + 91.87WH1C3 + 91.87WH1C4 
+ 91.87WH1C5 + 91.87WH1C6 + 91.87WH1C7 + 91.87WH1C8 
+ 91.87WH1C9 + 91.87WH1C10 + 85.50WH2C2 + 85.50WH2C3 
+ 85.50WH2C4 + 85.50WH2C5 + 85.50WH2C6 + 85.50WH2C7 
+ 85.50WH2C8 + 85.50WH2C9 + 85.50WH2C10 + 81.79WH3C2 
+ 81.79WH3C3 + 81.79WH3C4 + 81.79WH3C5 + 81.79WH3C6 
+ 81.79WH3C7 + 81.79WH3C8 + 81.79WH3C9 + 81.79WH3C10 
+ 94.0lWHlSl + 91.86WH182 + 91.86WH183 + 91.86WH184 
+ 91.86WH185 + 91.86WH186 + 91.86WH187 + 91.86WH188 
+ 91.86WH189 + 91.86WH1810 + 91.85WH2Sl + 85.50WH282 
+ 85.50WH283 + 85.50WH284 + 85.50WH285 + 85.50WH286 
+ 85.50WH287 + 85.50WH288 + 85.50WH289 + 85.50WH2810 
+ 93.95WH1Il + 91.86WH1I2 + 91.86WH1I3 + 91.86WH1I4 
+ 91.86WH1I5 + 91.86WH1I6 + 91.86WH1I7 + 91.86WH1I8 
+ 91.86WH1I9 + 91.86WH1Il0 + 91.58WH2Il + 85.50WH2I2 
+ 85.50WH2I3 + 85.50WH2I4 + 85.50WH2I5 + 85.50WH2I6 
+ 85.50WH2I7 + 85.50WH2I8 + 85.50WH2I9 + 85.50WH2I10 
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+ 43.96WHRLN1 + 43.96WHRLL1 + 43.96WHRLH1 + 24.54WHRAS1 
-WHVRD2 = 0 
WHVRD3) 91.63WH1C3 + 91.63WH1C4 + 91.63WH1C5 
+ 91.63WH1C6 + 91.63WH1C7 + 91.63WH1C8 + 91.63WH1C9 
+ 91.63WH1C10 + 85.15WH2C3 + 85.15WH2C4 + 85.15WH2C5 
+ 85.15WH2C6 + 85.15WH2C7 + 85.15WH2C8 + 85.15WH2C9 
+ 85.15WH2C10 + 82.03WH3C3 + 82.03WH3C4 + 82.03WH3C5 
+ 82.03WH3C6 + 82.03WH3C7 + 82.03WH3C8 + 82.03WH3C9 
+ 82.03WH3C10 + 41.88WH1Sl + 93.97WH182 + 91.57WH183 
+ 91.57WH184 + 91.57WH185 + 91.57WH186 + 91.57WH187 
+ 91.57WH188 + 91.57WH189 + 91.57WH1810 + 48.29WH2Sl 
+ 91.46WH282 + 85.18WH283 + 85.18WH284 + 85.18WH285 
+ 85.18WH286 + 85.18WH287 + 85.18WH288 + 85.18WH289 
+ 85.18WH2810 + 94. 70WH1Il + 93.90WH1I2 + 91.57WH1I3 
+ 91.57WH1I4 + 91.57WH1I5 + 91.57WH1I6 + 91.57WH1I7 
+ 91.57WH1I8 + 91.57WH1I9 + 91.57WH1Il0 + 92.81WH2Il 
+ 91.15WH2I2 + 85.18WH2I3 + 85.18WH2I4 + 85.18WH2I5 
+ 85.18WH2I6 + 85.18WH2I7 + 85.18WH2I8 + 85.18WH2I9 
+ 85.18WH2I10 + 66.71WHRLN1 + 43.96WHRLN2 + 66.71WHRLL1 
+ 43.96WHRLL2 + 66.71WHRLH1 + 43.96WHRLH2 + 43.90WHRAS1 
+ 24.54WHRAS2 
-WHVRD3 = 0 
WHVRD4) 91.34WH1C4 + 91.34WH1C5 + 91.34WH1C6 
+ 91.34WH1C7 + 91.34WH1C8 + 91.34WH1C9 + 91.34WH1C10 
+ 84.83WH2C4 + 84.83WH2C5 + 84.83WH2C6 + 84.83WH2C7 
+ 84.83WH2C8 + 84.83WH2C9 + 84.83WH2C10 + 82.18WH3C4 
+ 82.18WH3C5 + 82.18WH3C6 + 82.18WH3C7 + 82.18WH3C8 
+ 82.18WH3C9 + 82.18WH3C10 + 54.73WH1Sl + 41.67WH1S2 
+ 93.89WH1S3 + 91.28WH1S4 + 91.28WH1S5 + 91.28WH1S6 
+ 91.28WH1S7 + 91.28WH1S8 + 91.28WH1S9 + 91.28WH1S10 
+ 58.87WH2Sl + 47.92WH2S2 + 91.02WH2S3 + 84.80WH2S4 
+ 84.80WH2S5 + 84.80WH2S6 + 84.80WH2S7 + 84.80WH2S8 
+ 84.80WH2S9 + 84.80WH2S10 + 95.03WH1Il + 94.62WH1I2 
+ 93.81WH1I3 + 91.28WH1I4 + 91.28WH1I5 + 91.28WH1I6 
+ 91.28WH1I7 + 91.28WH1I8 + 91.28WH1I9 + 91.28WH1I10 
+ 93.73WH2Il + 92.37WH2I2 + 90.51WH2I3 + 84.80WH2I4 
+ 84.80WH2I5 + 84.80WH2I6 + 84.80WH2I7 + 84.80WH2I8 
+ 84.80WH2I9 + 84.80WH2I10 + 74.92WHRLN1 + 66.71WHRLN2 
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+ 43.96WHRLN3 + 75.41WHRLL1 + 66.71WHRLL2 + 43.96WHRLL3 
+ 75.20WHRLH1 + 66.71WHRLH2 + 43.96WHRLH3 + 52.lOWHRASl 
+ 43.90WHRAS2 + 24.54WHRAS3 
-WHVRD4 = 0 
WHVRD5) 91.10WH1C5 + 91.10WH1C6 + 91.10WH1C7 
+ 91.10WH1C8 + 91.10WH1C9 + 91.lOWHlClO + 84.35WH2C5 
+ 84.35WH2C6 + 84.35WH2C7 + 84.35WH2C8 + 84 .35WH2C9 
+ 84.35WH2C10 + 82.30WH3C5 + 82.30WH3C6 + 82.30WH3C7 
+ 82.30WH3C8 + 82.30WH3C9 + 82.30WH3C10 + 64.40WH1Sl 
+ 54.53WH1S2 + 42 .11WH1S3 + 93.54WH1S4 + 91.02WH1S5 
+ 91.02WH186 + 91.02WH1S7 + 91.02WH1S8 + 91.02WH1S9 
+ 91.02WH1S10 + 66.63WH2Sl + 58.06WH2S2 + 47 .76WH2S3 
+ 90.55WH2S4 + 84.39WH2S5 + 84.39WH2S6 + 84.39WH2S7 
+ 84.39WH2S8 + 84.39WH2S9 + 84.39WH2S10 + 95.38WH1Il 
+ 94.95WH1I2 + 94.57WH1I3 + 93.48WH1I4 + 91.02WH1I5 
+ 91.02WH1I6 + 91.02WH1I7 + 91.02WH1I8 + 91.02WH1I9 
+ 91.02WH1Il0 + 93.95WH2Il + 93.43WH2I2 + 92WH2I3 
+ 90.13WH2I4 + 84.39WH2I5 + 84.39WH2I6 + 84.39WH2I7 
+ 84.39WH2I8 + 84.39WH2I9 + 84.39WH2I10 + 75.66WHRLN1 
+ 74.92WHRLN2 + 66.71WHRLN3 + 43.96WHRLN4 + 78.21WHRLL1 
+ 75.41WHRLL2 + 66.71WHRLL3 + 43.96WHRLL4 + 77.46WHRLH1 
+ 75.20WHRLH2 + 10.01WHRLH3 + 43.96WHRLH4 + 56.39WHRAS1 
+ 52.10WHRAS2 + 43.90WHRAS3 + 24.54WHRAS4 
-WHVRD5 = 0 
WHVRD6) 90.65WH1C6 + 90.65WH1C7 + 90.65WH1C8 
+ 90.65WH1C9 + 90.65WH1C10 + 83.98WH2C6 + 83.98WH2C7 
+ 83.98WH2C8 + 83.98WH2C9 + 83.98WH2C10 + 82.60WH3C6 
+ 82.60WH3C7 + 82.60WH3C8 + 82.60WH3C9 + 82.60WH3C10 
+ 74.47WH1Sl + 67.80'WH1S2 + 5"/.34WH1S3 + 48.61WH1S4 
+ 93. 75WH1S5 + 90.48WH1S6 + 90.48WH1S7 + 90.48WH1S8 
+ 90.48WH1S9 + 90.48WH1S10 + 74.23WH2Sl + 69.32WH2S2 
+ 61.48WH2S3 + 52.90WH2S4 + 90.20WH2S5 + 83.98WH2S6 
+ 83.98WH2S7 + 83.98WH2S8 + 83.98WH2S9 + 83.98WH2S10 
+ 95.64WH1Il + 95.52WH112 + 95.14WH113 + 94.46WH114 
+ 93.63WH115 + 90.48WH116 + 90.48WH1I7 + 90.48WH1I8 
+ 90.48WH1I9 + 90.48WH1I10 + 92.66WH211 + 94.18WH2I2 
+ 93.45WH2I3 + 92.09WH2I4 + 89.83WH2I5 + 83.98WH2I6 
+ 83.98WH2I7 + 83.98WH2I8 + 83.98WH2I9 + 83.98WH2I10 
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+ 74.56WHRLN1 + 75.09WHRLN2 + 75. 79WHRLN3 + 72.44WHRLN4 
+ 58.13WHRLN5 + 79.17WHRLL1 + 78.62WHRLL2 + 77.10WHRLL3 
+ 72.50WHRLL4 + 58.13WHRLL5 + 77.45WHRLH1 + 77.85WHRLH2 
+ 76.81WHRLH3 + 72.49WHRLH4 + 58.13WHRLH5 + 62.20WHRAS1 
+ 58.57WHRAS2 + 55.05WHRAS3 + 48.73WHRAS4 + 36.81WHRAS5 
-WHVRD6 = 0 
WHVRD7) 90.07WH1C7 + 90.07WH1C8 + 90.07WH1C9 
+ 90.07WH1C10 + 83.42WH2C7 + 83.42WH2C8 + 83.42WH2C9 
+ 83.42WH2C10 + 82.56WH3C7 + 82.56WH3C8 + 82.56WH3C9 
+ 82.56WH3C10 + 82.07WH1Sl + 77.54WH1S2 + 72.18WH1S3 
+ 62.88WH1S4 + 53.13WH1S5 + 42.88WH1S6 + 90WH1S7 
+ 90WH1S8 + 90WH1S9 + 90WH1S10 + 80.93WH2Sl 
+ 78.84WH2S2 + 73.83WH2S3 + 70.02WH2S4 + 58.01WH2S5 
+ 31.03WH2S6 + 83.22WH2S7 + 83.22WH2S8 + 83.22WH2S9 
+ 83.22WH2S10 + 94.80WH111 + 95.70WH1I2 + 95.88WH1I3 
+ 95.50WH1I4 + 94.76WH1I5 + 93.16WH1I6 + 90WH1I7 
+ 90WH1I8 + 90WH1I9 + 90WH1I10 + 89.96WH211 
+ 92.41WH2I2 + 93.97WH2I3 + 94.32WH2I4 + 91.47WH2I5 
+ 89.54WH2I6 + 83.22WH2I7 + 83.22WH2I8 + 83.22WH2I9 
+ 83.22WH2Il0 + 74.13WHRLN1 + 74.09WHRLN2 + 74.56WHRLN3 
+ 75.09WHRLN4 + 75.79WHRLN5 + 66.71WHRLN6 + 80.96WHRLL1 
+ 80.48WHRLL2 + 79.l 7WHRLL3 + 78.62WHRLL4 + 77.10WHRLL5 
+ 66.71WHRLL6 + 79.07WHRLH1 + 76.55WHRLH2 + 77.45WHRLH3 
+ 77.85WHRLH4 + 76.81WHRLH5 + 66.71WHRLH6 + 66.0lWHRASl 
+ 64.46WHRAS2 + 62.20WHRAS3 + 58.57WHRAS4 + 55.05WHRAS5 
+ 43.90WHRAS6 
-WHVRD7 = 0 
WHVRD8) 89.74WH1C8 + 89.74WH1C9 + 89.74WH1C10 
+ 82.76WH2C8 + 82.76WH2C9 + 82.76WH2C10 + 83.06WH3C8 
+ 83.06WH3C9 + 83.06WH3C10 + 85.02WH1Sl + 82.45WH1S2 
+ 79.45WH1S3 + 75.53WH1S4 + 69.84WH1S5 + 67.85WH1S6 
+ 40.4 7WH1S7 + 89.65WH1S8 + 89.65WH1S9 + 89.65WH1S10 
+ 83.42WH2Sl + 82.64WH2S2 + 80.29WH283 + 78.56WH2S4 
+ 72.90WH2S5 + 65.54WH2S6 + 27WH2S7 + 82.59WH2S8 
+ 82.59WH2S9 + 82.59WH2S10 + 92.71WH1Il + 94.29WH112 
+ 95.37WH1I3 + 95.94WH1I4 + 95.68WH1I5 + 94.37WH1I6 
+ 92. 77WH1I7 + 89.65WH1I8 + 89.65WH1I9 + 89.65WH1Il0 
+ 87.91WH2Il + 89.85WH2I2 + 91.57WH2I3 + 93.30WH2I4 
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+ 93.67WH2I5 + 91. 76WH2I6 + 88.64WH2I7 + 82.59WH2I8 
+ 82.59WH2I9 + 82.59WH2Il0 + 58.13WHRLN1 + 14.24WHRLN2 
+ 74.13WHRLN3 + 74.09WHRLN4 + 74.56WHRLN5 + 75.66WHRLN6 
+ 66.71WHRLN7 + 58.13WHRLL1 + 14.24WHRLL2 + 80.96WHRLL3 
+ 80.48WHRLIA + 79.17WHRLL5 + 78.21WHRLL6 + 66.71WHRLL7 
+ 58.13WHRLH1 + 14.24WHRLH2 + 79.07WHRLH3 + 76.55WHRLH4 
+ 77.45WHRLH5 + 77.46WHRLH6 + 66.71WHRLH7 + 66.24WHRAS1 
+ 65. 70WHRAS2 + 66.01 WHRAS3 + 64.46WHRAS4 + 62.20WHRAS5 
+ 56.39WHRAS6 + 43.90WHRAS7 
-WHVRD8 = 0 
WHVRD9) 89.40WH1C9 + 89.40WH1C10 + 82.66WH2C9 
+ 82.66WH2C10 + 83.56WH3C9 + 83.56WH3C10 + 91.49WH1Sl 
+ 89.23WH1S2 + 83.06WH1S3 + 81.27WH1S4 + 77.40WH1S5 
+ 80.10WH1S6 + 67.49WH1S7 + 37.78WH1S8 + 89.12WH1S9 
+ 89.12WH1S10 + 90.84WH2Sl + 89.69WH2S2 + 83.32WH2S3 
+ 83.54WH2S4 + 79.88WH2S5 + 78.98WH2S6 + 64.39WH2S7 
+ 21.74WH2S8 + 82.55WH2S9 + 82.55WH2S10 + 81.llWHlll 
+ 77.69WH1I2 + 93.72WH1I3 + 94.89WH1I4 + 95.90WH1I5 
+ 95.48WH1I6 + 93.95WH1I7 + 92.32WH1I8 + 89.12WH1I9 
+ 89.12WH1I10 + 82.84WH2Il + 81.22WH2I2 + 89.16WH2I3 
+ 90.69WH2I4 + 94.21WH2I5 + 93.69WH2I6 + 90.70WH2I7 
+ 87.91WH2I8 + 82.55WH2I9 + 82.55WH2I10 + 75.79WHRLN1 
+ 72.44WHRLN2 + 58.13WHRLN3 + 14.24WHRLN4 + 74.13WHRLN5 
+ 74.25WHRLN6 + 75.66WHRLN7 + 66.71WHRLN8 + 77.lOWHRLLl 
+ 72.50WHRLL2 + 58.13WHRLL3 + 14.24WHRLL4 + 80.96WHRLL5 
+ 80.14WHRLL6 + 78.21WHRLL7 + 66.71WHRLL8 + 76.81WHRLH1 
+ 72.49WHRLH2 + 58.13WHRLH3 + 14.24WHRLH4 + 79.07WHRLH5 
+ 76.83WHRLH6 + 77.46WHRLH7 + 66.71WHRLH8 + 36.81WHRAS1 
+ 14.24WHRAS2 + 66.24WHRAS3 + 65.70WHRAS4 + 66.01WHRAS5 
+ 63.96WHRAS6 + 56.39WHRAS7 + 43.90WHRAS8 
- ,VHVRD9 = 0 
WHVRDlO) 88.97WH1C10 + 82.67WH2C10 + 83.93WH3C10 
+ 64.05WH1Sl + 61.96WH1S2 + 89.54WH1S3 + 87.84WH1S4 
+ 82.34WH1S5 + 84.52WH1S6 + 81.01WH1S7 + 66.66WH1S8 
+ 34.63WH1S9 + 88.82WH1S10 + 64.09WH2Sl + 61.80WH2S2 
+ 90. 73WH2S3 + 90.09WH2S4 + 84.24WH2S5 + 83.89WH2S6 
+ 79.25WH2S7 + 63.67WH2S8 + 22WH2S9 + 88.26WH1Il 
+ 88.11WH1I2 + 79.25WH1I3 + 76.93WH1I4 + 94.58WH1I5 
+ 95.96WH1I6 + 95.16WH1I7 + 93.35WH1I8 + 91.71WH1I9 
+ 88.82WH1I10 + 89.33WH2Il + 89.43WH2I2 + 81.57WH2I3 
+ 79.80WH2I4 + 90.54WH2I5 + 94.31WH216 + 92.70WH2I7 
+ 89.84WH2I8 + 87.52WH2I9 + 87.52WH2I10 + 74.56WHRLN1 
+ 75.09WHRLN2 + 75.79WHRLN3 + 72.44WHRLN4 + 58.13WHRLN5 
+ 74.01WHRLN6 + 74.25WHRLN7 + 75.66WHRLN8 + 66.71WHRLN9 
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+ 79.17WHRLL1 + 
+ 58.13WHRLL5 + 
+ 66.71WHRLL9 + 
+ 72.49WHRLH4 + 
+ 77.46WHRLH8 + 
+ 36.81WHRAS3 + 
+ 63.96WHRAS7 + 




















NJSPDl) 50.63NJ1Cl + 50.63NJ1C2 + 50.63NJ1C3 
66.09WHRAS6 
+ 50.63NJ1C4 + 50.63NJ1C5 + 50.63NJ1C6 + 50.63NJ1C7 
+ 50.63NJ1C8 + 50.63NJ1C9 + 50.63NJ1C10 + 52.90NJ2Cl 
+ 52.90NJ2C2 + 52.90NJ2C3 + 52.90NJ2C4 + 52.90NJ2C5 
+ 52.90NJ2C6 + 52.90NJ2C7 + 52.90NJ2C8 + 52.90NJ2C9 
+ 52.90NJ2C10 + 40.49NJ3Cl + 40.49NJ3C2 + 40.49NJ3C3 
+ 40.49NJ3C4 + 40.49NJ3C5 + 40.49NJ3C6 + 40.49NJ3C7 
+ 40.49NJ3C8 + 40.49NJ3C9 + 40.49NJ3C10 + 52.39NJ1Sl 
+ 52.39NJ1S2 + 52.39NJ1S3 + 52.39NJ1S4 + 52.39NJ1S5 
+ 52.39NJ1S6 + 52.39NJ1S7 + 52.39NJ1S8 + 52.39NJ1S9 
+ 52.39NJ1S10 + 52.39NJ1Il + 52.39NJ1I2 + 52.39NJ1I3 
+ 52.39NJ1I4 + 52.39NJ1I5 + 52.39NJ1I6 + 52.39NJ1I7 
+ 52.39NJ1I8 + 52.39NJ1I9 + 52.39NJ1Il0 
- NJSPDl = 0 
NJSPD2) 50.48NJ1C2 + 50.48NJ1C3 + 50.48NJ1C4 
+ 50.48NJ1C5 + 50.48NJ1C6 + 50.48NJ1C7 + 50.48NJ1C8 
+ 50.48NJ1C9 + 50.48NJ1C10 + 52.92NJ2C2 + 52.92NJ2C3 
+ 52.92NJ2C4 + 52.92NJ2C5 + 52.92NJ2C6 + 52.92NJ2C7 
+ 52.92NJ2C8 + 52.92NJ2C9 + 52.92NJ2C10 + 40.56NJ3C2 
+ 40.56NJ3C3 + 40.56NJ3C4 + 40.56NJ3C5 + 40.56NJ3C6 
+ 40.56NJ3C7 + 40.56NJ3C8 + 40.56NJ3C9 + 40.56NJ3C10 
+ 37.86NJ1Sl + 52.28NJ1S2 + 52.28NJ1S3 + 52.28NJ1S4 
+ 52.28NJ1S5 + 52.28NJ1S6 + 52.28NJ1S7 + 52.28NJ1S8 
+ 52.28NJ1S9 + 52.28NJ1S10 + 37.86NJ1Il + 52.28NJ1I2 
+ 52.28NJ1I3 + 52.28NJ1I4 + 52.28NJ1I5 + 52.28NJ1I6 
+ 52.28NJ1I7 + 52.28NJ1I8 + 52.28NJ1I9 + 52.28NJ1Il0 
- NJSPD2 = 0 
NJSPD3) 50.22NJ1C3 + 50.22NJ1C4 + 50.22NJ1C5 
+ 50.22NJ1C6 + 50.22NJ1C7 + 50.22NJ1C8 + 50.22NJ1C9 
+ 50.22NJ1C10 + 52.99NJ2C3 + 52.99NJ2C4 + 52.99NJ2C5 
+ 52.99NJ2C6 + 52.99NJ2C7 + 52.99NJ2C8 + 52.99NJ2C9 
+ 52.99NJ2C10 + 40.66NJ3C3 + 40.66NJ3C4 + 40.66NJ3C5 
+ 40.66NJ3C6 + 40.66NJ3C7 + 40.66NJ3C8 + 40.66NJ3C9 
+ 40.66NJ3C10 + 38.50NJ1S2 + 51.99NJ1S3 + 51.99NJ1S4 
+ 51.99NJ1S5 + 51.99NJ1S6 + 51.99NJ1S7 + 51.99NJ1S8 
+ 51.99NJ1S9 + 51.99NJ1S10 + 35.53NJ1Il + 38.50NJ1I2 
+ 51.99NJ1I3 + 51.99NJ1I4 + 51.99NJ1I5 + 51.99NJ1I6 
+ 51.99NJ1I7 + 51.99NJ1I8 + 51.99NJ1I9 + 51.99NJ1110 
- NJSPD3 = 0 
NJSPD4) 49.97NJ1C4 + 49.97NJ1C5 + 49.97NJ1C6 
+ 49.97NJ1C7 + 49.97NJ1C8 + 49.97NJ1C9 + 49.97NJ1C10 
+ 53.07NJ2C4 + 53.07NJ2C5 + 53.07NJ2C6 + 53.07NJ2C7 
+ 53.07NJ2C8 + 53.07NJ2C9 + 53.07NJ2C10 + 40.58NJ3C4 
+ 40.58NJ3C5 + 40.58NJ3C6 + 40.58NJ3C7 + 40.58NJ3C8 
+ 40.58NJ3C9 + 40.58NJ3C10 + 38.53NJ1S3 + 51.83NJ1S4 
+ 51.83NJ1S5 + 51.83NJ1S6 + 51.83NJ1S7 + 51.83NJ1S8 
+ 51.83NJ1S9 + 51.83NJ1S10 + 35.60NJ1Il + 36.61NJ1I2 
+ 38.53NJ1I3 + 51.83NJ1I4 + 51.83NJ1I5 + 51.83NJ1I6 
+ 51.83NJ1I7 + 51.83NJ1I8 + 51.83NJ1I9 + 51.83NJ1110 
- NJSPD4 = 0 
NJSPD5) 49. 73NJ1C5 + 49. 73NJ1C6 + 49. 73NJ1C7 
+ 49.73NJ1C8 + 49.73NJ1C9 + 49.73NJ1C10 + 53.16NJ2C5 
+ 53.16NJ2C6 + 53.16NJ2C7 + 53.16NJ2C8 + 53.16NJ2C9 
+ 53.16NJ2C10 + 40.62NJ3C5 + 40.62NJ3C6 + 40.62NJ3C7 
+ 40.62NJ3C8 + 40.62NJ3C9 + 40.62NJ3C10 + 38.57NJ1S4 
+ 51.60NJ1S5 + 51.60NJ1S6 + 51.60NJ1S7 + 51.60NJ1S8 
+ 51.60NJ1S9 + 51.60NJ1S10 + 34.56NJ1Il + 36.48NJ1I2 
+ 36.83NJ1I3 + 38.57NJ1I4 + 51.60NJ1I5 + 51.60NJ1I6 
+ 51.60NJ1I7 + 51.60NJ1I8 + 51.60NJ1I9 + 51.60NJ1110 
- NJSPD5 = 0 
NJSPD6) 49.29NJ1C6 + 49.29NJ1C7 + 49.29NJ1C8 
+ 49.29NJ1C9 + 49.29NJ1C10 + 53.21NJ2C6 + 53.21NJ2C7 
+ 53.21NJ2C8 + 53.21NJ2C9 + 53.21NJ2C10 + 40.95NJ3C6 
+ 40.95NJ3C7 + 40.95NJ3C8 + 40.95NJ3C9 + 40.95NJ3C10 
+ 39.05NJ1S5 + 51.17NJ1S6 + 51.17NJ1S7 + 51.17NJ1S8 
+ 51.17NJ1S9 + 51.17NJ1S10 + 33.02NJ1Il + 34.94NJ1I2 
+ 36.19NJ1I3 + 37.51NJ114 + 39.05NJ1I5 + 51.17NJ1I6 
+ 51.17NJ1I7 + 51.17NJ1I8 + 51.17NJ1I9 + 51.17NJ1I10 
- NJSPD6 = 0 
NJSPD7) 48.85NJ1C7 + 48.85NJ1C8 + 48.85NJ1C9 
+ 48.85NJ1C10 + 53.26NJ2C7 + 53.26NJ2C8 + 53.26NJ2C9 
+ 53.26NJ2C10 + 40.67NJ3C7 + 40.67NJ3C8 + 40.67NJ3C9 
+ 40.67NJ3C10 + 50.82NJ1S7 + 50.82NJ1S8 + 50.82NJ1S9 
+ 50.82NJ1S10 + 31.45NJ1Il + 33.11NJ1I2 + 34.47NJ1I3 
+ 35.95NJ1I4 + 38.06NJ1I5 + 39.63NJ116 + 50.82NJ1I7 
+ 50.82NJ1I8 + 50.82NJ1I9 + 50.82NJ1I10 
- NJSPD7 = 0 
NJSPDB) 48.21NJ1C8 + 48.21NJ1C9 + 48.21NJ1C10 
+ 53.14NJ2C8 + 53.14NJ2C9 + 53.14NJ2C10 + 40.37NJ3C8 
+ 40.37NJ3C9 + 40.37NJ3C10 + 50.50NJ1S8 + 50.50NJ1S9 
+ 50.50NJ1810 + 29.89NJ1Il + 31.82NJ1I2 + 32.94NJ1I3 
+ 34.47NJ1I4 + 36.85NJ1I5 + 39.02NJ1I6 + 39.74NJ1I7 
+ 50.50NJ1I8 + 50.50NJ1I9 + 50.50NJ1Il0 
- NJSPD8 = 0 
NJSPD9) 47.55NJ1C9 + 47.55NJ1C10 + 53.02NJ2C9 
+ 53.02NJ2C10 + 40.36NJ3C9 + 40.36NJ3C10 + 50.06NJ189 
+ 50.06NJ1810 + 31.51NJ1I3 + 32.81NJ1I4 + 35.40NJ1I5 
+ 38.14NJ1I6 + 39.31NJ1I7 + 39.41NJ1I8 + 50.06NJ1I9 
+ 50.06NJ1I10 
- NJSPD9 = 0 
NJSPDlO) 47.03NJ1C10 + 52.84NJ2C10 + 40.41NJ3C10 
+ 49.64NJ1810 + 34.13NJ1I5 + 37.03NJ1I6 + 38.54NJ1I7 
+ 38.93NJ1I8 + 39.22NJ1I9 + 49.64NJ1I10 
- NJSPDlO = 0 
NJBADl) 88.72NJ1Cl + 88.72NJ1C2 + 88.72NJ1C3 
+ 88. 72NJ1C4 + 88. 72NJ1C5 + 88. 72NJ1C6 + 88. 72NJ1C7 
+ 88.72NJ1C8 + 88.72NJ1C9 + 88.72NJ1C10 + 80.89NJ2Cl 
+ 80.89NJ2C2 + 80.89NJ2C3 + 80.89NJ2C4 + 80.89NJ2C5 
+ 80.89NJ2C6 + 80.89NJ2C7 + 80.89NJ2C8 + 80.89NJ2C9 
+ 80.89NJ2C10 + 80.07NJ3Cl + 80.07NJ3C2 + 80.07NJ3C3 
+ 80.07NJ3C4 + 80.07NJ3C5 + 80.07NJ3C6 + 80.07NJ3C7 
+ 80.07NJ3C8 + 80.07NJ3C9 + 80.07NJ3C10 + 67.32NJ4Cl 
+ 67.32NJ4C2 + 67.32NJ4C3 + 67.32NJ4C4 + 67.32NJ4C5 
+ 67.32NJ4C6 + 67.32NJ4C7 + 67.32NJ4C8 + 67.32NJ4C9 
+ 67.32NJ4C10 + 90NJ1Sl + 90NJ182 + 90NJ183 
+ 90NJ184 + 90NJ185 + 90NJ186 + 90NJ187 
+ 90NJ188 + 90NJ189 + 90NJ1810 + 90NJ1Il 
+ 90NJ1I2 + 90NJ1I3 + 90NJ1I4 + 90NJ1I5 
+ 90NJ1I6 + 90NJ1I7 + 90NJ1I8 + 90NJ1I9 
+ 90NJ1Il0 
- NJBADl = 0 
NJBAD2) 92.06NJ1C2 + 92.06NJ1C3 + 92.06NJ1C4 
+ 92.06NJ1C5 + 92.06NJ1C6 + 92.06NJ1C7 + 92.06NJ1C8 
+ 92.06NJ1C9 + 92.06NJ1C10 + 82.46NJ2C2 + 82.46NJ2C3 
+ 82.46NJ2C4 + 82.46NJ2C5 + 82.46NJ2C6 + 82.46NJ2C7 
+ 82.46NJ2C8 + 82.46NJ2C9 + 82.46NJ2C10 + 83.07NJ3C2 
+ 83.07NJ3C3 + 83.07NJ3C4 + 83.07NJ3C5 + 83.07NJ3C6 
+ 83.07NJ3C7 + 83.07NJ3C8 + 83.07NJ3C9 + 83.07NJ3C10 
+ 65.61NJ4C2 + 65.61NJ4C3 + 65.61NJ4C4 + 65.61NJ4C5 
+ 65.61NJ4C6 + 65.61NJ4C7 + 65.61NJ4C8 + 65.61NJ4C9 
+ 65.61NJ4C10 + 65.17NJ1Sl + 92.4'7NJ182 + 92.47NJ183 
+ 92.4 7NJ184 + 92.4 7NJ185 + 92.4 7NJ186 + 92.4 7NJ187 
+ 92.47NJ188 + 92.47NJ189 + 92.47NJ1810 + 65.14NJ1Il 
+ 92.4 7NJ1I2 + 92.4 7NJ1I3 + 92.4 7NJ114 + 92.4 7NJ1I5 
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+ 92.4 7NJ1I6 + 92.4 7NJ1I7 + 92.4 7NJ118 + 92.4 7NJ119 
+ 92.4 7NJ1I10 
- NJBAD2 = 0 
NJBAD3) 90. 76NJ1C3 + 90. 76NJ1C4 + 90. 76NJ1C5 
+ 90. 76NJ1C6 + 90. 76NJ1C7 + 90. 76NJ1C8 + 90. 76NJ1C9 
+ 90.76NJ1C10 + 82.59NJ2C3 + 82.59NJ2C4 + 82.59NJ2C5 
+ 82.59NJ2C6 + 82.59NJ2C7 + 82.59NJ2C8 + 82.59NJ2C9 
+ 82.59NJ2C10 + 83.78NJ3C3 + 83.78NJ3C4 + 83.78NJ3C5 
+ 83. 78NJ3C6 + 83. 78NJ3C7 + 83. 78NJ3C8 + 83. 78NJ3C9 
+ 83.78NJ3C10 + 68.37NJ4C3 + 68.37NJ4C4 + 68.37NJ4C5 
+ 68.37NJ4C6 + 68.37NJ4C7 + 68.37NJ4C8 + 68.37NJ4C9 
+ 68.37NJ4C10 + 63.38NJ1S2 + 90.67NJ1S3 + 90.67NJ1S4 
+ 90.67NJ1S5 + 90.67NJ1S6 + 90.67NJ1S7 + 90.67NJ1S8 
+ 90.67NJ1S9 + 90.67NJ1S10 + 66.94NJ1Il + 63.35NJ112 
+ 90.67NJ1I3 + 90.67NJ114 + 90.67NJ115 + 90.67NJ116 
+ 90.67NJ1I7 + 90.67NJ118 + 90.67NJ119 + 90.67NJ1Il0 
+ 10.0lNJRLNl + 10.0lNJRLLl + 10.0lNJRLHl + 14.lONJRASl 
- NJBAD3 = 0 
NJBAD4) 90.80NJ1C4 + 90.80NJ1C5 + 90.80NJ1C6 
+ 90.80NJ1C7 + 90.80NJ1C8 + 90.80NJ1C9 + 90.80NJ1C10 
+ 83.75NJ2C4 + 83.75NJ2C5 + 83.75NJ2C6 + 83.75NJ2C7 
+ 83.75NJ2C8 + 83.75NJ2C9 + 83.75NJ2C10 + 83.51NJ3C4 
+ 83.51NJ3C5 + 83.51NJ3C6 + 83.51NJ3C7 + 83.51NJ3C8 
+ 83.51NJ3C9 + 83.51NJ3C10 + 70.07NJ4C4 + 70.07NJ4C5 
+ 70.07NJ4C6 + 70.07NJ4C7 + 70.07NJ4C8 + 70.07NJ4C9 
+ 70.07NJ4C10 + 27.06NJ1Sl + 63.89NJ1S3 + 91.57NJ1S4 
+ 91.57NJ1S5 + 91.57NJ1S6 + 91.57NJ1S7 + 91.57NJ1S8 
+ 91.57NJ1S9 + 91.57NJ1S10 + 72.51NJ1Il + 70.63NJ112 
+ 63.86NJ1I3 + 91.57NJ114 + 91.57NJ115 + 91.57NJ116 
+ 91.57NJ117 + 91.57NJ118 + 91.57NJ119 + 91.57NJ1Il0 
+ 38.18NJRLN1 + 10.01NJRLN2 + 37.15NJRLL1 + 10.01NJRLL2 
+ 38.11NJRLH1 + 10.01NJRLH2 + 18.15NJRAS1 + 14.10NJRAS2 
- NJBAD4 = 0 
NJBAD5) 90.47NJ1C5 + 90.47NJ1C6 + 90.47NJ1C7 
+ 90.47NJ1C8 + 90.47NJ1C9 + 90.47NJ1C10 + 84.02NJ2C5 
+ 84.02NJ2C6 + 84.02NJ2C7 + 84.02NJ2C8 + 84.02NJ2C9 
+ 84.02NJ2C10 + 83.09NJ3C5 + 83.09NJ3C6 + 83.09NJ3C7 
+ 83.09NJ3C8 + 83.09NJ3C9 + 83.09NJ3C10 + 70.18NJ4C5 
+ 70.18NJ4C6 + 70.18NJ4C7 + 70.18NJ4C8 + 70.18NJ4C9 
+ 70.18NJ4C10 + 32.08NJ1Sl + 25.83NJ1S2 + 1.30NJ1S3 
+ 61NJ .1S4 + 90.23NJ1S5 + 90.23NJ1S6 + 90.23NJ1S'l 
+ 90.23NJ1S8 + 90.23NJ1S9 + 90.23NJ1S10 + 72.57NJ1Il 
+ 70.38NJ1I2 + 67.94NJ113 + 60.97NJ1I4 + 90.23NJ115 
+ 90.23NJ116 + 90.23NJ117 + 90.23NJ1I8 + 90.23NJ1I9 
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+ 90.23NJ1I10 + 45.0BNJRLNl + 38.18NJRLN2 + 10.01NJRLN3 
+ 47.63NJRLL1 + 37.15NJRLL2 + 10.01NJRLL3 + 47.95NJRLH1 
+ 38.11NJRLH2 + 10.01NJRLH3 + 12.48NJRAS1 + 18.15NJRAS2 
+ 14.10NJRAS3 
- NJBAD5 = 0 
NJBAD6) 91.70NJ1C6 + 91.70NJ1C7 + 91.70NJ1C8 
+ 91.70NJ1C9 + 91.70NJ1C10 + 83.25NJ2C6 + 83.25NJ2C7 
+ 83.25NJ2C8 + 83.25NJ2C9 + 83.25NJ2C10 + 87.04NJ3C6 
+ 87.04NJ3C7 + 87.04NJ3C8 + 87.04NJ3C9 + 87.04NJ3C10 
+ 69.63NJ4C6 + 69.63NJ4C7 + 69.63NJ4C8 + 69.63NJ4C9 
+ 69.63NJ4C10 + 42.78NJ1Sl + 43.14NJ1S2 + 30.33NJ1S3 
+ 23.83NJ1S4 + 60.15NJ1S5 + 89.87NJ1S6 + 89.87NJ1S7 
+ 89.87NJ1S8 + 89.87NJ1S9 + 89.87NJ1S10 + 71.15NJ1Il 
+ 71.42NJ1I2 + 67.40NJ1I3 + 66.12NJ1I4 + 60.12NJ1I5 
+ 89.87NJ1I6 + 89.87NJ1I7 + 89.87NJ1I8 + 89.87NJ1I9 
+ 89.87NJ1Il0 + 49.86NJRLN1 + 45.57NJRLN2 + 44.93NJRLN3 
+ 30.41NJRLN4 + 21.24NJRLN5 + 52.54NJRLL1 + 48.70NJRLL2 
+ 45.73NJRLL3 + 30.30NJRLL4 + 21.24NJRLL5 + 54.BlNJRLHl 
+ 49.44NJRLH2 + 45.30NJRLH3 + 30.34NJRLH4 + 21.24NJRLH5 
+ 24.76NJRAS1 + 5.58NJRAS2 + 23.28NJRAS3 + 22.73NJRAS5 
- NJBAD6 = 0 
NJBAD7) 88.83NJ1C7 + 88.83NJ1C8 + 88.83NJ1C9 
+ 88.83NJ1C10 + 85.38NJ2C7 + 85.38NJ2C8 + 85.38NJ2C9 
+ 85.38NJ2C10 + 88.15NJ3C7 + 88.15NJ3C8 + 88.15NJ3C9 
+ 88.15NJ3C10 + 73.50NJ4C7 + 73.50NJ4C8 + 73.50NJ4C9 
+ 73.50NJ4C10 + 57.70NJ1Sl + 55.91NJ1S2 + 48.16NJ1S3 
+ 39.92NJ1S4 + 23.99NJ1S5 + 88. 76NJ1S7 + 88. 76NJ1S8 
+ 88. 76NJ1S9 + 88. 76NJ1S10 + 70.12NJ1Il + 69.09NJ1I2 
+ 64.63NJ1I3 + 62.28NJ1I4 + 58.69NJ1I5 + 53.25NJ1I6 
+ 88.76NJ1I7 + 88.76NJ1I8 + 88.76NJ1I9 + 88.76NJ1I10 
+ 52.80NJRLN1 + 54.98NJRLN2 + 49.86NJRLN3 + 45 .57NJRLN4 
+ 44 .93NJRLN5 + 10.01NJRLN6 + 52.90NJRLL1 + 36.24NJRLL2 
+ 52.54NJRLL3 + 48. 70NJRLL4 + 45. 73NJRLL5 + 10.01NJRLL6 
+ 52.18NJRLH1 + 58.19NJRLH2 + 54.81NJRLH3 + 49.44NJRLH4 
+ 45.30NJRLH5 + 10.01NJRLH6 + 35.27NJRAS1 + 29.64NJRAS2 
+ 24.76NJRAS3 + 5.58NJRAS4 + 23.28NJRAS5 + 14.10NJRAS6 
- NJBAD7 = 0 
NJBAD8) 86.53NJ1C8 + 86.53NJ1C9 + 86.53NJ1C10 
+ 85.98NJ2C8 + 85.98NJ2C9 + 85.98NJ2C10 + 85.93NJ3C8 
+ 85.93NJ3C9 + 85.93NJ3C10 + 72.54NJ4C8 + 72.54NJ4C9 
+ 72.54NJ4C10 + 63.80NJ1Sl + 61.57NJ1S2 + 54.28NJ1S3 
+ 53.45NJ1S4 + 44.37NJ1S5 + 17.52NJ1S6 + 87.13NJ1S8 
+ 87.13NJ1S9 + 87.13NJ1S10 + 67.02NJ1Il + 65.03NJ1I2 
+ 63.45NJ1I3 + 61.52NJ1I4 + 59.07NJ1I5 + 50.98NJ1I6 
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+ 50.06NJ1I7 + 87.13NJ1I8 + 87.13NJ1I9 + 87.13NJ1I10 
+ 21.24NJRLN1 + 52.80NJRLN3 + 54.98NJRLN4 + 49.86NJRLN5 
+ 45.08NJRLN6 + 10.01NJRLN7 + 21.24NJRLL1 + 52.90NJRLL3 
+ 36.24NJRLL4 + 52.54NJRLL5 + 47.63NJRLL6 + 10.01NJRLL7 
+ 21.24NJRLH1 + 52.18NJRLH3 + 58.19NJRLH4 + 54.81NJRLH5 
+ 47.95NJRLH6 + 10.01NJRLH7 + 47.22NJRAS1 + 40.35NJRAS2 
+ 35.27NJRAS3 + 29.64NJRAS4 + 24. 76NJRAS5 + 12.48NJRAS6 
+ 14.10NJRAS7 
- NJBADB = 0 
NJBAD9) 85.18NJ1C9 + 85.18NJ1C10 + 84.92NJ2C9 
+ 84.92NJ2C10 + 85.69NJ3C9 + 85.69NJ3C10 + 70.59NJ4C9 
+ 70.59NJ4C10 + 36.97NJ1Sl + 42.07NJ182 + 60.91NJ183 
+ 59. 79NJ184 + 52.65NJ185 + 48.89NJ186 + 15.44NJ187 
+ 87.64NJ189 + 87.64NJ1810 + 39.93NJ111 + 37.54NJ1I2 
+ 60.30NJ1I3 + 58.97NJ1I4 + 55.46NJ1I5 + 52.42NJ1I6 
+ 47.14NJ1I7 + 44.86NJ1I8 + 87.64NJ1I9 + 87.64NJ1110 
+ 44.93NJRLN1 + 30.41NJRLN2 + 21.24NJRLN3 + 52.80NJRLN5 
+ 48.86NJRLN6 + 45.08NJRLN7 + 10.01NJRLN8 + 45.73NJRLL1 
+ 30.30NJRLL2 + 21.24NJRLL3 + 52.90NJRLL5 + 51.03NJRLL6 
+ 47.63NJRLL7 + 10.01NJRLL8 + 45.30NJRLH1 + 30.34NJRLH2 
+ 21.24NJRLH3 + 52.18NJRLH5 + 52.79NJRLH6 + 47.95NJRLH7 
+ 10.01NJRLH8 + 22.73NJRAS1 + 47.22NJRAS3 + 40.35NJRAS4 
+ 35.27NJRAS5 + 30.04NJRAS6 + 12.48NJRAS7 + 14.10NJRAS8 
- NJBAD9 = 0 
NJBADlO) 83.35NJ1C10 + 86.50NJ2C10 + 83.55NJ3C10 
+ 73.18NJ4C10 + 15.69NJ1Sl + 21.39NJ182 + 48.68NJ183 
+ 52.12NJ184 + 60.78NJ185 + 57.11NJ186 + 42.47NJ187 
+ 16.34NJ188 + 85.15NJ1810 + 59.26NJ111 + 54.38NJ1I2 
+ 32.36NJ1I3 + 22.58NJ1I4 + 55.34NJ1I5 + 47.22NJ1I6 
+ 47.07NJ1I7 + 44.58NJ1I8 + 41.42NJ1I9 + 85.15NJ1110 
+ 49.86NJRLN1 + 45.57NJRLN2 + 44.93NJRLN3 + 30.41NJRLN4 
+ 21.24NJRLN5 + 52.29NJRLN6 + 48.86NJRLN7 + 45.08NJRLN8 
+ 10.01NJRLN9 + 52.54NJRLL1 + 48. 70NJRLL2 + 45. 73NJRLL3 
+ 30.30NJRLL4 + 21.24NJRLL5 + 53.01NJRLL6 + 51.03NJRLL7 
+ 47.63NJRLL8 + 10.01NJRLL9 + 54.81NJRLH1 + 49.44NJRLH2 
+ 45.30NJRLH3 + 30.34NJRLH4 + 21.24NJRLH5 + 57.39NJRLH6 
+ 52.79NJRLH7 + 47.95NJRLH8 + 10.01NJRLH9 + 23.28NJRAS1 
+ 22.73NJRAS3 + 47.22NJRAS5 + 41.51NJRAS6 + 30.04NJRAS7 
+ 12.48NJRAS8 + 14.10NJRAS9 
- NJBADlO = 0 
NJVRDl) 89.56NJ1Cl + 89.56NJ1C2 + 89.56NJ1C3 
+ 89.56NJ1C4 + 89.56NJ1C5 + 89.56NJ1C6 + 89.56NJ1C7 
+ 89.56NJ1C8 + 89.56NJ1C9 + 89.56NJ1C10 + 86.87NJ2Cl 
+ 86.87NJ2C2 + 86.87NJ2C3 + 86.87NJ2C4 + 86.87NJ2C5 
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+ 86.87NJ2C6 + 86.87NJ2C7 + 86.87NJ2C8 + 86.87NJ2C9 
+ 86.87NJ2C10 + 86NJ3Cl + 86NJ3C2 + 86NJ3C3 
+ 86NJ3C4 + 86NJ3C5 + 86NJ3C6 + 86NJ3C7 
+ 86NJ3C8 + 86NJ3C9 + 86NJ3C10 + 73.64NJ4Cl 
+ 73.64NJ4C2 + 73.64NJ4C3 + 73.64NJ4C4 + 73.64NJ4C5 
+ 73.64NJ4C6 + 73.64NJ4C7 + 73.64NJ4C8 + 73.64NJ4C9 
+ 73.64NJ4C10 + 89.81NJ1Sl + 89.81NJ1S2 + 89.81NJ1S3 
+ 89.81NJ1S4 + 89.81NJ1S5 + 89.81NJ1S6 + 89.81NJ1S7 
+ 89.81NJ1S8 + 89.81NJ1S9 + 89.81NJ1S10 + 89.81NJ1Il 
+ 89.81NJ1I2 + 89.81NJ1I3 + 89.81NJ1I4 + 89.81NJ1I5 
+ 89.81NJ1I6 + 89.81NJ1I7 + 89.81NJ1I8 + 89.81NJ1I9 
+ 89.81NJ1Il0 
-NJVRDl=O 
NJVRD2) 89.29NJ1C2 + 89.29NJ1C3 + 89.29NJ1C4 
+ 89.29NJ1C5 + 89.29NJ1C6 + 89.29NJ1C7 + 89.29NJ1C8 
+ 89.29NJ1C9 + 89.29NJ1C10 + 86.58NJ2C2 + 86.58NJ2C3 
+ 86.58NJ2C4 + 86.58NJ2C5 + 86.58NJ2C6 + 86.58NJ2C7 
+ 86.58NJ2C8 + 86.58NJ2C9 + 86.58NJ2C10 + 86.08NJ3C2 
+ 86.08NJ3C3 + 86.08NJ3C4 + 86.08NJ3C5 + 86.08NJ3C6 
+ 86.08NJ3C7 + 86.08NJ3C8 + 86.08NJ3C9 + 86.08NJ3C10 
+ 73.37NJ4C2 + 73.37NJ4C3 + 73.37NJ4C4 + 73.37NJ4C5 
+ 73.37NJ4C6 + 73.37NJ4C7 + 73.37NJ4C8 + 73.37NJ4C9 
+ 73.37NJ4C10 + 91.95NJ1Sl + 89.65NJ1S2 + 89.65NJ1S3 
+ 89.65NJ1S4 + 89.65NJ1S5 + 89.65NJ1S6 + 89.65NJ1S7 
+ 89.65NJ1S8 + 89.65NJ1S9 + 89.65NJ1S10 + 91.81NJ1Il 
+ 89.65NJ1I2 + 89.65NJ1I3 + 89.65NJ1I4 + 89.65NJ1I5 
+ 89.65NJ1I6 + 89.65NJ1I7 + 89.65NJ1I8 + 89.65NJ1I9 
+ 89.65NJ1I10 + 43.96NJRLN1 + 43.96NJRLL1 + 43.96NJRLH1 
+ 24.54NJRAS1 
- NJVRD2 = 0 
NJVRD3) 89.01NJ1C3 + 89.01NJ1C4 + 89.01NJ1C5 
+ 89.01NJ1C6 + 89.01NJ1C7 + 89.01NJ1C8 + 89.01NJ1C9 
+ 89.0lNJlClO + 86.12NJ2C3 + 86.12NJ2C4 + 86.12NJ2C5 
+ 86.12NJ2C6 + 86.12NJ2C7 + 86.12NJ2C8 + 86.12NJ2C9 
+ 86.12NJ2C10 + 86.01NJ3C3 + 86.01NJ3C4 + 86.01NJ3C5 
+ 86.01NJ3C6 + 86.01NJ3C7 + 86.01NJ3C8 + 86.01NJ3C9 
+ 86.01NJ3C10 + 72.28NJ4C3 + 72.28NJ4C4 + 72.28NJ4C5 
+ 72.28NJ4C6 + 72.28NJ4C7 + 72.28NJ4C8 + 72.28NJ4C9 
+ 72.28NJ4C10 + 47.93NJ1Sl + 91.57NJ1S2 + 89.31NJ1S3 
+ 89.31NJ1S4 + 89.31NJ1S5 + 89.31NJ1S6 + 89.31NJ1S7 
+ 89.31NJ1S8 + 89.31NJ-1S9 + 89.31NJ1S10 + 93.08NJ111 
+ 91.38NJ1I2 + 89.31NJ1I3 + 89.31NJ1I4 + 89.31NJ1I5 
+ 89.31NJ1I6 + 89.31NJ1I7 + 89.31NJ1I8 + 89.31NJ1I9 
+ 89.31NJ1I10 + 66.71NJRLN1 + 43.96NJRLN2 + 66.71NJRLL1 
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+ 43.96NJRLL2 + 66. 71NJRLH1 + 43.96NJRLH2 + 43.90NJRAS1 
+ 24.54NJRAS2 
- NJVRD3 = 0 
NJVRD4) 88.50NJ1C4 + 88.50NJ1C5 + 88.50NJ1C6 
+ 88.50NJ1C7 + 88.50NJ1C8 + 88.50NJ1C9 + 88.50NJ1C10 
+ 85. 72NJ2C4 + 85. 72NJ2C5 + 85. 72NJ2C6 + 85. 72NJ2C7 
+ 85.72NJ2C8 + 85.72NJ2C9 + 85.72NJ2C10 + 85.86NJ3C4 
+ 85.86NJ3C5 + 85.86NJ3C6 + 85.86NJ3C7 + 85.86NJ3C8 
+ 85.86NJ3C9 + 85.86NJ3C10 + 71.41NJ4C4 + 71.41NJ4C5 
+ 71.41NJ4C6 + 71.41NJ4C7 + 71.41NJ4C8 + 71.41NJ4C9 
+ 71.41NJ4C10 + 59.51NJ1Sl + 47.69NJ1S2 + 91.19NJ1S3 
+ 88.97NJ1S4 + 88.97NJ1S5 + 88.97NJ1S6 + 88.97NJ1S7 
+ 88.97NJ1S8 + 88.97NJ1S9 + 88.97NJ1S10 + 94.06NJ1Il 
+ 92. 77NJ112 + 90.90NJ113 + 88.97NJ114 + 88.97NJ115 
+ 88.97NJ116 + 88.97NJ117 + 88.97NJ1I8 + 88.97NJ119 
+ 88.97NJ1110 + 74.92NJRLN1 + 66.71NJRLN2 + 43.96NJRLN3 
+ 75.41NJRLL1 + 66.71NJRLL2 + 43.96NJRLL3 + 75.20NJRLH1 
+ 66.71NJRLH2 + 43.96NJRLH3 + 52.lONJRASl + 43.90NJRAS2 
+ 24.54NJRAS3 
- NJVRD4 = 0 
NJVRD5) 88.32NJ1C5 + 88.32NJ1C6 + 88.32NJ1C7 
+ 88.32NJ1C8 + 88.32NJ1C9 + 88.32NJ1C10 + 85.18NJ2C5 
+ 85.18NJ2C6 + 85.18NJ2C7 + 85.18NJ2C8 + 85.18NJ2C9 
+ 85.18NJ2C10 + 85.79NJ3C5 + 85.79NJ3C6 + 85.79NJ3C7 
+ 85.79NJ3C8 + 85.79NJ3C9 + 85.79NJ3C10 + 71.44NJ4C5 
+ 71.44NJ4C6 + 71.44NJ4C7 + 71.44NJ4C8 + 71.44NJ4C9 
+ 71.44NJ4C10 + 67.0lNJlSl + 59.18NJ1S2 + 47.41NJ1S3 
+ 90.86NJ1S4 + 88.57NJ1S5 + 88.57NJ1S6 + 88.57NJ1S7 
+ 88.57NJ1S8 + 88.57NJ1S9 + 88.57NJ1S10 + 94.59NJ1Il 
+ 93.84NJ1I2 + 92.29NJ1I3 + 90.64NJ1I4 + 88.57NJ1I5 
+ 88.57NJ116 + 88.57NJ1I7 + 88.57NJ1I8 + 88.57NJ119 
+ 88.57NJ1110 + 75.66NJRLN1 + 74.92NJRLN2 + 66.71NJRLN3 
+ 43.96NJRLN4 + 78.21NJRLL1 + 75.41NJRLL2 + 66. 71NJRLL3 
+ 43.96NJRLL4 + 77.46NJRLH1 + 75.20NJRLH2 + 10.01NJRLH3 
+ 43 .96NJRLH4 + 56.39NJRAS1 + 52.10NJRAS2 + 43.90NJRAS3 
+ 24.54NJRAS4 
-NJVRD5=0 
NJVRD6) 87.73NJ1C6 + 87.73NJ1C7 + 87.73NJ1C8 
+ 87.73NJ1C9 + 87.73NJ1C10 + 84.74NJ2C6 + 84.74NJ2C7 
+ 84.74NJ2C8 + 84.74NJ2C9 + 84.74NJ2C10 + 85.72NJ3C6 
+ 85.72NJ3C'7 + 85.72NJ3C8 + 85.72NJ3C9 + 85.72NJ3C10 
+ 71.28NJ4C6 + 71.28NJ4C7 + 71.28NJ4C8 + 71.28NJ4C9 
+ 71.28NJ4C10 + 75.72NJ1Sl + 70.67NJ1S2 + 62.43NJ1S3 
+ 52.95NJ1S4 + 90.78NJ1S5 + 87.76NJ1S6 + 87.76NJ1S7 
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+ 87.76NJ188 + 87.76NJ189 + 87.76NJ1810 + 94.lONJlll 
+ 94.92NJ1I2 + 93.75NJ1I3 + 92.39NJ1I4 + 90.46NJ1I5 
+ 87.76NJ1I6 + 87.76NJ1I7 + 87.76NJ1I8 + 87.76NJ1I9 
+ 87.76NJ1Il0 + 74.56NJRLN1 + 75.09NJRLN2 + 75.79NJRLN3 
+ 72.44NJRLN4 + 58.13NJRLN5 + 79.17NJRLL1 + 78.62NJRLL2 
+ 77.10NJRLL3 + 72.50NJRLL4 + 58.13NJRLL5 + 77.45NJRLH1 
+ 77.85NJRLH2 + 76.81NJRLH3 + 72.49NJRLH4 + 58.13NJRLH5 
+ 62.20NJRAS1 + 58.57NJRAS2 + 55.05NJRAS3 + 48. 73NJRAS4 
+ 36.81NJRAS5 
- NJVRD6 = 0 
NJVRD7) 86.95NJ1C7 + 86.95NJ1C8 + 86.95NJ1C9 
+ 86.95NJ1C10 + 84.22NJ2C7 + 84.22NJ2C8 + 84.22NJ2C9 
+ 84.22NJ2C10 + 85.42NJ3C7 + 85.42NJ3C8 + 85.42NJ3C9 
+ 85.42NJ3C10 + 71.37NJ4C7 + 71.37NJ4C8 + 71.37NJ4C9 
+ 71.37NJ4C10 + 81.49NJ1Sl + 79.70NJ182 + 75.22NJ183 
+ 69.75NJ184 + 57.86NJ185 + 21.93NJ186 + 87.02NJ187 
+ 87.02NJ188 + 87.02NJ189 + 87.02NJ1S10 + 91.97NJ1Il 
+ 93.83NJ1I2 + 95.01NJ1I3 + 94.37NJ1I4 + 92.78NJ1I5 
+ 90.15NJ1I6 + 87.02NJ1I7 + 87.02NJ1I8 + 87.02NJ1I9 
+ 87.02NJ1Il0 + 74.13NJRLN1 + 74.09NJRLN2 + 74.56NJRLN3 
+ 75.09NJRLN4 + 75.79NJRLN5 + 66.71NJRLN6 + 80.96NJRLL1 
+ 80.48NJRLL2 + 79.17NJRLL3 + 78.62NJRLL4 + 77.10NJRLL5 
+ 66.71NJRLL6 + 79.07NJRLH1 + 76.55NJRLH2 + 77.45NJRLH3 
+ 77.85NJRLH4 + 76.81NJRLH5 + 66.71NJRLH6 + 66.0lNJRASl 
+ 64.46NJRAS2 + 62.20NJRAS3 + 58.57NJRAS4 + 55.05NJRAS5 
+ 43 .90NJRAS6 
- NJVRD7 = 0 
NJVRDB) 86.30NJ1C8 + 86.30NJ1C9 + 86.30NJ1C10 
+ 83.88NJ2C8 + 83.88NJ2C9 + 83.88NJ2C10 + 85.13NJ3C8 
+ 85.13NJ3C9 + 85.13NJ3C10 + 71.40NJ4C8 + 71.40NJ4C9 
+ 71.40NJ4C10 + 83.76NJ1Sl + 83.57NJ182 + 81.24NJ183 
+ 79.50NJ184 + 74. 72NJ185 + 63.80NJ1S6 + 31.24NJ187 
+ 86.35NJ188 + 86.35NJ189 + 86.35NJ1S10 + 89.84NJ1Il 
+ 91.60NJ1I2 + 93.32NJ1I3 + 94. 70NJ1I4 + 94.90NJ1I5 
+ 92.03NJ1I6 + 89.57NJ1I7 + 86.35NJ1I8 + 86.35NJ1I9 
+ 86.35NJ1Il0 + 58.13NJRLN1 + 14.24NJRLN2 + 74.13NJRLN3 
+ 74.09NJRLN4 + 74.56NJRLN5 + 75.66NJRLN6 + 66.71NJRLN7 
+ 58.13NJRLL1 + 14.24NJRLL2 + 80.96NJRLL3 + 80.48NJRLL4 
+ 79.17NJRLL5 + 78.21NJRLL6 + 66.71NJRLL7 + 58.13NJRLH1 
+ 14.24NJRLH2 + 79.07NJRLH3 + 76.55NJRLH4 + 77.45NJRLH5 
+ 77.46NJRLH6 + 66.71NJRLH7 + 66.24NJRAS1 + 65.70NJRAS2 




NJVRD9) 85.74NJ1C9 + 85.74NJ1C10 + 83.57NJ2C9 
+ 83.57NJ2C10 + 84.50NJ3C9 + 84.50NJ3C10 + 70.83NJ4C9 
+ 70.83NJ4C10 + 90.27NJ1Sl + 91.05NJ1S2 + 84.18NJ1S3 
+ 84.14NJ1S4 + 81.38NJ1S5 + 79.80NJ1S6 + 64.82NJ1S7 
+ 30.55NJ1S8 + 86NJ1S9 + 86NJ1S10 + 82.97NJ1Il 
+ 80.68NJ112 + 90.99NJ113 + 92.50NJ114 + 94.74NJ115 
+ 94.03NJ116 + 91.39NJ117 + 89.19NJ118 + 86NJ119 
+ 86NJ1Il0 + 75.79NJRLN1 + 72.44NJRLN2 + 58.13NJRLN3 
+ 14.24NJRLN4 + 74.13NJRLN5 + 74.25NJRLN6 + 75.66NJRLN7 
+ 66.71NJRLN8 + 77.lONJRLLl + 72.50NJRLL2 + 58.13NJRLL3 
+ 14.24NJRLL4 + 80.96NJRLL5 + 80.14NJRLL6 + 78.21NJRLL7 
+ 66.71NJRLL8 + 76.81NJRLH1 + 72.49NJRLH2 + 58.13NJRLH3 
+ 14.24NJRLH4 + 79.07NJRLH5 + 76.83NJRLH6 + 77.46NJRLH7 
+ 66.71NJRLH8 + 36.81NJRAS1 + 14.24NJRAS2 + 66.24NJRAS3 
+ 65.70NJRAS4 + 66.01NJRAS5 + 63.96NJRAS6 + 56.39NJRAS7 
+ 43.90NJRAS8 
- NJVRD9 = 0 
NJVRDlO) 85.54NJ1C10 + 83.60NJ2C10 + 84.4 7NJ3C10 
+ 70.61NJ4C10 + 64.05NJ1Sl + 61.62NJ1S2 + 91.40NJ1S3 
+ 91.24NJ1S4 + 84. 77NJ1S5 + 84.50NJ1S6 + 78.37NJ1S7 
+ 64.46NJ1S8 + 22.52NJ1S9 + 85.68NJ1S10 + 90.02NJ1Il 
+ 88.60NJ112 + 82NJ113 + 80.10NJ114 + 92.50NJ115 
+ 95.33NJ116 + 93.27NJ117 + 90.86NJ1I8 + 89.12NJ119 
+ 85.68NJ1Il0 + 74.56NJRLN1 + 75.09NJRLN2 + 75.79NJRLN3 
+ 72.44NJRLN4 + 58.13NJRLN5 + 74.01NJRLN6 + 74.25NJRLN7 
+ 75.66NJRLN8 + 66. 71NJRLN9 + 79.17NJRLL1 + 78.62NJRLL2 
+ 77.10NJRLL3 + 72.50NJRLL4 + 58.13NJRLL5 + 81.21NJRLL6 
+ 80.14NJRLL7 + 78.21NJRLL8 + 66.71NJRLL9 + 77.45NJRLH1 
+ 77.85NJRLH2 + 76.81NJRLH3 + 72.49NJRLH4 + 58.13NJRLH5 
+ 79.46NJRLH6 + 76.83NJRLH7 + 77.46NJRLH8 + 66.71NJRLH9 
+ 55.05NJRAS1 + 48.73NJRAS2 + 36.81NJRAS3 + 14.24NJRAS4 
+ 66.24NJRAS5 + 66.09NJRAS6 + 63.96NJRAS7 + 56.39NJRAS8 
+ 43.90NJRAS9 
- NJVRDlO = 0 
SJSPDl) 50.81SJ1Cl + 50.81SJ1C2 + 50.81SJ1C3 
+ 50.81SJ1C4 + 50.81SJ1C5 + 50.81SJ1C6 + 50.81SJ1C7 
+ 50.81SJ1C8 + 50.81SJ1C9 + 50.81SJ1C10 + 38.30SJ2Cl 
+ 38.30SJ2C2 + 38.30SJ2C3 + 38.30SJ2C4 + 38.30SJ2C5 
+ 38.30SJ2C6 + 38.30SJ2C7 + 38.30SJ2C8 + 38.30SJ2C9 
+ 38.30SJ2C10 + 41.82SJ3Cl + 41.82SJ3C2 + 41.82SJ3C3 
+ 41.82SJ3C4 + 41.82SJ3C5 + 41.82SJ3C6 + 41.82SJ3C7 
+ 41.82SJ3C8 + 41.82SJ3C9 + 41.82SJ3C10 + 32.08SJ4Cl 
+ 32.08SJ4C2 + 32.08SJ4C3 + 32.08SJ4C4 + 32.08SJ4C5 
+ 32.08SJ4C6 + 32.08SJ4C7 + 32.08SJ4C8 + 32.08SJ4C9 
+ 32.08SJ4C10 + 36.51SJ5Cl + 36.51SJ5C2 + 36.51SJ5C3 
+ 36.51SJ5C4 + 36.51SJ5C5 + 36.51SJ5C6 + 36.51SJ5C7 
+ 36.51SJ5C8 + 36.51SJ5C9 + 36.51SJ5C10 + 51.63SJ1Sl 
+ 51.63SJ1S2 + 51.63SJ1S3 + 51.63SJ1S4 + 51.63SJ1S5 
+ 51.63SJ1S6 + 51.63SJ1S7 + 51.63SJ1S8 + 51.63SJ1S9 
+ 51.63SJ1S10 + 45.69SJ3Sl + 45.69SJ3S2 + 45.69SJ3S3 
+ 45.69SJ3S4 + 45.69SJ3S5 + 45.69SJ3S6 + 45.69SJ3S7 
+ 45.69SJ3S8 + 45.69SJ3S9 + 45.69SJ3S10 + 32.96SJ4Sl 
+ 32.96SJ4S2 + 32.96SJ4S3 + 32.96SJ4S4 + 32.96SJ4S5 
+ 32.96SJ4S6 + 32.96SJ4S7 + 32.96SJ4S8 + 32.96SJ4S9 
+ 32.96SJ4S10 + 51.63SJ1Il + 51.63SJ1I2 + 51.63SJ1I3 
+ 51.63SJ1I4 + 51.63SJ115 + 51.63SJ116 + 51.63SJ1I7 
+ 51.63SJ1I8 + 51.63SJ119 + 51.63SJ1Il0 + 45.69SJ3Il 
+ 45.69SJ312 + 45.69SJ3I3 + 45.69SJ314 + 45.69SJ315 
+ 45.69SJ316 + 45.69SJ317 + 45.69SJ318 + 45.69SJ3I9 
+ 45.69SJ3Il0 + 32.96SJ4Il + 32.96SJ412 + 32.96SJ4I3 
+ 32.96SJ414 + 32.96SJ415 + 32.96SJ4I6 + 32.96SJ417 
+ 32.96SJ418 + 32.96SJ4I9 + 32.96SJ4Il0 
- SJSPDl = 0 
SJSPD2) 50.10SJ1C2 + 50.10SJ1C3 + 50.10SJ1C4 
+ 50.10SJ1C5 + 50.10SJ1C6 + 50.10SJ1C7 + 50.10SJ1C8 
+ 50.10SJ1C9 + 50.lOSJlClO + 38.40SJ2C2 + 38.40SJ2C3 
+ 38.40SJ2C4 + 38.40SJ2C5 + 38.40SJ2C6 + 38.40SJ2C7 
+ 38.40SJ2C8 + 38.40SJ2C9 + 38.40SJ2C10 + 42.56SJ3C2 
+ 42.56SJ3C3 + 42.56SJ3C4 + 42.56SJ3C5 + 42.56SJ3C6 
+ 42.56SJ3C7 + 42.56SJ3C8 + 42.56SJ3C9 + 42.56SJ3C10 
+ 32.29SJ4C2 + 32.29SJ4C3 + 32.29SJ4C4 + 32.29SJ4C5 
+ 32.29SJ4C6 + 32.29SJ4C7 + 32.29SJ4C8 + 32.29SJ4C9 
+ 32.29SJ4C10 + 36.66SJ5C2 + 36.66SJ5C3 + 36.66SJ5C4 
+ 36.66SJ5C5 + 36.66SJ5C6 + 36.66SJ5C7 + 36.66SJ5C8 
+ 36.66SJ5C9 + 36.66SJ5C10 + 55.43SJ1Sl + 50.94SJ1S2 
+ 50.94SJ1S3 + 50.94SJ1S4 + 50.94SJ1S5 + 50.94SJ1S6 
+ 50.94SJ1S7 + 50.94SJ1S8 + 50.94SJ1S9 + 50.94SJ1S10 
+ 25.28SJ3Sl + 46.65SJ3S2 + 46.65SJ3S3 + 46.65SJ3S4 
+ 46.65SJ3S5 + 46.65SJ3S6 + 46.65SJ3S7 + 46 .65SJ3S8 
+ 46.65SJ3S9 + 46.65SJ3S10 + 14.69SJ4Sl + 33.24SJ4S2 
+ 33.24SJ4S3 + 33.24SJ4S4 + 33.24SJ4S5 + 33.24SJ4S6 
+ 33.24SJ4S7 + 33.24SJ4S8 + 33.24SJ4S9 + 33.24SJ4S10 
+ 55.43SJ1Il + 50.94SJ112 + 50.94SJ113 + 50.94SJ1I4 
+ 50.94SJ1I5 + 50.94SJ116 + 50.94SJ1I7 + 50.94SJ118 
+ 50.94SJ1I9 + 50.94SJ1Il0 + 25.28SJ3Il + 46.65SJ312 
+ 46.65SJ3I3 + 46.65SJ314 + 46.65SJ315 + 46.65SJ3I6 
+ 46.65SJ317 + 46.65SJ318 + 46.65SJ319 + 46.65SJ3Il0 
+ 14.69SJ4Il + 33.24SJ412 + 33.24SJ4I3 + 33.24SJ414 
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+ 33.24SJ4I5 + 33.24SJ4I6 + 33.24SJ4I7 + 33.24SJ4I8 
+ 33.24SJ4I9 + 33.24SJ4Il0 
- SJSPD2 = 0 
SJSPD3) 49.48SJ1C3 + 49.48SJ1C4 + 49.48SJ1C5 
+ 49.48SJ1C6 + 49.48SJ1C7 + 49.48SJ1C8 + 49.48SJ1C9 
+ 49.48SJ1C10 + 38.51SJ2C3 + 38.51SJ2C4 + 38.51SJ2C5 
+ 38.51SJ2C6 + 38.51SJ2C7 + 38.51SJ2C8 + 38.51SJ2C9 
+ 38.51SJ2C10 + 43.27SJ3C3 + 43.27SJ3C4 + 43.27SJ3C5 
+ 43.27SJ3C6 + 43.27SJ3C7 + 43.27SJ3C8 + 43.27SJ3C9 
+ 43.27SJ3C10 + 32.48SJ4C3 + 32.48SJ4C4 + 32.48SJ4C5 
+ 32.48SJ4C6 + 32.48SJ4C7 + 32.48SJ4C8 + 32.48SJ4C9 
+ 32.48SJ4C10 + 37.64SJ5C3 + 37.64SJ5C4 + 37.64SJ5C5 
+ 37.64SJ5C6 + 37.64SJ5C7 + 37.64SJ5C8 + 37.64SJ5C9 
+ 37.64SJ5C10 + 55.12SJ1S2 + 50.15SJ1S3 + 50.15SJ1S4 
+ 50.15SJ1S5 + 50.15SJ1S6 + 50.15SJ1S7 + 50.15SJ1S8 
+ 50.15SJ1S9 + 50.15SJ1S10 + 25.63SJ3S2 + 47.15SJ3S3 
+ 47.15SJ384 + 47.15SJ3S5 + 47.15SJ3S6 + 47.15SJ3S7 
+ 47.15SJ3S8 + 47.15SJ3S9 + 47.15SJ3S10 + 14.72SJ4S2 
+ 33.52SJ4S3 + 33.52SJ4S4 + 33.52SJ4S5 + 33.52SJ4S6 
+ 33.52SJ4S7 + 33.52SJ4S8 + 33.52SJ4S9 + 33.52SJ4S10 
+ 52.73SJ1Il + 55.12SJ1I2 + 50.15SJ1I3 + 50.15SJ1I4 
+ 50.15SJ1I5 + 50.15SJ1I6 + 50.15SJ1I7 + 50.15SJ1I8 
+ 50.15SJ1I9 + 50.15SJ1Il0 + 23.06SJ3Il + 25.63SJ3I2 
+ 47.15SJ3I3 + 47.15SJ3I4 + 47.15SJ3I5 + 47.15SJ3I6 
+ 47.15SJ3I7 + 47.15SJ3I8 + 47.15SJ3I9 + 47.15SJ3Il0 
+ 13.25SJ4Il + 14. 72SJ4I2 + 33.52SJ4I3 + 33.52SJ4I4 
+ 33.52SJ4I5 + 33.52SJ4I6 + 33.52SJ4I7 + 33.52SJ4I8 
+ 33.52SJ4I9 + 33.52SJ4Il0 
- SJSPD3 = 0 
SJSPD4) 48.80SJ1C4 + 48.80SJ1C5 + 48.80SJ1C6 
+ 48.80SJ1C7 + 48.80SJ1C8 + 48.80SJ1C9 + 48.80SJ1C10 
+ 38 .84SJ2C4 + 38.84SJ2C5 + 38.84SJ2C6 + 38.84SJ2C7 
+ 38.84SJ2C8 + 38.84SJ2C9 + 38.84SJ2C10 + 43.77SJ3C4 
+ 43.77SJ3C5 + 43.77SJ3C6 + 43.77SJ3C7 + 43.77SJ3C8 
+ 43.77SJ3C9 + 43.77SJ3C10 + 32.83SJ4C4 + 32.83SJ4C5 
+ 32.83SJ4C6 + 32.83SJ4C7 + 32.83SJ4C8 + 32.83SJ4C9 
+ 32.83SJ4C10 + 38.58SJ5C4 + 38.58SJ5C5 + 38.58SJ5C6 
+ 38.58SJ5C7 + 38.58SJ5C8 + 38.58SJ5C9 + 38.58SJ5C10 
+ 54.67SJ1S3 + 49.50SJ184 + 49.50SJ1S5 + 49.50SJ1S6 
+ 49.50SJ1S7 + 49.50SJ1S8 + 49.50SJ1S9 + 49.50SJ1S10 
+ 26SJ3S3 + 47.64SJ3S4 + 47.64SJ3S5 + 47.64SJ3S6 
+ 47.64SJ3S7 + 47.64SJ3S8 + 47.64SJ3S9 + 47.64SJ3S10 
+ 14.94SJ4S3 + 33.68SJ4S4 + 33.68SJ4S5 + 33.68SJ4S6 
+ 33.68SJ4S7 + 33.68SJ4S8 + 33.68SJ4S9 + 33.68SJ4S10 
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+ 52.62SJ1Il + 52.99SJ1I2 + 53.89SJ1I3 + 49.50SJU4 
+ 49.50SJU5 + 49.50SJ1I6 + 49.50SJ1I7 + 49.50SJ1I8 
+ 49.50SJ1I9 + 49.50SJ1Il0 + 23.49SJ3Il + 23.25SJ312 
+ 26SJ313 + 47.64SJ314 + 47.64SJ315 + 47.64SJ316 
+ 47.64SJ317 + 47.64SJ318 + 47.64SJ319 + 47.64SJ3110 
+ 12.98SJ411 + 13.25SJ412 + 14.94SJ413 + 33.68SJ414 
+ 33.68SJ415 + 33.68SJ416 + 33.68SJ417 + 33.68SJ418 
+ 33.68SJ419 + 33.68SJ4I10 
- SJSPD4 = 0 
SJSPD5) 48.17SJ1C5 + 48.17SJ1C6 + 48.17SJ1C7 
+ 48.17SJ1C8 + 48.l 7SJ1C9 + 48.17SJ1C10 + 39.21SJ2C5 
+ 39.21SJ2C6 + 39.21SJ2C7 + 39.21SJ2C8 + 39.21SJ2C9 
+ 39.21SJ2C10 + 44.14SJ3C5 + 44.14SJ3C6 + 44.14SJ3C7 
+ 44.14SJ3C8 + 44 .14SJ3C9 + 44.14SJ3C10 + 33.05SJ4C5 
+ 33.05SJ4C6 + 33.05SJ4C7 + 33.05SJ4C8 + 33.05SJ4C9 
+ 33.05SJ4C10 + 39.22SJ5C5 + 39.22SJ5C6 + 39.22SJ5C7 
+ 39.22SJ5C8 + 39.22SJ5C9 + 39.22SJ5C10 + 54.21SJ1S4 
+ 48.89SJ1S5 + 48 .89SJ1S6 + 48.89SJ1S7 + 48.89SJ1S8 
+ 48 .89SJ1S9 + 48.89SJ1S10 + 26.25SJ3S4 + 47.88SJ3S5 
+ 4 7 .88SJ3S6 + 4 7 .88SJ3S7 + 4 7 .88SJ3S8 + 4 7 .88SJ3S9 
+ 47.88SJ3S10 + 15.73SJ4S4 + 33.92SJ4S5 + 33.92SJ4S6 
+ 33.92SJ4S7 + 33.92SJ4S8 + 33 .92SJ4S9 + 33.92SJ4S10 
+ 51.09SJ1Il + 52.73SJ1I2 + 51.76SJ1I3 + 54.21SJ1I4 
+ 48.89SJ1I5 + 48.89SJ1I6 + 48.89SJ1I7 + 48.89SJ1I8 
+ 48.89SJ1I9 + 48.89SJ1I10 + 22.40SJ3Il + 23.44SJ312 
+ 24.11SJ313 + 26 .25SJ314 + 47 .88SJ315 + 47 .88SJ316 
+ 4 7 .88SJ317 + 4 7 .88SJ318 + 4 7 .88SJ319 + 4 7 .88SJ3110 
+ 12.35SJ411 + 13.30SJ412 + 13.61SJ413 + 15.73SJ414 
+ 33.92SJ415 + 33.92SJ416 + 33.92SJ417 + 33.92SJ418 
+ 33 .92SJ419 + 33.92SJ4110 
- SJSPD5 = 0 
SJSPD6 ) 47 .23SJ1C6 + 47.23SJ1C7 + 47.23SJ1C8 
+ 47 .23SJ1C9 + 47.23SJ1C10 + 39 .99SJ2C6 + 39 .99SJ2C7 
+ 39.99SJ2C8 + 39.99SJ2C9 + 39.99SJ2C10 + 44.92SJ3C6 
+ 44.92SJ3C7 + 44.92SJ3C8 + 44 .92SJ3C9 + 44.92SJ3C10 
+ 33.25SJ4C6 + 33.25SJ4C7 + 33.25SJ4C8 + 33.25SJ4C9 
+ 33.25SJ4C10 + 40.09SJ5C6 + 40.09SJ5C7 + 40.09SJ5C8 
+ 40 .09SJ5C9 + 40.09SJ5C10 + 51.75SJ1S5 + 48 .10SJ1S6 
+ 48.10SJ1S7 + 48.10SJ1S8 + 48.10SJ1S9 + 48.lOSJlSlO 
+ 26.88SJ3S5 + 48 .27SJ3S6 + 48.27SJ3S7 + 48.27SJ3S8 
+ 48.27SJ3S9 + 48.27SJ3S10 + 15.90SJ4S5 + 34.40SJ4S6 
+ 34.40SJ4S7 + 34.40SJ4S8 + 34.40SJ4S9 + 34.40SJ4S10 
+ 48.78SJ1Il + 50.73SJ112 + 51.76SJ113 + 53.15SJ1I4 
+ 51.75SJ115 + 48.10SJ1I6 + 48.10SJ117 + 48.lOSJlIB 
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+ 48.10SJ1I9 + 48.lOSJlilO + 21.07SJ3Il + 22.11SJ3I2 
+ 23.85SJ3I3 + 25.32SJ3I4 + 26.89SJ3I5 + 48.27SJ3I6 
+ 48.27SJ3I7 + 48.27SJ3I8 + 48.27SJ3I9 + 48.27SJ3Il0 
+ ll.63SJ4Il + 12.45SJ4I2 + 13.56SJ4I3 + 15.02SJ4I4 
+ 15.90SJ4I5 + 34.40SJ4I6 + 34.40SJ4I7 + 34.40SJ4I8 
+ 34.40SJ4I9 + 34.40SJ4Il0 
- SJSPD6 = 0 
SJSPD7) 46.17SJ1C7 + 46.17SJ1C8 + 46.17SJ1C9 
+ 46.17SJ1C10 + 40.46SJ2C7 + 40.46SJ2C8 + 40.46SJ2C9 
+ 40.46SJ2C10 + 46.19SJ3C7 + 46.19SJ3C8 + 46.19SJ3C9 
+ 46.19SJ3C10 + 33.36SJ4C7 + 33.36SJ4C8 + 33.36SJ4C9 
+ 33.36SJ4C10 + 40.21SJ5C7 + 40.21SJ5C8 + 40.21SJ5C9 
+ 40.21SJ5C10 + 47.05SJ1S7 + 47.05SJ1S8 + 47.05SJ1S9 
+ 47.05SJ1S10 + 48.41SJ3S7 + 48.41SJ3S8 + 48.41SJ3S9 
+ 48.41SJ3S10 + 34.58SJ4S7 + 34.58SJ4S8 + 34.58SJ4S9 
+ 34.58SJ4S10 + 45.94SJ1Il + 48.16SJ1I2 + 50.23SJ1I3 
+ 51.53SJ1I4 + 50.84SJ1I5 + 50.74SJ1I6 + 47.05SJ1I7 
+ 47.05SJ1I8 + 47.05SJ1I9 + 47.05SJ1Il0 + 19.51SJ3Il 
+ 20.16SJ3I2 + 22.17SJ3I3 + 24.18SJ3I4 + 26.12SJ3I5 
+ 26.86SJ3I6 + 48.41SJ3I7 + 48.41SJ3I8 + 48.41SJ3I9 
+ 48.41SJ3Il0 + 10.87SJ4Il + 11.52SJ4I2 + 12.53SJ4I3 
+ 13.94SJ4I4 + 14.97SJ4I5 + 17.92SJ4I6 + 34.58SJ4I7 
+ 34.58SJ4I8 + 34.58SJ4I9 + 34.58SJ4Il0 
- SJSPD7 = 0 
SJSPD8) 45.12SJ1C8 + 45.12SJ1C9 + 45.12SJ1C10 
+ 41.70SJ2C8 + 41.70SJ2C9 + 41.70SJ2C10 + 46.65SJ3C8 
+ 46.65SJ3C9 + 46.65SJ3C10 + 33.60SJ4C8 + 33.60SJ4C9 
+ 33.60SJ4C10 + 41.83SJ5C8 + 41.83SJ5C9 + 41.83SJ5C10 
+ 45.98SJ1S8 + 45.98SJ1S9 + 45.98SJ1S10 + 49.01SJ3S8 
+ 49.01SJ3S9 + 49.01SJ3S10 + 34.79SJ4S8 + 34.79SJ4S9 
+ 34. 79SJ4S10 + 43.86SJ1Il + 45.92SJ1I2 + 48. 78SJ1I3 
+ 49.45SJ1I4 + 49.68SJ1I5 + 50.10SJ1I6 + 47.82SJ1I7 
+ 45.98SJ1I8 + 45.98SJ1I9 + 45.98SJ1Il0 + 18.71SJ3Il 
+ 18.81SJ3I2 + 20.98SJ3I3 + 22.88SJ3I4 + 24.74SJ3I5 
+ 26.59SJ3I6 + 27.28SJ3I7 + 49.01SJ3I8 + 49.01SJ3I9 
+ 49.01SJ3Il0 + 10.12SJ4Il + 10.98SJ4I2 + ll.79SJ4I3 
+ 12.88SJ4I4 + 14.26SJ4I5 + 16.75SJ4I6 + 19.36SJ4I7 
+ 34.79SJ4I8 + 34.79SJ4I9 + 34.79SJ4Il0 
- SJSPD8 = 0 
SJSPD9) 44.06SJ1C9 + 44.06SJ1C10 + 41.83SJ2C9 
+ 41.83SJ2C10 + 46.84SJ3C9 + 46.84SJ3C10 + 33.69SJ4C9 
+ 33.69SJ4C10 + 42.15SJ5C9 + 42.15SJ5C10 + 44.83SJ1S9 
+ 44.83SJ1S10 + 49.19SJ3S9 + 49.19SJ3S10 + 34.94SJ4S9 
+ 34.94SJ4S10 + 46.87SJ1I3 + 47.47SJ1I4 + 48.04SJ1I5 
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+ 49.26SJ1I6 + 47.62SJ1I7 + 45.40SJ1I8 + 44.83SJ1I9 
+ 44.83SJ1Il0 + 19.91SJ3I3 + 21.36SJ3I4 + 23.16SJ3I5 
+ 25. 73SJ3I6 + 26.55SJ3I7 + 26.83SJ3I8 + 49.19SJ3I9 
+ 49.19SJ3Il0 + 11.45SJ4I3 + 12.06SJ4I4 + 13.54SJ4I5 
+ 15.86SJ4I6 + 19.12SJ4I7 + 19.63SJ4I8 + 34.94SJ4I9 
+ 34.94SJ4Il0 
- SJSPD9 = 0 
SJSPDlO) 42.88SJ1C10 + 41.64SJ2C10 + 47.20SJ3C10 
+ 33.97SJ4C10 + 42.70SJ5C10 + 43.88SJ1810 + 49.31SJ3810 
+ 35.04SJ4S10 + 46.28SJ1I5 + 48.14SJ1I6 + 47.21SJ1I7 
+ 45.40SJ1I8 + 43.10SJ1I9 + 43.88SJ1I10 + 22.31SJ3I5 
+ 24.80SJ3I6 + 25.36SJ3I7 + 26.26SJ3I8 + 26.49SJ3I9 
+ 49.31SJ3Il0 + 12.80SJ4I5 + 14.85SJ4I6 + 18.22SJ4I7 
+ 19.24SJ4I8 + 20.16SJ4I9 + 35.04SJ4Il0 
- SJSPDlO = 0 
SJBADl) 91.74SJ1Cl + 91.74SJ1C2 + 91.74SJ1C3 
+ 91.74SJ1C4 + 91.74SJ1C5 + 91.74SJ1C6 + 91.74SJ1C7 
+ 91.74SJ1C8 + 91.74SJ1C9 + 91.74SJ1C10 + 83.96SJ2Cl 
+ 83.96SJ2C2 + 83.96SJ2C3 + 83.96SJ2C4 + 83.96SJ2C5 
+ 83.96SJ2C6 + 83.96SJ2C7 + 83.96SJ2C8 + 83.96SJ2C9 
+ 83.96SJ2C10 + 83.77SJ3Cl + 83.77SJ3C2 + 83.77SJ3C3 
+ 83.77SJ3C4 + 83.77SJ3C5 + 83.77SJ3C6 + 83.77SJ3C7 
+ 83.77SJ3C8 + 83.77SJ3C9 + 83.77SJ3C10 + 88.20SJ4Cl 
+ 88.20SJ4C2 + 88.20SJ4C3 + 88.20SJ4C4 + 88.20SJ4C5 
+ 88.20SJ4C6 + 88.20SJ4C7 + 88.20SJ4C8 + 88.20SJ4C9 
+ 88.20SJ4C10 + 70.81SJ5Cl + 70.81SJ5C2 + 70.81SJ5C3 
+ 70.81SJ5C4 + 70.81SJ5C5 + 70.81SJ5C6 + 70.81SJ5C7 
+ 70.81SJ5C8 + 70.81SJ5C9 + 70.81SJ5C10 + 91.82SJ1Sl 
+ 91.82SJ1S2 + 91.82SJ183 + 91.82SJ184 + 91.82SJ185 
+ 91.82SJ1S6 + 91.82SJ187 + 91.82SJ188 + 91.82SJ189 
+ 91.82SJ1810 + 87.36SJ3Sl + 87.36SJ382 + 87.36SJ383 
+ 87.36SJ3S4 + 87.36SJ385 + 87.36SJ386 + 87.36SJ387 
+ 87.36SJ3S8 + 87 .36SJ389 + 87 .36SJ3810 + 88.46SJ4Sl 
+ 88.46SJ482 + 88.46SJ483 + 88.46SJ484 + 88.46SJ485 
+ 88.46SJ4S6 + 88.46SJ487 + 88.46SJ488 + 88.46SJ489 
+ 88.46SJ4810 + 91.82SJ1Il + 91.82SJ1I2 + 91.82SJ1I3 
+ 91.82SJ1I4 + 91.82SJ1I5 + 91.82SJ1I6 + 91.82SJ1I7 
+ 91.82SJ1I8 + 91.82SJ1I9 + 91.82SJ1I10 + 87.36SJ3Il 
+ 87.36SJ3I2 + 87.36SJ3I3 + 87.36SJ3I4 + 87.36SJ3I5 
+ 87.36SJ3I6 + 87.36SJ3I7 + 87.36SJ3I8 + 87.36SJ3I9 
+ 87.36SJ3Il0 + 88.46SJ411 + 88.46SJ412 + 88.46SJ4I3 
+ 88.46SJ4I4 + 88.46SJ4I5 + 88.46SJ4I6 + 88.46SJ4I7 
+ 88.46SJ4I8 + 88.46SJ4I9 + 88.46SJ4Il0 
- SJBADl = 0 
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SJBAD2) 92.24SJ1C2 + 92.24SJ1C3 + 92.24SJ1C4 
+ 92.24SJ1C5 + 92.24SJ1C6 + 92.24SJ1C7 + 92.24SJ1C8 
+ 92.24SJ1C9 + 92.24SJ1C10 + 82.54SJ2C2 + 82.54SJ2C3 
+ 82.54SJ2C4 + 82.54SJ2C5 + 82.54SJ2C6 + 82.54SJ2C7 
+ 82.54SJ2C8 + 82.54SJ2C9 + 82.54SJ2C10 + 82. 70SJ3C2 
+ 82. 70SJ3C3 + 82. 70SJ3C4 + 82. 70SJ3C5 + 82. 70SJ3C6 
+ 82.70SJ3C7 + 82.70SJ3C8 + 82.70SJ3C9 + 82.70SJ3C10 
+ 86.81SJ4C2 + 86.81SJ4C3 + 86.81SJ4C4 + 86.81SJ4C5 
+ 86.81SJ4C6 + 86.81SJ4C7 + 86.81SJ4C8 + 86.81SJ4C9 
+ 86.81SJ4C10 + 69.75SJ5C2 + 69.75SJ5C3 + 69.75SJ5C4 
+ 69.75SJ5C5 + 69.75SJ5C6 + 69.75SJ5C7 + 69.75SJ5C8 
+ 69.75SJ5C9 + 69.75SJ5C10 + 69.28SJ1Sl + 92.13SJ1S2 
+ 92.13SJ1S3 + 92.13SJ1S4 + 92.13SJ1S5 + 92.13SJ1S6 
+ 92.13SJ1S7 + 92.13SJ1S8 + 92.13SJ1S9 + 92.13SJ1S10 
+ 55.10SJ3Sl + 88.73SJ3S2 + 88.73SJ3S3 + 88.73SJ3S4 
+ 88.73SJ3S5 + 88.73SJ3S6 + 88.73SJ3S7 + 88.73SJ3S8 
+ 88.73SJ3S9 + 88.73SJ3S10 + 62.47SJ4Sl + 88.82SJ4S2 
+ 88.82SJ4S3 + 88.82SJ4S4 + 88.82SJ4S5 + 88.82SJ4S6 
+ 88.82SJ4S7 + 88.82SJ4S8 + 88.82SJ4S9 + 88.82SJ4S10 
+ 69.24SJ1Il + 92.13SJ112 + 92.13SJ1I3 + 92.13SJ114 
+ 92.13SJ115 + 92.13SJ1I6 + 92.13SJ1I7 + 92.13SJ1I8 
+ 92.13SJ1I9 + 92.13SJ1I10 + 55.06SJ3Il + 88.73SJ3I2 
+ 88.73SJ3I3 + 88.73SJ3I4 + 88.73SJ3I5 + 88.73SJ3I6 
+ 88.73SJ3I7 + 88.73SJ3I8 + 88.73SJ3I9 + 88.73SJ3Il0 
+ 62.43SJ4Il + 88.82SJ4I2 + 88.82SJ4I3 + 88.82SJ4I4 
+ 88.82SJ4I5 + 88.82SJ4I6 + 88.82SJ4I7 + 88.82SJ4I8 
+ 88.82SJ4I9 + 88.82SJ4I10 
- SJBAD2 = 0 
SJBAD3) 92.14SJ1C3 + 92.14SJ1C4 + 92.14SJ1C5 
+ 92.14SJ1C6 + 92.14SJ1C7 + 92.14SJ1C8 + 92.14SJ1C9 
+ 92.14SJ1C10 + 81.31SJ2C3 + 81.31SJ2C4 + 81.31SJ2C5 
+ 81.31SJ2C6 + 8 l.31SJ2C7 + 81.31SJ2C8 + 81.31SJ2C9 
+ 81.31SJ2C10 + 87.24SJ3C3 + 87.24SJ3C4 + 87.24SJ3C5 
+ 87.24SJ3C6 + 87.24SJ3C7 + 87.24SJ3C8 + 87.24SJ3C9 
+ 87.24SJ3C10 + 88.12SJ4C3 + 88.12SJ4C4 + 88.12SJ4C5 
+ 88.12SJ4C6 + 88.12SJ4C7 + 88.12SJ4C8 + 88.12SJ4C9 
+ 88.12SJ4C10 + 66.61SJ5C3 + 66.61SJ5C4 + 66.61SJ5C5 
+ 66.61SJ5C6 + 66.61SJ5C7 + 66.61SJ5C8 + 66.61SJ5C9 
+ 66.61SJ5C10 + 67.68SJ1S2 + 92.20SJ1S3 + 92.20SJ1S4 
+ 92.20SJ1S5 + 92.20SJ1S6 + 92.20SJ1S7 + 92.20SJ1S8 
+ 92.20SJ1S9 + 92.20SJ1S10 + 59.45SJ3S2 + 88.27SJ3S3 
+ 88.27SJ3S4 + 88.27SJ3S5 + 88.27SJ3S6 + 88.27SJ3S7 
+ 88.27SJ3S8 + 88.27SJ3S9 + 88.27SJ3S10 + 18.02SJ4Sl 
+ 64.17SJ4S2 + 89.17SJ4S3 + 89.17SJ4S4 + 89.17SJ4S5 
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+ 89.17SJ486 + 89.17SJ487 + 89.17SJ488 + 89.17SJ489 
+ 89.17SJ4810 + 71.78SJ1Il + 67.64SJ1I2 + 92.20SJ1I3 
+ 92.20SJ1I4 + 92.20SJ1I5 + 92.20SJ1I6 + 92.20SJ1I7 
+ 92.20SJ1I8 + 92.20SJ1I9 + 92.20SJ1Il0 + 65.91SJ3Il 
+ 59.41SJ3I2 + 88.27SJ3I3 + 88.27SJ3I4 + 88.27SJ3I5 
+ 88.27SJ3I6 + 88.27SJ3I7 + 88.27SJ3I8 + 88.27SJ3I9 
+ 88.27SJ3Il0 + 63.23SJ4Il + 64.13SJ4I2 + 89.17SJ4I3 
+ 89.17SJ4I4 + 89.17SJ4I5 + 89.17SJ4I6 + 89.17SJ4I7 
+ 89.17SJ4I8 + 89.17SJ4I9 + 89.17SJ4Il0 + 10.0lSJRLNl 
+ 10.0lSJRLLl + 10.0lSJRLHl + 14.lOSJRASl 
- SJBAD3 = 0 
SJBAD4) 91.58SJ1C4 + 91.58SJ1C5 + 91.58SJ1C6 
+ 91.58SJ1C7 + 91.58SJ1C8 + 91.58SJ1C9 + 91.58SJ1C10 
+ 79.09SJ2C4 + 79.09SJ2C5 + 79.09SJ2C6 + 79.09SJ2C7 
+ 79.09SJ2C8 + 79.09SJ2C9 + 79.09SJ2C10 + 84.76SJ3C4 
+ 84.76SJ3C5 + 84.76SJ3C6 + 84.76SJ3C7 + 84.76SJ3C8 
+ 84.76SJ3C9 + 84.76SJ3C10 + 86.99SJ4C4 + 86.99SJ4C5 
+ 86.99SJ4C6 + 86.99SJ4C7 + 86.99SJ4C8 + 86.99SJ4C9 
+ 86.99SJ4C10 + 72.44SJ5C4 + 72.44SJ5C5 + 72.44SJ5C6 
+ 72.44SJ5C7 + 72.44SJ5C8 + 72.44SJ5C9 + 72.44SJ5C10 
+ 27.76SJ1Sl + 66.17SJ183 + 91.81SJ184 + 91.81SJ185 
+ 91.81SJ186 + 91.81SJ187 + 91.81SJ188 + 91.81SJ189 
+ 91.81SJ1810 + 27.58SJ3Sl + 63.04SJ383 + 92.72SJ384 
+ 92.72SJ385 + 92.72SJ386 + 92.72SJ387 + 92.72SJ388 
+ 92.72SJ389 + 92.72SJ3810 + 29.26SJ4Sl + 16.15SJ482 
+ 57.65SJ483 + 86.65SJ484 + 86.65SJ485 + 86.65SJ486 
+ 86.65SJ487 + 86.65SJ488 + 86.65SJ489 + 86.65SJ4810 
+ 75.12SJ1Il + 68.71SJ1I2 + 65.43SJ1I3 + 91.81SJ1I4 
+ 91.81SJ1I5 + 91.81SJ1I6 + 91.81SJ1I7 + 91.81SJ1I8 
+ 91.81SJ1I9 + 91.81SJ1Il0 + 68.30SJ3Il + 64.81SJ3I2 
+ 63SJ3I3 + 92. 72SJ3I4 + 92. 72SJ3I5 + 92. 72SJ3I6 
+ 92.72SJ3I7 + 92.72SJ3I8 + 92.72SJ3I9 + 92.72SJ3Il0 
+ 68.50SJ4Il + 64.86SJ4I2 + 57.61SJ4I3 + 86.65SJ4I4 
+ 86.65SJ4I5 + 86.65SJ4I6 + 86.65SJ4I7 + 86.65SJ4I8 
+ 86.65SJ4I9 + 86.65SJ4Il0 + 38.18SJRLN1 + 10.01SJRLN2 
+ 37.15SJRLL1 + 10.01SJRLL2 + 38.llSJRLHl + 10.01SJRLH2 
+ 18.15SJRAS1 + 14.10SJRAS2 
- SJBAD4 = 0 
SJBAD5) 90.76SJ1C5 + 90.76SJ1C6 + 90.76SJ1C7 
+ 90.76SJ1C8 + 90.76SJ1C9 + 90.76SJ1C10 + 80.08SJ2C5 
+ 80.08SJ2C6 + 80.08SJ2C7 + 80.08SJ2C8 + 80.08SJ2C9 
+ 80.08SJ2C10 + 83.71SJ3C5 + 83.71SJ3C6 + 83.71SJ3C7 
+ 83.71SJ3C8 + 83.71SJ3C9 + 83.71SJ3C10 + 85.72SJ4C5 
+ 85.72SJ4C6 + 85.72SJ4C7 + 85.72SJ4C8 + 85.72SJ4C9 
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+ 85.72SJ4C10 + 78.25SJ5C5 + 78.25SJ5C6 + 78.25SJ5C7 
+ 78.25SJ5C8 + 78.25SJ5C9 + 78.25SJ5C10 + 35.78SJ1Sl 
+ 25.16SJ1S2 + 62.98SJ1S4 + 91.45SJ1S5 + 91.45SJ1S6 
+ 91.45SJ1S7 + 91.45SJ1S8 + 91.45SJ189 + 91.45SJ1S10 
+ 40.72SJ3Sl + 25.51SJ3S2 + 60.39SJ3S4 + 90.70SJ3S5 
+ 90.70SJ3S6 + 90.70SJ3S7 + 90.70SJ3S8 + 90.70SJ3S9 
+ 90.70SJ3S10 + 36.29SJ4Sl + 29.57SJ4S2 + 8.65SJ483 
+ 57.87SJ4S4 + 86.17SJ4S5 + 86.17SJ4S6 + 86.17SJ4S7 
+ 86.17SJ4S8 + 86.17SJ4S9 + 86.17SJ4S10 + 71.78SJ1Il 
+ 73.42SJ1I2 + 67.98SJ1I3 + 62.95SJ1I4 + 91.45SJ1I5 
+ 91.45SJ1I6 + 91.45SJ117 + 91.45SJ1I8 + 91.45SJ1I9 
+ 91.45SJ1I10 + 68.14SJ3Il + 65.96SJ312 + 63.73SJ3I3 
+ 60.35SJ314 + 90.70SJ315 + 90.70SJ3I6 + 90.70SJ317 
+ . 90.70SJ318 + 90.70SJ3I9 + 90.70SJ3Il0 + 71.05SJ4Il 
+ 68.55SJ412 + 62.04SJ4I3 + 57.83SJ414 + 86.17SJ415 
+ 86.17SJ416 + 86.17SJ417 + 86.17SJ418 + 86.17SJ4I9 
+ 86.17SJ4Il0 + 45.08SJRLN1 + 38.18SJRLN2 + 10.01SJRLN3 
+ 47.63SJRLL1 + 37.15SJRLL2 + 10.01SJRLL3 + 47.95SJRLH1 
+ 38.11SJRLH2 + 10.01SJRLH3 + 12.48SJRAS1 + 18.15SJRAS2 
+ 14.10SJRAS3 
- SJBAD5 = 0 
SJBAD6) 91.67SJ1C6 + 91.67SJ1C7 + 91.67SJ1C8 
+ 91.67SJ1C9 + 91.67SJ1C10 + 80.23SJ2C6 + 80.23SJ2C7 
+ 80.23SJ2C8 + 80.23SJ2C9 + 80.23SJ2C10 + 85.99SJ3C6 
+ 85.99SJ3C7 + 85.99SJ3C8 + 85.99SJ3C9 + 85.99SJ3C10 
+ 86.97SJ4C6 + 86.97SJ4C7 + 86.97SJ4C8 + 86.97SJ4C9 
+ 86.97SJ4C10 + 72.59SJ5C6 + 72.59SJ5C7 + 72.59SJ5C8 
+ 72.59SJ5C9 + 72.59SJ5C10 + 46.87SJ1Sl + 40.05SJ1S2 
+ 18.05SJ183 + 61.91SJ1S5 + 92.09SJ1S6 + 92.09SJ1S7 
+ 92.09SJ1S8 + 92.09SJ189 + 92.09SJ1S10 + 52.32SJ3Sl 
+ 46.26SJ3S2 + 36.57SJ3S3 + 24.99SJ3S4 + 57.22SJ3S5 
+ 90.93SJ3S6 + 90.93SJ3S7 + 90.93SJ3S8 + 90.93SJ3S9 
+ 90.93SJ3810 + 49.60SJ4Sl + 40.97SJ4S2 + 38.47SJ4S3 
+ 24.70SJ4S4 + 58.77SJ4S5 + 88.29SJ4S6 + 88.29SJ4S7 
+ 88.29SJ4S8 + 88.29SJ4S9 + 88.29SJ4S10 + 76.18SJ1Il 
+ 73.69SJ1I2 + 70.43SJ1I3 + 66.72SJ1I4 + 61.88SJ1I5 
+ 92.09SJ1I6 + 92.09SJ1I7 + 92.09SJ1I8 + 92.09SJ1I9 
+ 92.09SJ1Il0 + 70.21SJ3Il + 68.50SJ312 + 66.35SJ3I3 
+ 61.59SJ314 + 57.19SJ315 + 90.93SJ3I6 + 90.93SJ317 
+ 90.93SJ318 + 90.93SJ3I9 + 90.93SJ3I10 + 71.55SJ4Il 
+ 71.06SJ412 + 66.26SJ4I3 + 61.76SJ414 + 58.74SJ415 
+ 88.29SJ416 + 88.29SJ417 + 88.29SJ418 + 88.29SJ4l9 
+ 88.29SJ4Il0 + 49.86SJRLN1 + 45.57SJRLN2 + 44.93SJRLN3 
+ 30.41SJRLN4 + 21.24SJRLN5 + 52.54SJRLL1 + 48.70SJRLL2 
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+ 45.73SJRLL3 + 30.30SJRLL4 + 21.24SJRLL5 + 54.81SJRLH1 
+ 49.44SJRLH2 + 45.30SJRLH3 + 30.34SJRLH4 + 21.24SJRLH5 
+ 24.76SJRAS1 + 5.58SJRAS2 + 23.28SJRAS3 + 22 .73SJRAS5 
- SJBAD6 = 0 
SJBAD7) 89.89SJ1C7 + 89.89SJ1C8 + 89.89SJ1C9 
+ 89 .89SJ1C10 + 77.33SJ2C7 + 77.33SJ2C8 + 77.33SJ2C9 
+ 77.33SJ2C10 + 84.40SJ3C7 + 84.40SJ3C8 + 84.40SJ3C9 
+ 84.40SJ3C10 + 86.55SJ4C7 + 86.55SJ4C8 + 86.55SJ4C9 
+ 86.55SJ4C10 + 77.40SJ5C7 + 77.40SJ5C8 + 77.40SJ5C9 
+ 77.40SJ5C10 + 55.34SJ1Sl + 43.79SJ1S2 + 40.18SJ1S3 
+ 43.56SJ1S4 + 24.02SJ1S5 + 88.99SJ1S7 + 88.99SJ1S8 
+ 88.99SJ1S9 + 88.99SJ1S10 + 61.42SJ3Sl + 58.08SJ3S2 
+ 55.11SJ3S3 + 44.19SJ3S4 + 20.15SJ3S5 + 88.66SJ3S7 
+ 88.66SJ3S8 + 88.66SJ3S9 + 88.66SJ3S10 + 61.22SJ4Sl 
+ 54.83SJ4S2 + 49.13SJ4S3 + 45.88SJ4S4 + 19.06SJ4S5 
+ 86.18SJ4S7 + 86.18SJ4S8 + 86.18SJ4S9 + 86.18SJ4S10 
+ 75.37SJ1Il + 71.68SJ112 + 69.67SJ113 + 67.63SJ114 
+ 60 .89SJ1I5 + 56.51SJ116 + 88.99SJ117 + 88.99SJ1I8 
+ 88 .99SJ1I9 + 88.99SJ1110 + 67.75SJ3Il + 72.75SJ3I2 
+ 70.38SJ3I3 + 64.66SJ3I4 + 55.58SJ3I5 + 53.19SJ3I6 
+ 88.66SJ3I7 + 88.66SJ3I8 + 88 .66SJ3I9 + 88.66SJ3I10 
+ 71.69SJ4Il + 71.33SJ4I2 + 67.31SJ4I3 + 64.55SJ4I4 
+ 61.79SJ4I5 + 55 .25SJ4I6 + 86.18SJ4I7 + 86.18SJ4I8 
+ 86.18SJ4I9 + 86.18SJ4Il0 + 52.80SJRLN1 + 54.98SJRLN2 
+ 49.86SJRLN3 + 45.57SJRLN4 + 44.93SJRLN5 + 10.01SJRLN6 
+ 52.90SJRLL1 + 36.24SJRLL2 + 52.54SJRLL3 + 48.70SJRLL4 
+ 45 .73SJRLL5 + 10.01SJRLL6 + 52.18SJRLH1 + 58.19SJRLH2 
+ 54 .81SJRLH3 + 49.44SJRLH4 + 45 .30SJRLH5 + 10.01SJRLH6 
+ 35.27SJRAS1 + 29.64SJRAS2 + 24.76SJRAS3 + 5.58SJRAS4 
+ 23.28SJRAS5 + 14.10SJRAS6 
- SJBAD7 = 0 
SJBADB) 88.01SJ1C8 + 88.01SJ1C9 + 88.0lSJlClO 
+ 70.57SJ2C8 + 70.57SJ2C9 + 70.57SJ2C10 + 75.90SJ3C8 
+ 75.90SJ3C9 + 75.90SJ3C10 + 85.76SJ4C8 + 85.76SJ4C9 
+ 85.76SJ4C10 + 75.35SJ5C8 + 75.35SJ5C9 + 75.35SJ5C10 
+ 64.44SJ1Sl + 49.83SJ1S2 + 55.81SJ1S3 + 50.01SJ1S4 
+ 37 .91SJ1S5 + 7 .02SJ1S6 + 89.35SJ1S8 + 89.35SJ1S9 
+ 89.35SJ1S10 + 66.51SJ3Sl + 64.68SJ3S2 + 67.45SJ3S3 
+ 57.64SJ3S4 + 46.23SJ3S5 + 7.22SJ3S6 + 24.21SJ3S7 
+ 89.40SJ3S8 + 89.40SJ3S9 + 89.40SJ3S10 + 63.48SJ4Sl 
+ 63.01SJ4S2 + 58. 71SJ4S3 + 54.81SJ4S4 + 43.19SJ4S5 
+ 85.96SJ4S8 + 85.96SJ4S9 + 85.96SJ4S10 + 70.84SJ1Il 
+ 72.13SJ1I2 + 68.33SJ113 + 68.02SJ114 + 63.34SJ1I5 
+ 55.35SJ1I6 + 52.19SJ1I7 + 89.35SJ1I8 + 89.35SJ1I9 
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+ 89.35SJ1Il0 + 70.72SJ3Il + 69.89SJ312 + 66.82SJ3I3 
+ 68.76SJ314 + 60.54SJ315 + 54.35SJ3I6 + 49.86SJ317 
+ 89.40SJ3I8 + 89.40SJ3I9 + 89.40SJ3Il0 + 28.94SJ4Il 
+ 71.09SJ412 + 68.02SJ4I3 + 68.46SJ414 + 63.49SJ415 
+ 59.64SJ4I6 + 51.33SJ417 + 85.96SJ418 + 85.96SJ4I9 
+ 85.96SJ4I10 + 21.24SJRLN1 + 52.80SJRLN3 + 54.98SJRLN4 
+ 49.86SJRLN5 + 45.08SJRLN6 + 10.01SJRLN7 + 21.24SJRLL1 
+ 52.90SJRLL3 + 36.24SJRLL4 + 52.54SJRLL5 + 47.63SJRLL6 
+ 10.01SJRLL7 + 21.24SJRLH1 + 52.18SJRLH3 + 58.19SJRLH4 
+ 54.81SJRLH5 + 47.95SJRLH6 + 10.01SJRLH7 + 47 .22SJRAS1 
+ 40.35SJRAS2 + 35.27SJRAS3 + 29.64SJRAS4 + 24. 76SJRAS5 
+ 12.48SJRAS6 + 14.10SJRAS7 
- SJBADB = 0 
SJBAD9) 87.40SJ1C9 + 87.40SJ1C10 + 74.46SJ2C9 
+ 74.46SJ2C10 + 74.94SJ3C9 + 74.94SJ3C10 + 83.07SJ4C9 
+ 83.07SJ4C10 + 78.87SJ5C9 + 78.87SJ5C10 + 48.23SJ1Sl 
+ 39.22SJ1S2 + 58.88SJ1S3 + 53.84SJ1S4 + 43.02SJ1S5 
+ 41.64SJ1S6 + 11.25SJ1S7 + 86.81SJ1S9 + 86.81SJ1S10 
+ 36.46SJ3Sl + 53.40SJ3S2 + 71.96SJ3S3 + 62.62SJ3S4 
+ 55.45SJ3S5 + 44.56SJ3S6 + 9.14SJ3S7 + 87.81SJ3S9 
+ 87.81SJ3S10 + 38.24SJ4Sl + 39 .24SJ4S2 + 65.21SJ4S3 
+ 58.33SJ4S4 + 50.49SJ4S5 + 41.69SJ4S6 + 15.32SJ4S7 
+ 82.52SJ4S9 + 82.52SJ4S10 + 28.578Jlll + 36.52SJ112 
+ 30.45SJ113 + 63.67SJ114 + 61.97SJ115 + 53.18SJ116 
+ 48.79SJ117 + 44.87SJ118 + 86.81SJ119 + 86.81SJ1l10 
+ 23.72SJ3Il + 39.53SJ312 + 67.73SJ3I3 + 66.43SJ314 
+ 61.46SJ315 + 50.83SJ3I6 + 46.81SJ317 + 33.48SJ318 
+ 87.81SJ3I9 + 87.81SJ3110 + 57.23SJ4Il + 30SJ412 
+ 66.27SJ4I3 + 67.66SJ414 + 61.77SJ415 + 57.77SJ4I6 
+ 50.37SJ417 + 45.65SJ418 + 82.52SJ4I9 + 82.52SJ4110 
+ 44.93SJRLN1 + 30.41SJRLN2 + 21.24SJRLN3 + 52.80SJRLN5 
+ 48.86SJRLN6 + 45.08SJRLN7 + 10.01SJRLN8 + 45.73SJRLL1 
+ 30.30SJRLL2 + 21.24SJRLL3 + 52.90SJRLL5 + 51.03SJRLL6 
+ 47 .63SJRLL7 + 10.01SJRLL8 + 45.30SJRLH1 + 30.34SJRLH2 
+ 21.24SJRLH3 + 52.18SJRLH5 + 52.79SJRLH6 + 47.95SJRLH7 
+ 10.01SJRLH8 + 22.73SJRAS1 + 47.22SJRAS3 + 40.35SJRAS4 
+ 35.27SJRAS5 + 30.04SJRAS6 + 12.48SJRAS7 + 14. lOSJRASB 
- SJBAD9 = 0 
SJBADlO) 85.80SJ1C10 + 75.13SJ2C10 + 73.11SJ3C10 
+ 78. 71SJ4C10 + 76.58SJ5C10 + 16.40SJ1Sl + 20.30SJ1S2 
+ 45.77SJ1S3 + 31.52SJ1S4 + 50.51SJ1S5 + 59.20SJ1S6 
+ 49.88SJ1S7 + 16.27SJ1S8 + 86.62SJ1S10 + 19.38SJ3Sl 
+ 23.07SJ3S2 + 35.93SJ3S3 + 46 .53SJ3S4 + 62.76SJ3S5 
+ 59.85SJ3S6 + 42.18SJ3S7 + 13.64SJ3S8 + 82.65SJ3S10 
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+ 16.29SJ481 + 20.97SJ482 + 45.10SJ483 + 24.25SJ484 
+ 58.48SJ485 + 52.13SJ486 + 48.33SJ487 + 6.25SJ488 
+ 23.67SJ489 + 79.31SJ4810 + 52.68SJ1Il + 52.92SJ112 
+ 55.68SJ113 + 24.51SJ1I4 + 59.66SJ115 + 53.65SJ116 
+ 47.54SJ117 + 42.618Jll8 + 42.48SJ1l9 + 86.62SJ1Il0 
+ 4 7 .30SJ3Il + 55.68SJ3I2 + 38.30SJ3I3 + 37 .58SJ3I4 
+ 57.94SJ3I5 + 48.29SJ3I6 + 48.13SJ3I7 + 39.27SJ3I8 
+ 39.90SJ3I9 + 82.65SJ3Il0 + 50.25SJ4Il + 55.05SJ4I2 
+ 50.91SJ4I3 + 38.85SJ4I4 + 60.74SJ4I5 + 58.32SJ4I6 , 
+ 51.16SJ4I7 + 41.67SJ4I8 + 41.16SJ4I9 + 79.31SJ4I10 
+ 49.86SJRLN1 + 45.57SJRLN2 + 44.93SJRLN3 + 30.41SJRLN4 
+ 21.24SJRLN5 + 52.29SJRLN6 + 48.86SJRLN7 + 45.08SJRLN8 
+ 10.01SJRLN9 + 52.54SJRLL1 + 48. 70SJRLL2 + 45. 73SJRLL3 
+ 30.30SJRLL4 + 21.24SJRLL5 + 53.01SJRLL6 + 51.03SJRLL7 
+ 47.63SJRLL8 + 10.01SJRLL9 + 54.SlSJRLHl + 49.44SJRLH2 
+ 45.30SJRLH3 + 30.34SJRLH4 + 21.24SJRLH5 + 57.39SJRLH6 
+ 52.79SJRLH7 + 47.95SJRLH8 + 10.01SJRLH9 + 23.28SJRAS1 
+ 22.73SJRAS3 + 47.22SJRAS5 + 41.51SJRAS6 + 30.04SJRAS7 
+ 12.48SJRAS8 + 14.10SJRAS9 
- SJBADlO = 0 
SJVRDl) 90.33SJ1Cl + 90.33SJ1C2 + 90.33SJ1C3 
+ 90.33SJ1C4 + 90.33SJ1C5 + 90.33SJ1C6 + 90.33SJ1C7 
+ 90.33SJ1C8 + 90.33SJ1C9 + 90.33SJ1C10 + 90.04SJ2Cl 
+ 90.04SJ2C2 + 90.04SJ2C3 + 90.04SJ2C4 + 90.04SJ2C5 
+ 90.04SJ2C6 + 90.04SJ2C7 + 90.04SJ2C8 + 90.04SJ2C9 
+ 90.04SJ2C10 + 92.13SJ3Cl + 92.13SJ3C2 + 92.13SJ3C3 
+ 92.13SJ3C4 + 92.13SJ3C5 + 92 .13SJ3C6 + 92.13SJ3C7 
+ 92.13SJ3C8 + 92.13SJ3C9 + 92.13SJ3C10 + 92.15SJ4Cl 
+ 92.15SJ4C2 + 92.15SJ4C3 + 92.15SJ4C4 + 92.15SJ4C5 
+ 92.15SJ4C6 + 92.15SJ4C7 + 92.15SJ4C8 + 92.15SJ4C9 
+ 92.15SJ4C10 + 90.04SJ5Cl + 90.04SJ5C2 + 90.04SJ5C3 
+ 90.04SJ5C4 + 90.04SJ5C5 + 90.04SJ5C6 + 90.04SJ5C7 
+ 90.04SJ5C8 + 90.04SJ5C9 + 90 .04SJ5C10 + 90.35SJ181 
+ 90.35SJ182 + 90.35SJ183 + 90.35SJ184 + 90.35SJ185 
+ 90.35SJ186 + 90.35SJ187 + 90.35SJ188 + 90.35SJ189 
+ 90.35SJ1810 + 91.81SJ381 + 91.81SJ382 + 91.81SJ383 
+ 91.81SJ384 + 91.81SJ385 + 91.81SJ386 + 91.81SJ387 
+ 91.81SJ388 + 91.81SJ389 + 91.81SJ3810 + 92.12SJ481 
+ 92.12SJ482 + 92.12SJ483 + 92.12SJ484 + 92.12SJ485 
+ 92.12SJ486 + 92.12SJ487 + 92.12SJ488 + 92.12SJ489 
+ 92.12SJ4810 + 90.35SJ1Il + 90.35SJ1I2 + 90.35SJ1I3 
+ 90.35SJ114 + 90.35SJ1I5 + 90.35SJ1I6 + 90.35SJ117 
+ 90.35SJ1I8 + 90.35SJ1I9 + 90.35SJ1Il0 + 91.81SJ3Il 
+ 91.81SJ3I2 + 91.81SJ3I3 + 91.81SJ3I4 + 91.81SJ3I5 
+ 91.81SJ3I6 + 91.81SJ3I7 + 91.81SJ3I8 + 91.81SJ3I9 
+ 91.81SJ3Il0 + 92.12SJ4Il + 92.12SJ4I2 + 92.12SJ4I3 
+ 92.12SJ4I4 + 92.12SJ4I5 + 92.12SJ4I6 + 92.12SJ4I7 
+ 92.12SJ4I8 + 92.12SJ4I9 + 92.12SJ4I10 
- SJVRDl = 0 
SJVRD2) 90.02SJ1C2 + 90.02SJ1C3 + 90.02SJ1C4 
+ 90.02SJ1C5 + 90.02SJ1C6 + 90.02SJ1C7 + 90.02SJ1C8 
+ 90.02SJ1C9 + 90.02SJ1C10 + 89.93SJ2C2 + 89.93SJ2C3 
+ 89.93SJ2C4 + 89.93SJ2C5 + 89.93SJ2C6 + 89.93SJ2C7 
+ 89.93SJ2C8 + 89.93SJ2C9 + 89.93SJ2C10 + 92.18SJ3C2 
+ 92.18SJ3C3 + 92.18SJ3C4 + 92.18SJ3C5 + 92.18SJ3C6 
+ 92.18SJ3C7 + 92.18SJ3C8 + 92.18SJ3C9 + 92.18SJ3C10 
+ 92.01SJ4C2 + 92.01SJ4C3 + 92.01SJ4C4 + 92.01SJ4C5 
+ 92.01SJ4C6 + 92.01SJ4C7 + 92.01SJ4C8 + 92.01SJ4C9 
+ 92.01SJ4C10 + 90.31SJ5C2 + 90.31SJ5C3 + 90.31SJ5C4 
+ 90.31SJ5C5 + 90.31SJ5C6 + 90.31SJ5C7 + 90.31SJ5C8 
+ 90.31SJ5C9 + 90.31SJ5C10 + 92.70SJ1Sl + 90.08SJ1S2 
+ 90.08SJ1S3 + 90.08SJ1S4 + 90.08SJ1S5 + 90.08SJ1S6 
+ 90.08SJ1S7 + 90.08SJ1S8 + 90.08SJ1S9 + 90.08SJ1S10 
+ 94.14SJ3Sl + 91.63SJ3S2 + 91.63SJ3S3 + 91.63SJ3S4 
+ 91.63SJ3S5 + 91.63SJ3S6 + 91.63SJ3S7 + 91.63SJ3S8 
+ 91.63SJ3S9 + 91.63SJ3S10 + 94.05SJ4Sl + 91.85SJ4S2 
+ 91.85SJ4S3 + 91.85SJ4S4 + 91.85SJ4S5 + 91.85SJ4S6 
+ 91.85SJ4S7 + 91.85SJ4S8 + 91.85SJ4S9 + 91.85SJ4S10 
+ 92.68SJ1Il + 90.08SJ1I2 + 90.08SJ1I3 + 90.08SJ1I4 
+ 90.08SJ1I5 + 90.08SJ1I6 + 90.08SJ1I7 + 90.08SJ1I8 
+ 90.08SJ1I9 + 90.08SJ1Il0 + 93.97SJ3Il + 91.63SJ3I2 
+ 91.63SJ3I3 + 91.63SJ3I4 + 91.63SJ3I5 + 91.63SJ3I6 
+ 91.63SJ3I7 + 91.63SJ3I8 + 91.63SJ3I9 + 91.63SJ3Il0 
+ 93.92SJ4Il + 91.85SJ4I2 + 91.85SJ4I3 + 91.85SJ4I4 
+ 91.85SJ4I5 + 91.85SJ4I6 + 91.85SJ4I7 + 91.85SJ4I8 
+ 91.85SJ4I9 + 91.85SJ4Il0 + 43.96SJRLN1 + 43.96SJRLL1 
+ 43.96SJRLH1 + 24.54SJRAS1 
- SJVRD2 = 0 
SJVRD3) 89. 78SJ1C3 + 89. 78SJ1C4 + 89. 78SJ1C5 
+ 89.78SJ1C6 + 89.78SJ1C7 + 89.78SJ1C8 + 89.78SJ1C9 
+ 89.78SJ1C10 + 89.98SJ2C3 + 89.98SJ2C4 + 89.98SJ2C5 
+ 89.98SJ2C6 + 89.98SJ2C7 + 89.98SJ2C8 + 89.98SJ2C9 
+ 89.98SJ2C10 + 92.15SJ3C3 + 92.15SJ3C4 + 92.15SJ3C5 
+ 92.15SJ3C6 + 92.15SJ3C7 + 92.15SJ3C8 + 92.15SJ3C9 
+ 92.15SJ3C10 + 91.66SJ4C3 + 91.66SJ4C4 + 91.66SJ4C5 
+ 91.66SJ4C6 + 91.66SJ4C7 + 91.66SJ4C8 + 91.66SJ4C9 
+ 91.66SJ4C10 + 90.03SJ5C3 + 90.03SJ5C4 + 90.03SJ5C5 
+ 90.03SJ5C6 + 90.03SJ5C7 + 90.03SJ5C8 + 90.03SJ5C9 
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+ 90.03SJ5C10 + 44.19SJ181 + 92.46SJ182 + 89.74SJ183 
+ 89.74SJ184 + 89.74SJ185 + 89.74SJ186 + 89.74SJ187 
+ 89.74SJ188 + 89.74SJ189 + 89.74SJ1810 + 52.68SJ3Sl 
+ 93.97SJ382 + 91.44SJ383 + 91.44SJ384 + 91.44SJ385 
+ 91.44SJ386 + 91.44SJ387 + 91.44SJ388 + 91.44SJ389 
+ 91.44SJ3810 + 49.66SJ4Sl + 93.87SJ482 + 91.54SJ483 
+ 91.54SJ484 + 91.54SJ485 + 91.54SJ486 + 91.54SJ487 
+ 91.54SJ488 + 91.54SJ489 + 91.54SJ4810 + 93.70SJ1Il 
+ 92.42SJ1I2 + 89.74SJ113 + 89.74SJ114 + 89.74SJ1I5 
+ 89.74SJ116 + 89.74SJ117 + 89.74SJ118 + 89.74SJ119 
+ 89.74SJ1I10 + 94.98SJ3Il + 93.81SJ3I2 + 91.44SJ3I3 
+ 91.44SJ3I4 + 91.44SJ3I5 + 91.44SJ3I6 + 91.44SJ3I7 
+ 91.44SJ3I8 + 91.44SJ3I9 + 91.44SJ3Il0 + 94.90SJ4Il 
+ 93.79SJ4I2 + 91.54SJ4I3 + 91.54SJ4I4 + 91.54SJ4I5 
+ 91.54SJ4I6 + 91.54SJ4I7 + 91.54SJ4I8 + 91.54SJ4I9 
+ 91.54SJ4Il0 + 66.71SJRLN1 + 43.96SJRLN2 + 66.71SJRLL1 
+ 43.96SJRLL2 + 66. 71SJRLH1 + 43.96SJRLH2 + 43.90SJRAS1 
+ 24.54SJRAS2 
-_ SJVRD3 = 0 
SJVRD4) 89.53SJ1C4 + 89.53SJ1C5 + 89.53SJ1C6 
+ 89.53SJ1C7 + 89.53SJ1C8 + 89.53SJ1C9 + 89.53SJ1C10 
+ 89.80SJ2C4 + 89.80SJ2C5 + 89.80SJ2C6 + 89.80SJ2C7 
+ 89.80SJ2C8 + 89.80SJ2C9 + 89.80SJ2C10 + 91.75SJ3C4 
+ 91.75SJ3C5 + 91.75SJ3C6 + 91.75SJ3C7 + 91.75SJ3C8 
+ 91. 75SJ3C9 + 91. 75SJ3C10 + 91.32SJ4C4 + 91.32SJ4C5 
+ 91.32SJ4C6 + 91.32SJ4C7 + 91.32SJ4C8 + 91.32SJ4C9 
+ 91.32SJ4C10 + 89.78SJ5C4 + 89.78SJ5C5 + 89.78SJ5C6 
+ 89.78SJ5C7 + 89.78SJ5C8 + 89.78SJ5C9 + 89.78SJ5C10 
+ 56.32SJ1Sl + 43.94SJ182 + 91.80SJ183 + 89.52SJ184 
+ 89.52SJ185 + 89.52SJ186 + 89.52SJ187 + 89.52SJ188 
+ 89.52SJ189 + 89.52SJ1810 + 62.80SJ3Sl + 51.85SJ382 
+ 93. 73SJ383 + 91.22SJ384 + 91.22SJ385 + 91.22SJ386 
+ 91.22SJ387 + 91.22SJ388 + 91.22SJ389 + 91.22SJ3810 
+ 60.78SJ4Sl + 49.52SJ482 + 93.72SJ483 + 91.22SJ484 
+ 91.22SJ485 + 91.22SJ486 + 91.22SJ487 + 91.22SJ488 
+ 91.22SJ489 + 91.22SJ4810 + 94.358Jlll + 93.45SJ112 
+ 92.12SJ1I3 + 89.52SJ114 + 89.52SJ1I5 + 89.52SJ116 
+ 89.52SJ1I7 + 89.52SJ118 + 89.52SJ119 + 89.52SJ1Il0 
+ 95.48SJ3Il + 95.01SJ3I2 + 93.58SJ3I3 + 91.22SJ3I4 
+ 91.22SJ3I5 + 91.22SJ3I6 + 91.22SJ3I7 + 91.22SJ3I8 
+ 91.22SJ3I9 + 91.22SJ3Il0 + 95.89SJ4Il + 94.81SJ4I2 
+ 93.64SJ4I3 + 91.22SJ4I4 + 91.22SJ4I5 + 91.22SJ4I6 
+ 91.22SJ4I7 + 91.22SJ4I8 + 91.22SJ4I9 + 91.22SJ4Il0 
+ 74.92SJRLN1 + 66.71SJRLN2 + 43.96SJRLN3 + 75.41SJRLL1 
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+ 66.71SJRLL2 + 43.96SJRLL3 + 75.20SJRLH1 + 66.71SJRLH2 
+ 43.96SJRLH3 + 52.lOSJRASl + 43.90SJRAS2 + 24.54SJRAS3 
- SJVRD4 = 0 
SJVRD5) 89.22SJ1C5 + 89.22SJ1C6 + 89.22SJ1C7 
+ 89.22SJ1C8 + 89.22SJ1C9 + 89.22SJ1C10 + 89. 73SJ2C5 
+ 89. 73SJ2C6 + 89. 73SJ2C7 + 89. 73SJ2C8 + 89. 73SJ2C9 
+ 89.73SJ2C10 + 91.65SJ3C5 + 91.65SJ3C6 + 91.65SJ3C7 
+ 91.65SJ3C8 + 91.65SJ3C9 + 91.65SJ3C10 + 91.04SJ4C5 
+ 91.04SJ4C6 + 91.04SJ4C7 + 91.04SJ4C8 + 91.04SJ4C9 
+ 91.04SJ4C10 + 89.28SJ5C5 + 89.28SJ5C6 + 89.28SJ5C7 
+ 89.28SJ5C8 + 89.28SJ5C9 + 89.28SJ5C10 + 64.53SJ1Sl 
+ 55.62SJ1S2 + 43.44SJ1S3 + 91.47SJ1S4 + 89.24SJ1S5 
+ 89.24SJ1S6 + 89.24SJ1S7 + 89.24SJ1S8 + 89.24SJ1S9 
+ 89.24SJ1S10 + 70.26SJ3Sl + 62.37SJ3S2 + 51.43SJ3S3 
+ 93.20SJ3S4 + 91.17SJ3S5 + 91.17SJ3S6 + 91.17SJ3S7 
+ 91.17SJ3S8 + 91.17SJ3S9 + 91.17SJ3S10 + 68.22SJ4Sl 
+ 60.83SJ4S2 + 49.40SJ4S3 + 93.59SJ4S4 + 91.01SJ4S5 
+ 91.01SJ4S6 + 91.01SJ4S7 + 91.01SJ4S8 + 91.01SJ4S9 
+ 91.01SJ4S10 + 94.32SJ1ll + 94.26SJ1I2 + 93.45SJ1I3 
+ 91.41SJ1I4 + 89.24SJ1I5 + 89.24SJ1I6 + 89.24SJ1I7 
+ 89.24SJ1I8 + 89.24SJ1I9 + 89.24SJ1I10 + 95.19SJ3Il 
+ 95.60SJ3I2 + 94.91SJ3I3 + 93.07SJ3I4 + 91.17SJ3I5 
+ 91.17SJ3I6 + 91.17SJ3I7 + 91.17SJ3I8 + 91.17SJ3I9 
+ 91.17SJ3Il0 + 96.23SJ4ll + 95.30SJ4I2 + 94.69SJ4I3 
+ 93.47SJ4I4 + 91.01SJ4I5 + 91.01SJ4I6 + 91.01SJ4I7 
+ 91.01SJ4I8 + 91.01SJ4I9 + 91.01SJ4110 + 75.66SJRLN1 
+ 74.92SJRLN2 + 66.71SJRLN3 + 43.96SJRLN4 + 78.21SJRLL1 
+ 75.41SJRLL2 + 66. 71SJRLL3 + 43.96SJRLL4 + 77.46SJRLH1 
+ 75.20SJRLH2 + 10.01SJRLH3 + 43.96SJRLH4 + 56.39SJRAS1 
+ 52.10SJRAS2 + 43.90SJRAS3 + 24.54SJRAS4 
- SJVRD5 = 0 
SJVRD6) 88.66SJ1C6 + 88.66SJ1C7 + 88.66SJ1C8 
+ 88.66SJ1C9 + 88.66SJ1C10 + 89.69SJ2C6 + 89.69SJ2C7 
+ 89.69SJ2C8 + 89.69SJ2C9 + 89.69SJ2C10 + 91.50SJ3C6 
+ 91.50SJ3C7 + 91.50SJ3C8 + 91.50SJ3C9 + 91.50SJ3C10 
+ 90.64SJ4C6 + 90.64SJ4C7 + 90.64SJ4C8 + 90.64SJ4C9 
+ 90.64SJ4C10 + 88.73SJ5C6 + 88.73SJ5C7 + 88.73SJ5C8 
+ 88.73SJ5C9 + 88.73SJ5C10 + 73.56SJ1Sl + 67.63SJ1S2 
+ 58.25SJ1S3 + 49.86SJ1S4 + 91.38SJ1S5 + 88.74SJ1S6 
+ 88.74SJ1S7 + 88.74SJ1S8 + 88.74SJ1S9 + 88.74SJ1S10 
+ 77.82SJ3Sl + 73.39SJ382 + 66.58SJ3S3 + 57.47SJ3S4 
+ 93.08SJ3S5 + 90.98SJ3S6 + 90.98SJ3S7 + 90.98SJ3S8 
+ 90.98SJ3S9 + 90.98SJ3S10 + 76.43SJ4Sl + 71. 71SJ4S2 
+ 64.89SJ4S3 + 55.22SJ4S4 + 93.66SJ4S5 + 90.60SJ4S6 
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+ 90.60SJ487 + 90.60SJ488 + 90.60SJ489 + 90.60SJ4810 
+ 93.20SJ1Il + 94.49SJ1I2 + 94.54SJ1I3 + 93.02SJ1I4 
+ 91.31SJ1I5 + 88.74SJ1I6 + 88.74SJ1I7 + 88.74SJ1I8 
+ 88.74SJ1I9 + 88.74SJ1Il0 + 93.97SJ3Il + 95.25SJ312 
+ 95.65SJ313 + 95.05SJ314 + 92.89SJ315 + 90.98SJ316 
+ 90.98SJ3I7 + 90.98SJ318 + 90.98SJ3I9 + 90.98SJ3Il0 
+ 94.01SJ4Il + 95.44SJ412 + 95.39SJ413 + 94.78SJ414 
+ 93.56SJ4I5 + 90.60SJ416 + 90.60SJ4I7 + 90.60SJ418 
+ 90.60SJ4I9 + 90.60SJ4Il0 + 74.56SJRLN1 + 75.09SJRLN2 
+ 75.79SJRLN3 + 72.44SJRLN4 + 58.13SJRLN5 + 79.17SJRLL1 
+ 78.62SJRLL2 + 77.10SJRLL3 + 72.50SJRLL4 + 58.13SJRLL5 
+ 77.45SJRLH1 + 77.85SJRLH2 + 76.81SJRLH3 + 72.49SJRLH4 
+ 58.13SJRLH5 + 62.20SJRAS1 + 58.57SJRAS2 + 55.05SJRAS3 
+ 48.73SJRAS4 + 36.81SJRAS5 
- SJVRD6 = 0 
SJVRD7) 87.90SJ1C7 + 87.90SJ1C8 + 87.90SJ1C9 
+ 87.90SJ1C10 + 89.35SJ2C7 + 89.35SJ2C8 + 89.35SJ2C9 
+ 89.35SJ2C10 + 91.11SJ3C7 + 91.11SJ3C8 + 91.11SJ3C9 
+ 91.11SJ3C10 + 90.03SJ4C7 + 90.03SJ4C8 + 90.03SJ4C9 
+ 90.03SJ4C10 + 87.56SJ5C7 + 87.56SJ5C8 + 87.56SJ5C9 
+ 87.56SJ5C10 + 81.28SJ1Sl + 76.28SJ182 + 72.22SJ183 
+ 67.27SJ1S4 + 54.35SJ1S5 + 36.60SJ1S6 + 88.01SJ1S7 
+ 88.01SJ188 + 88.01SJ189 + 88.0lSJlSlO + 82.67SJ3Sl 
+ 81.52SJ382 + 78.96SJ383 + 74.09SJ3S4 + 63.18SJ385 
+ 40.21SJ386 + 90.48SJ387 + 90.48SJ3S8 + 90.48SJ389 
+ 90.48SJ3S10 + 82.45SJ4Sl + 80.22SJ4S2 + 76.42SJ4S3 
+ 72.76SJ4S4 + 60.73SJ4S5 + 42.67SJ4S6 + 89.92SJ4S7 
+ 89.92SJ488 + 89.92SJ4S9 + 89.92SJ4S10 + 91.06SJ1Il 
+ 92.85SJ1I2 + 94.40SJ1I3 + 94.66SJ1I4 + 93.27SJ1I5 
+ 90.56SJ1I6 + 88.01SJ1I7 + 88.01SJ1I8 + 88.01SJ1I9 
+ 88.0lSJlilO + 91.92SJ3Il + 93.28SJ312 + 94.73SJ313 
+ 95.69SJ3I4 + 95.38SJ3I5 + 92.61SJ3I6 + 90.48SJ317 
+ 90.48SJ3I8 + 90.48SJ319 + 90.48SJ3Il0 + 92.14SJ411 
+ 93.75SJ412 + 95.27SJ413 + 95.74SJ4I4 + 95.27SJ4I5 
+ 93.36SJ4I6 + 89.92SJ4I7 + 89.92SJ4I8 + 89.92SJ419 
+ 89.92SJ4I10 + 74.13SJRLN1 + 74.09SJRLN2 + 74.56SJRLN3 
+ 75.09SJRLN4 + 75.79SJRLN5 + 66.71SJRLN6 + 80.96SJRLL1 
+ 80.48SJRLL2 + 79.17SJRLL3 + 78.62SJRLL4 + 77.10SJRLL5 
+ 66.71SJRLL6 + 79.07SJRLH1 + 76.55SJRLH2 + 77.45SJRLH3 
+ 77.85SJRLH4 + 76.81SJRLH5 + 66.71SJRLH6 + 66.0lSJRASl 
+ 64.46SJRAS2 + 62.20SJRAS3 + 58.57SJRAS4 + 55.05SJRAS5 
+ 43.90SJRAS6 
- SJVRD7 = 0 
SJVRD8) 87.05SJ1C8 + 87.05SJ1C9 + 87.05SJ1C10 
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+ 88.90SJ2C8 + 88.90SJ2C9 + 88.90SJ2C10 + 90.63SJ3C8 
+ 90.63SJ3C9 + 90.63SJ3C10 + 89.67SJ4C8 + 89.67SJ4C9 
+ 89.67SJ4C10 + 86.91SJ5C8 + 86.91SJ5C9 + 86.91SJ5C10 
+ 84.08SJ1Sl + 81.37SJ1S2 + 80.49SJ1S3 + 75.54SJ1S4 
+ 69.46SJ1S5 + 66.03SJ1S6 + 30.90SJ1S7 + 87.32SJ1S8 
+ 87.32SJ1S9 + 87.32SJ1S10 + 84.38SJ3Sl + 84.09SJ3S2 
+ 84.22SJ3S3 + 82. 71SJ3S4 + 78.61SJ3S5 + 66.68SJ3S6 
. + 34.58SJ3S7 + 89.61SJ3S8 + 89.61SJ3S9 + 89.61SJ3S10 
+ 84.11SJ4Sl + 83.61SJ4S2 + 82.04SJ4S3 + 80.49SJ4S4 
+ 76.16SJ4S5 + 66SJ4S6 + 40.39SJ4S7 + 89.58SJ4S8 
+ 89.58SJ4S9 + 89.58SJ4S10 + 88.80SJ1Il + 90.71SJ112 
+ 92.12SJ113 + 93.97SJ114 + 94.80SJ115 + 92.52SJ116 
+ 89.75SJ117 + 87.32SJ118 + 87.32SJ119 + 87.32SJ1Il0 
+ 90.01SJ3Il + 91.38SJ3I2 + 92.61SJ3I3 + 93.87SJ3I4 
+ 95.50SJ3I5 + 95.08SJ3I6 + 91.89SJ3I7 + 89.61SJ3I8 
+ 89.61SJ3I9 + 89.61SJ3Il0 + 82.56SJ4Il + 91.58SJ4I2 
+ 93.38SJ4I3 + 94.63SJ4I4 + 95.73SJ4I5 + 95.16SJ4I6 
+ 92.72SJ4I7 + 89.58SJ4I8 + 89.58SJ4I9 + 89.58SJ4Il0 
+ 58.13SJRLN1 + 14.24SJRLN2 + 74.13SJRLN3 + 74.09SJRLN4 
+ 74.56SJRLN5 + 75.66SJRLN6 + 66.71SJRLN7 + 58.13SJRLL1 
+ 14.24SJRLL2 + 80.96SJRLL3 + 80.48SJRLIA + 79.17SJRLL5 
+ 78.21SJRLL6 + 66. 71SJRLL 7 + 58.13SJRLH1 + 14.24SJRLH2 
+ 79.07SJRLH3 + 76.55SJRLH4 + 77.45SJRLH5 + 77.46SJRLH6 
+ 66. 71SJRLH7 + 66.24SJRAS1 + 65. 70SJRAS2 + 66.01SJRAS3 
+ 64.46SJRAS4 + 62.20SJRAS5 + 56.39SJRAS6 + 43 .90SJRAS7 
- SJVRD8 = 0 
SJVRD9) 86.12SJ1C9 + 86.12SJ1C10 + 88.42SJ2C9 
+ 88.42SJ2C10 + 90.42SJ3C9 + 90.42SJ3C10 + 89.35SJ4C9 
+ 89.35SJ4C10 + 85.63SJ5C9 + 85.63SJ5C10 + 91.26SJ1Sl 
+ 89.47SJ1S2 + 83.66SJ1S3 + 81.17SJ1S4 + 77.11SJ1S5 
+ 79.08SJ1S6 + 65.46SJ1S7 + 26.92SJ1S8 + 86.44SJ1S9 
+ 86.44SJ1S10 + 90.87SJ3Sl + 91.31SJ3S2 + 85.25SJ3S3 
+ 85.17SJ3S4 + 84.37SJ3S5 + 79.64SJ3S6 + 66.16SJ3S7 
+ 31.09SJ3S8 + 88.92SJ3S9 + 88.92SJ3S10 + 90.94SJ4Sl 
+ 90.26SJ4S2 + 84.43SJ4S3 + 83.78SJ4S4 + 82.31SJ4S5 
+ 78.53SJ4S6 + 66.53SJ4S7 + 37.66SJ4S8 + 89.04SJ4S9 
+ 89.04SJ4S10 + 82.09SJ1Il + 79.88SJ112 + 85.45SJ113 
+ 91.66SJ114 + 93.85SJ1I5 + 94.32SJ116 + 91.48SJ117 
+ 88.99SJ118 + 86.44SJ1I9 + 86.44SJ1Il0 + 86.01SJ3Il 
+ 85.46SJ3I2 + 90.70SJ3I3 + 91.77SJ3I4 + 93.42SJ3I5 
+ 95.80SJ3I6 + 94.14SJ3I7 + 91.21SJ3I8 + 88.92SJ3I9 
+ 88.92SJ3Il0 + 90.12SJ4Il + 81.54SJ4I2 + 91.17SJ4I3 
+ 92.57SJ4I4 + 94.05SJ4I5 + 96SJ4I6 + 94.51SJ4I7 
+ 92.38SJ4I8 + 89.04SJ4I9 + 89.04SJ4I10 + 75.79SJRLN1 
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+ 72.44SJRLN2 + 
+ 74.25SJRLN6 + 
+ 72.50SJRLL2 + 
+ 80.14SJRLL6 + 
+ 72.49SJRLH2 + 
+ 76.83SJRLH6 + 
+ 14.24SJRAS2 + 
+ 63.96SJRAS6 + 









14.24SJRLN4 + 74.13SJRLN5 
66.71SJRLN8 + 77.lOSJRLLl 
14.24SJRLIA + 80.96SJRLL5 
66.71SJRLL8 + 76.81SJRLH1 
14.24SJRLH4 + 79.07SJRLH5 
66.71SJRLH8 + 36.81SJRAS1 
65.70SJRAS4 + 66.01SJRAS5 
43.90SJRAS8 
SJVRDlO) 85.20SJ1C10 + 88.23SJ2C10 + 90.19SJ3C10 
+ 88.76SJ4C10 + 84.75SJ5C10 + 64.12SJ1Sl + 61.83SJ1S2 
+ 91.14SJ1S3 + 88.09SJ1S4 + 81.86SJ1S5 + 84.31SJ1S6 
+ 80.28SJ1S7 + 64.58SJ1S8 + 27.21SJ1S9 + 85.85SJ1S10 
+ 64.04SJ3Sl + 61.55SJ3S2 + 91.09SJ3S3 + 91.39SJ3S4 
+ 86.27SJ3S5 + 84.82SJ3S6 + 78.99SJ3S7 + 65.60SJ3S8 
+ 31.23SJ3S9 + 88.46SJ3S10 + 63.98SJ4Sl + 61. 72SJ4S2 
+ 91.33SJ4S3 + 90.12SJ4S4 + 85.19SJ4S5 + 83.27SJ4S6 
+ 80.23SJ4S7 + 66.66SJ4S8 + 34.61SJ4S9 + 88.70SJ4S10 
+ 89.13SJ1Il + 88.45SJ1I2 + 80.20SJ1I3 + 80.15SJ1I4 
+ 91.41SJ1I5 + 94.58SJ1I6 + 93.28SJ1I7 + 90.52SJ1I8 
+ 88.39SJ1I9 + 85.85SJ1Il0 + 90. 78SJ3Il + 91.21SJ312 
+ 86. 70SJ313 + 84.81SJ3I4 + 91.38SJ3I5 + 94.08SJ3l6 
+ 95. 76SJ3I7 + 93.42SJ3I8 + 90.68SJ319 + 88.46SJ3Il0 
+ 92.65SJ4Il + 89.68SJ4I2 + 83.68SJ413 + 82.18SJ414 
+ 91.98SJ415 + 94.68SJ416 + 95.87SJ417 + 93.91SJ418 
+ 91.70SJ419 + 88.70SJ4110 + 74.56SJRLN1 + 75.09SJRLN2 
+ 75.79SJRLN3 + 72.44SJRLN4 + 58.13SJRLN5 + 74.01SJRLN6 
+ 74.25SJRLN7 + 75.66SJRLN8 + 66.71SJRLN9 + 79.17SJRLL1 
+ 78.62SJRLL2 + 77.10SJRLL3 + 72.50SJRLIA + 58.13SJRLL5 
+ 81.21SJRLL6 + 80.14SJRLL7 + 78.21SJRLL8 + 66.71SJRLL9 
+ 77.45SJRLH1 + 77.85SJRLH2 + 76.81SJRLH3 + 72.49SJRLH4 
+ 58.13SJRLH5 + 79.46SJRLH6 + 76.83SJRLH7 + 77.46SJRLH8 
+ 66. 71SJRLH9 + 55.05SJRAS1 + 48. 73SJRAS2 + 36.81SJRAS3 
+ 14.24SJRAS4 + 66.24SJRAS5 + 66.09SJRAS6 + 63.96SJRAS7 
+ 56.39SJRAS8 + 43.90SJRAS9 
- SJVRDlO = 0 
SPDl) lLBSPDl + lWHSPDl + lNJSPDl 
+ lSJSPDl 
- SPDl = 0 
SPD2) 1LBSPD2 + 1 WHSPD2 + 1NJSPD2 
+ 1SJSPD2 
- SPD2 = 0 
SPD3) 1LBSPD3 + 1WHSPD3 + 1NJSPD3 
+ 1SJSPD3 
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- SPD3 = 0 
SPD4) 1LBSPD4 + 1WHSPD4 + 1NJSPD4 
+ 1SJSPD4 
- SPD4 = 0 
SPD5) 1LBSPD5 + 1WHSPD5 + 1NJSPD5 
+ 1SJSPD5 
- SPD5 = 0 
SPD6) 1LBSPD6 + 1WHSPD6 + 1NJSPD6 
+ 1SJSPD6 
- SPD6 = 0 
SPD7) 1LBSPD7 + 1 WHSPD7 + 1NJSPD7 
+ 1SJSPD7 
- SPD7 = 0 
SPD8) 1LBSPD8 + 1WHSPD8 + 1NJSPD8 
+ 1SJSPD8 
- SPDB = 0 
SPD9) 1LBSPD9 + 1WHSPD9 + 1NJSPD9 
+ 1SJSPD9 
- SPD9 = 0 
SPDlO) lLBSPDlO + lWHSPDlO + lNJSPDlO 
+ lSJSPDlO 
- SPDlO = 0 
BADl) lLBBADl + lWHBADl + lNJBADl 
+ lSJBADl 
- BADl = 0 
BAD2) 1LBBAD2 + 1 WHBAD2 + 1NJBAD2 
+ 1SJBAD2 
- BAD2 = 0 
BAD3) 1LBBAD3 + 1WHBAD3 + 1NJBAD3 
+ 1SJBAD3 
- BAD3 = 0 
BAD4) 1LBBAD4 + 1WHBAD4 + 1NJBAD4 
+ 1SJBAD4 
- BAD4 = 0 
BAD5) 1LBBAD5 + 1WHBAD5 + 1NJBAD5 
+ 1SJBAD5 
- BAD5 = 0 
BAD6) 1LBBAD6 + 1WHBAD6 + 1NJBAD6 
+ 1SJBAD6 
- BAD6 = 0 
BAD7) 1LBBAD7 + 1 WHBAD7 + 1NJBAD7 
+ 1SJBAD7 
- BAD7 = 0 
BADS) 1LBBAD8 + 1WHBAD8 + 1NJBAD8 
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+ 1SJBAD8 
- BADB = 0 
BAD9) 1LBBAD9 + 1WHBAD9 + 1NJBAD9 
+ 1SJBAD9 
- BAD9 = 0 
BADlO) lLBBADlO + lWHBADlO + lNJBADlO 
+ lSJBADlO 
- BADlO = 0 
VRDl) lLBVRDl + lWHVRDl + lNJVRDl 
+ lSJVRDl 
- VRDl = 0 
VRD2) 1LBVRD2 + 1 WHVRD2 + 1NJVRD2 
+ 1SJVRD2 
- VRD2 = 0 
VRD3) 1LBVRD3 + 1 WHVRD3 + 1NJVRD3 
+ 1SJVRD3 
- VRD3 = 0 
VRD4) 1LBVRD4 + 1 WHVRD4 + 1NJVRD4 
+ 1SJVRD4 
- VRD4 = 0 
VRD5) 1LBVRD5 + 1WHVRD5 + 1NJVRD5 
+ 1SJVRD5 
- VRD5 = 0 
VRD6) 1LBVRD6 + 1 WHVRD6 + 1NJVRD6 
+ 1SJVRD6 
- VRD6 = 0 
VRD7) 1LBVRD7 + 1WHVRD7 + 1NJVRD7 
+ 1SJVRD7 
- VRD7 = 0 
VRD8) 1LBVRD8 + 1WHVRD8 + 1NJVRD8 
+ 1SJVRD8 
- VRD8 = 0 
VRD9) 1LBVRD9 + 1WHVRD9 + 1NJVRD9 
+ 1SJVRD9 
- VRD9 = 0 
VRDlO) lLBVRDlO + lWHVRDlO + lNJVRDlO 
+ lSJVRDlO 
- VRDlO = 0 
ADJSPDl) lSPDl -2010ASPD1 = 0 
ADJSPD2) 1SPD2 -2010ASPD2 = 0 
ADJSPD3) 1SPD3 -2010ASPD3 = 0 
ADJSPD4) 1SPD4 -2010ASPD4 = 0 
ADJSPD5) 1SPD5 -2010ASPD5 = 0 
ADJSPD6) 1SPD6 -2010ASPD6 = 0 
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ADJSPD7) 1SPD7 -2010ASPD7 = 0 
ADJSPD8) 1SPD8 -2010ASPD8 = 0 
ADJSPD9) 1SPD9 -2010ASPD9 = 0 
ADJSPDlO) lSPDlO -2010ASPD10 = 0 
ADJBADl) lBADl -2010ABAD1 = 0 
ADJBAD2) 1BAD2 -2010ABAD2 = 0 
ADJBAD3) 1BAD3 -2010ABAD3 = 0 
ADJBAD4) 1BAD4 -2010ABAD4 = 0 
ADJBAD5) 1BAD5 -2010ABAD5 = 0 
ADJBAD6) 1BAD6 -2010ABAD6 = 0 
ADJBAD7) 1BAD7 -2010ABAD7 = 0 
ADJBADB) 1BAD8 -2010ABAD8 = 0 
ADJBAD9) 1BAD9 -2010ABAD9 = 0 
ADJBADlO) lBADlO -2010ABAD10 = 0 
ADJVRDl) lVRDl -2010A VRDl = 0 
ADJVRD2) 1VRD2 -2010A VRD2 = 0 
ADJVRD3) 1VRD3 -2010A VRD3 = 0 
ADJVRD4) IVRD4 -20IOA VRD4 = 0 
ADJVRD5) 1VRD5 -20IOAVRD5 = 0 
ADJVRD6) IVRD6 -20IOAVRD6 = 0 
ADJVRD7) IVRD7 -20IOAVRD7 = 0 
ADJVRDB) IVRDB -20IOAVRD8 = 0 
ADJVRD9) IVRD9 -20IOA VRD9 = 0 
ADJVRDIO) IVRDIO -20IOA VRDIO = 0 
TOTSPD) IASPD I + IASPD2 + 1ASPD3 
+ 1ASPD4 + IASPD5 + 1ASPD6 + IASPD7 
+ IASPD8 + IASPD9 + lASPDIO 
-TOTSPD = 0 
TOTBAD) lABADI + IABAD2 + 1ABAD3 
+ 1ABAD4 + 1ABAD5 + 1ABAD6 + IABAD7 
+ IABADB + 1ABAD9 + IABADIO 
-TOTBAD = 0 
TOTVRD) IAVRDI + IAVRD2 + 1AVRD3 
+ IA VRD4 + 1A VRD5 + lA VRD6 + IA VRD7 
+ IA VRD8 + 1A VRD9 + 1A VRDIO 
-TOTVRD = 0 
END 
LEAVE 
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